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Chapter 1 

When someone turns on a faucet or breaks the seal on a bottle of water, 

how the water got there is not something they think about. A person just turns 

on the faucet and the water is simply there. Yet, a multitude of intertwined, 

natural and man-made processes allow water to be clean and readily available 

for consumption. A conflict can emerge when humans use water for profit. 

Water has become big business. Osborne (1999), in an op-ed piece for the 

Washington Post, said that "water is the commodity of the next century, and 

those who possess it and control it could be in a position to control the world's 

economy." 

In the late 1990s, the Perrier Corporation sought a spring that could 

supply water to Midwestern urban areas including Chicago and Minneapolis. 

One of the sites was central Wisconsin where water is prized for its quality and 

abundance. Perrier's plans faced serious concerns by citizens, scientists, and 

local, regional and national interest groups. Although the area could benefit 

economically from a new bottling plant and already supported many other 

high-capacity wells, the perceived value of the spring water became a 

roadblock to development. After protests and legal battles, Perrier's interest 

turned to a site in Michigan before the completion of final well tests 

Wisconsin. 

Local and regional media outlets and special interest groups tracked 

the interaction between citizens and Perrier. The development of the bottling 

plant proposal was documented in a variety of media: newspapers, television 
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programs, magazines and Web sites. The media attention to the Perrier 

proposal to use Wisconsin's prized water supply for commercial profit 

illustrated a unique relationship between the local citizens and the 

environment. 

Specifically, the case study will seek answers to three research 

questions: 

1. What techniques, such as news releases, letters to the editor, newsletters 

and other public relations tactics, were used to express opinions and 

provide information? 

2. What frames emerged from the media coverage? 

3. What made the case unique in comparison to other development projects, 

and how does it increase an understanding of framing theory, agenda 

setting, issue management and risk communication? 

An overview of the Perrier bottling facility case begins the study 

giving details of the events surrounding the development plans. The literature 

review that follows looks at important communication theories that played a 

role in the interaction and news coverage. A review of issues related to 

development, public reaction to development, environmental risk and 

environmental disasters are then discussed initially. The literature review 

concludes with a theoretical framework covering risk communication, issue 

management and the framing/agenda-setting function of the media. 
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Information gained about these areas assist in understanding the importance of 

media and public relations in the progression of the case. 

After the literature review, the results are reported and detail four 

distinct periods of interaction in chronological order. Results were drawn from 

media coverage of the bottling facility proposal including local and regional 

newspaper coverage, newsletters, documentaries and news releases. The 

results were further analyzed to determine patterns of communication that took 

place highlighting emergent themes and discussing how choices influenced the 

facility's development. This thesis concludes with a discussion of the 

usefulness of the study and its importance for communication activities in 

future development projects. 

Perrier Corporation and members oflocal Wisconsin communities 

disagreed on many issues and voiced those concerns to the media and their 

neighbors. A brief summary of the bottling facility proposal begins the case 

study. The elements mentioned in this background are discussed in greater 

detail in chapter three. 

BIG INTEREST, LITTLE INTEREST 

Perrier, a subsidiary of the international Nestle Corporation, supplies 

more than 70 different brands of bottled water to five continents. Nestle 

Corporation is the largest food manufacture in the world with grossing 

approximately 88 billion dollars (www.nestle-watersna.com). Springs and 

aquifers in Maine, Florida and Texas have been providing water supplies for 
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its North American market. Some of the bottled water brands manufactured by 

Nestle include Aberfoyle, Arrowhead, Dear Park, Ozarka and Poland Springs, 

Pursuing a centralized bottling location for the Ice Mountain brand, the Perrier 

Corporation began scouting springs in Michigan and Wisconsin in 1999. A 

facility in central Wisconsin could supply water efficiently to the metropolitan 

areas of Chicago, Madison, Milwaukee and Minneapolis/St. Paul. It also 

would mean a greater market area for Perrier and economic rewards to the 

surrounding communities and the state. 

Political and other interest groups in Wisconsin were very attracted to 

having the Perrier Corporation build a bottling facility in the state. These 

groups hoped to secure industry and employment for state residents. Groups 

like Forward Wisconsin, a public-private organization to attract business and 

development to the state, continually scouted Perrier and its proposal as a 

possible business venture (VanDenBrook, 2000). The chairman of the board of 

Forward Wisconsin is the governor and influential business leaders throughout 

Wisconsin serve as board members. Forward Wisconsin and several state 

agencies saw potential rewards in a partnership with the multinational 

company. 

Perrier promised economic benefits to central Wisconsin. The facility 

would employ 50 people initially and later as many as 250. The local job 

market had not seen the promise of economic growth or opportunity in some 

time (Jones, 2000, February 15). With potential revitalization, the central 
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Wisconsin area should have been enthusiastic for the development. 

Nevertheless, the welcome mat was not rolled out for Perrier. 

In December 1999, when Perrier selected the Mecan River springs as 

one of approximately 12 proposed bottling sites, their plans became a greater 

topic of media and public attention. Located approximately 75 miles north of 

Madison, the Mecan River is famed for its trout. Tourism is the second largest 

industry in the state behind manufacturing accounting for approximately $11.4 

billion per year ( agency.travelwisconsin.com). 

Fishing Wisconsin's plentiful waters is a favorite pastime for many, 

especially considering that plentiful, cold water trout streams are not available 

in every state. The habitat of the Mecan River system is located in Waushara 

County, east of Coloma, Wisconsin. The system feeds clear water springs that 

are the headwaters to the Mecan River. The river runs through Marquette 

County into Green Lake County and connects with the Fox River. 

The Mecan River is a Class I trout stream and supports populations of 

sandhill cranes, northern bob-white quails, the state-protected red-shoulder 

hawk and the federally-protected bald eagle (Wisconsin Department of Natural 

Resources, 2003). It became a state natural area in 2002. The protection 

designation blocks any development that could adversely affect the unique 

ecosystem surrounding the river and springs including human and industrial 

actions. Although Perrier had not filed for an application from the Wisconsin 

Department of Natural Resources to draw from the Mecan, the sporting 
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community and environmental protection groups reacted strongly against the 

slightest hint of giving access to the water. 

Within two months of announcing plans to bottle Wisconsin water, 

Perrier abandoned the Mecan and decided to follow through on the application 

process for a high capacity well located in Adams County. The proposed well 

would siphon water from the Big Springs River and the springs that feed it. 

The Big Springs area utilized the springs and aquifers below towns such as 

New Haven and the unincorporated village of Big Springs about eight miles 

east of Wisconsin Dells. 

News media commented that the Big Springs area would be a better 

location than Mecan because it did not support an important habitat and 

require environmental renewal to make it accessible to all species. Big Springs 

would ideally support a bottling plant. A well could withdraw 150 gallons of 

water a minute, seven days a week (Jones, 2000, June 13) with an increase to 

500 gallons a minute when the facility was fully operational. Members of the 

town board of New Haven, the township closest to the spring, responded to the 

application with a one-year moratorium on zoning changes in March 2000. 

Local citizen groups formed and ultimately joined forces to wage a David 

versus Goliath fight. 

As publicity about Perrier's interest in the site grew, local and regional 

interest groups became agitated by the prospect of the facility. Residents 

expressed a variety of concerns about the proposal. Perrier's past interaction 
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with the public at bottling sites in Florida and Texas fueled the opposition's 

apprehension (Pantle, 2001; Matza & Ginsky, 2000). Residents in those areas 

faced water table depletion and problems working with the Perrier Corporation 

to address environmental matters. Wisconsin communities neighboring the 

proposed sites lodged an array of complaints. For the Mecan, the possible 

destruction of a prized trout stream outraged anglers and environmental 

activists alike. The Big Springs residents feared noise, traffic, pollution and the 

potential negative effects on groundwater and well levels. 

The concerns seemed legitimized by the way Perrier gained access to 

test wells and to the water. The media reported that Perrier's preliminary 

project discussions with the state were held privately through development 

initiatives backed by the state Department of Natural Resources and the 

Commerce Department. Although some secrecy is usually necessary in the 

initial discussions about development in any region, local citizens were upset. 

After all, it was their homes, their water and their lives which were up for sale. 

Many local opposition groups formed in the communities near sites. 

From the communities surrounding the Mecan, the group Friends of the 

Mecan emerged to protect the site and raise local awareness. Neighbors and 

residents surrounding the Mecan formed the grassroots groups. Friends of the 

Mecan did not have political influence or substantial financial backing, but it 

did have a citizen voice that was strong and attracted attention. 
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When Perrier's interest shifted to Big Springs, the Concerned Citizens 

of Newport and Savin' New Haven were formed. Both of these grassroots 

groups included many of the members of the Friends of the Mecan. The 

groups used networking and citizen interest to drive opposition to the project 

into the media. These grassroots groups faced the same political and financial 

weaknesses that plagued Friends of the Mecan. 

In May 2000, members of these groups and other environmentally

conscious organizations in Wisconsin merged into Waterkeepers of Wisconsin 

(WOW). Groups, including Trout Unlimited and local Sierra Club chapters, 

joined grassroots opposition to address Perrier's plans at the state level. Using 

network connections of WOW group members, this network formed a stronger 

voice against the Perrier bottling facility. The group's actions included hiring 

legal representation, circulating petitions, blanketing neighborhoods with signs 

and bumper stickers, participating at informational meetings and rallies and 

becoming local voices of opposition. 

Throughout 2000, Perrier and other proponents of the development 

pleaded that more information and education on the potential environmental 

effect of a high-capacity well was necessary. Tests wells were dug by Perrier 

at both sites to further determine project feasibility and water quality. 

Opposition groups expected full environmental impact studies for the project 

although,state law for high-capacity wells did not require them. The law only 
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noted that an application could be rejected if the project affected municipal 

water sources. 

Referendums in Newport and New Haven, Wisconsin, opposed any 

large scale water extractions and zoning changes for agricultural land. The 

referendums were urged on by grassroots opposition to give Perrier and the 

WDNR the current public position on the project. The groups hoped that the 

referendums would end Perrier's attempts to bottle water in central Wisconsin. 

The results of the referendums showed overwhelming opposition to water 

extraction. But, this did not deter Perrier from its goal of a Midwest bottling 

facility. 

Perrier's interest in the Big Springs site became an application to the 

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources {WDNR) along with a voluntary, 

preliminary environmental assessment. This information provided by Perrier 

led to the announcement of a conditional agreement between the agency and 

the bottler. The WDNR released many different documents it reviewed and 

comments relating to the public's concerns. These documents included the 

draft agreement, the formal agreement and a draft of the environmental 

assessment of the project on the Big Springs site. The grassroots opposition 

was not satisfied with the WDNR decision. 

Both Perrier and the WDNR were sued in September and October over 

the conditional agreement. First, the Concerned Citizens of ~ewport claimed 

that the WDNR did not protect the public trust. Second, Waterkeepers of 
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Wisconsin filed an action against Perrier alleging test wells were sunk against 

town zoning laws. Lastly, the Ho-Chunk Nation claimed the WDNR did not 

consult them about the spring's status as a sacred tribal site. Perrier and the 

WDNR found the proposal tied up in the court, but they did not see the project 

in peril. 

The proposal, however, was dealt a final blow in the outcome of a 

county zoning decision in November. An Adams County Board resolution 

opposed any zoning changes in the county for large scale water extraction 

facilities. This marked the end of the current plans to bottle Wisconsin water. 

Perrier moved its project to Michigan, abandoning the Wisconsin sites. The 

company claimed residents became hostile about the issue before proper 

information could be gathered for an environmental assessment. The local 

response was split with residents supporting and opposing the outcome of the 

events in Adams County. 

Opposition groups saw the bottler's abandonment of the project as a 

victory for local democracy, but the controversy raised many questions. There 

was more at stake than economic gains or trout. What happened in central 

Wisconsin to stir a fury of public concern over a proposal that had not been 

fully researched? What led local residents to accuse state offices and Perrier 

with stealing Wisconsin water? The interaction became a battle waged on the 

front pages of newspapers statewide. Perrier and opposition groups 

campaigned on the doorsteps of residents and at meetings about the proposal 
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in local school gymnasiums. The case was personal for all those involved and 

the residents were especially vocal about their opinions. 

Research on the Perrier case will help us better understand the 

dynamics at play when environmental values and development collide. 

Specifically, it will identify exactly what happened from December 1999, to 

December 2000, in central Wisconsin regarding the bottling facility proposal. 

What public relations tactics and communication techniques did interested 

parties utilize to express opinions? What themes emerged in the news 

coverage and what made this case unique? On a broader level, the study will 

increase our understanding of public responses to development projects, 

framing theory, agenda setting, issue management and risk communication 

which are all shaped by proposed developments that have potential 

environmental implications. 

The literature for understanding the case begins with a discussion of 

development and its assumed implications for the public. Change from 

development projects affects the environment and society in both positive and 

negative ways. The decision to support changes ultimately depends on whether 

a development project is worth the risk. 

Perrier's proposed bottling facility drew public support and opposition 

on a variety of issues. With the wide range of interests and opinions, the 

decision to allow Perrier access to Wisconsin water for bottling came down to 

state water law and a county zoning decision. Throughout the case, however, 
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significant issues affected how residents viewed the proposal, the process of 

permit approval and rights to the water. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature review is divided into two parts: literature on 

development and the environment and literature on communication theory. 

The literature on development and the environment assesses the mitigating 

factors in the case: development, public responses, environmental risk and 

environmental disasters. Each of these areas provides the reader with 

background for understanding the importance of the Perrier case. The second 

part of the literature review explores four areas of communication theory: risk 

communication, issue management, agenda setting and media framing. The 

discussion of these components provides an understanding of the role 

communication played in the outcome of the Perrier proposal. 

Literature on Development and the Environment 

Four dimensions ofliterature on development and the environment 

were explored for the Perrier case: development, public response, 

environmental risk and environmental disasters. Development of the physical 

environment involved expansion, construction and reconstruction of current 

features of the natural and man-made environment. Reasons for development 

included the need to update current structures for safety reasons to financial 

benefits from building newer structures. Development is at the core of many 

Western societies and had always been an especially important component of 
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the American landscape. Each development project influenced the world 

around it. The development plans which had a bearing on the natural 

environment elicited a higher level of public response. 

Public responses are words and actions oflocal residents in reaction to 

development projects and proposed changes. How the public responds to 

change has evolved over the years. From earlier roots in American farming 

communities, more vigilant groups formed a BANANA (building absolutely 

nothing anywhere near anything) response. Reasons for the response to the 

development depend on the geographic-closeness and desirability of the 

project, and the relationship with the company or organization sponsoring the 

development. The response also hinges on the level of risk that the project is 

assumed to bring to the area. 

Environmental risk is the level of assumed impact to the natural 

ecosystem. Risk is often gauged through previous experiences or knowledge 

about the type of development and its impact. If past projects did no harm, 

there is likely to be less concern. If the opposite is true, the development could 

face serious problems. Risk also depends on how researchers view and 

compute the level of the threat. Depending on the variables weighed, the 

development project may or may not be supported. The research of risk is 

important to the initial acceptance of the project. 

Although there are scientific processes to assess the environmental 

risk, neighboring communities have separate perceptions and assumptions 
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about the risks of a development project. If the public placed a great deal of 

weight on the history of a type of environmental change, the effects from any 

adverse consequences in similar projects could be held as a benchmark against 

the development project. 

Environmental disasters are the adverse consequences that occur when 

risks become realities. The disaster can range from visible, physical damage to 

the natural world, such as oil spills or deforestation, to those elements that are 

unseen, yet linked, such as cancer and leukemia. The accepted definition of the 

risk depends on the science and the perceptions of all persons connected in any 

way to the project. 

Development, public response, environmental risk and environmental 

disasters provide comprehensive background for the case. This information 

examined the proposed development from three perspectives: the company, 

the state and the public opposition. To understand the interest in the bottling 

facility, it is important to first recognize the role that development has played 

in the advancement of American society. 

Development 

Many developll}ent projects included the expansion of man-made, 

physical entities into natural areas. Such growth is a response to changes such 

as expanding populations, the degradation of past development and the need 

for change and progress. Acceptance of development leads to the continual 

creation of products and surroundings that aim to simplify life. Albrecht 
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(1973) recognized that "one of the core tenets of the American ethic has been a 

belief in growth. Throughout our history, growth has been equated with 

prosperity and strength. We have wanted and rejoiced over bigger houses, 

bigger paychecks and a bigger GNP," (p. 245). With an eye turned always to 

the next horizon, development and change become symbols of advancement. 

The promise of development could not diminish the effects ofliving in 

a rapidly changing, global society where pollution and environmental 

deterioration are noticeable in areas of high industrial activity. This pollution 

lead to a distrust of development. The threat of nuclear meltdown, 

disappearing species of animals, the melting of polar ice caps, dilapidated 

inner city structures and genetic engineering make a discussion of risk factors 

inevitable. 

Since the rise of environmental awareness in the 1970s, the importance 

of assessing the effect on the environment by humans is paramount to any 

development. Any project was under greater level of scrutiny by the media and 

the public if it involved the manipulation of water that supported a human or 

animal population. The public perspective on a development became an 

element that industry had to consider before any project could advance. 

Grassroot groups would respond based on the public's general reaction to the 

project.. The spread of organized public response and the public's core values. 

can pose major impediments to development projects. 
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Public Responses to Development 

Activism has taken on greater significance as the public becomes 

increasingly vested in changes and possible environmental effects. Public 

participation had humble beginnings, but has become more vocal in recent 

years. Public participation affected public policy toward the environment, the 

public perception of the scientific community and the confidence oflocal 

groups to become active members in the discourse involving development 

plans and projects. 

Local public interest groups, especially environmental groups, began to 

formally emerge in the United States by the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

Farming communities, having direct contact with the land, contributed greatly 

to these groups (Lipset, 1986). They provided personal data about the erosion 

ofland and how maintenance of the natural environment was necessary to reap 

the greatest benefits. Ideas and strategies for the land and the ability to utilize 

close networks to gain support, provided power to enact changes in land use 

planning on the local, state and national levels during this early period. 

As viewing issues on global scale became popular, the citizen groups 

formed powerful national and international environmental groups in North 

America. Groups such as the Sierra Club and Greenpeace helped to bring 

environmental awareness to global attention. They instilled a belief in 

members that participation was the key to enact change. The actions of these 

groups mobilized larger factions to react to development plans and 
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environmental disasters, and to lobby for change within local, state and federal 

governments. 

Over the course of time, many of the national groups returned to 

supporting smaller, localized interest groups that could target regional 

concerns quickly and efficiently. Matejczyk (2001) found that localized groups 

had a better chance of stalling or stopping development than larger national 

interest groups. The citizen groups tend to be more oppositional because of 

greater vested interest in the improvement. Contemporary interest groups have 

increased in vigilance and participation in development projects at all levels of 

society through political and legal means. This need for environmental 

protection sprung from the realization that pollution and other problems often 

accompany development. 

Core Values, the Public and the Environment 

Core values are the unwritten components of society that underlie all 

interaction and influence decisions. Values affect how a group functions 

_ towards any component oflife. The value-driven views on the environment 

shift quickly and collide violently (Krimsky & Plough, 1988). Paehlke (1990) 

found there are three relatively recent core values of the environmental 

movement: ecology, health and sustainability. Initially, the environment was 

generally viewed in terms of equity and economy: everyone has a right to land 

and the land can in turn provide for our economy (Paehlke, 1990). As a more 
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active public began to question the traditional view of the environment, new 

core values were explored and accepted. 

Change to one part of the ecosystem can be seen in other areas. An oil 

spill in the Pacific Ocean, for example, can affect everything that depends on 

the water for survival. Valuing ecology, the first core value, stressed the 

realization that it was important to "protection of biodiversity, ecological 

systems, and wilderness" (Paehlke, 1990). No longer are humans seen as the 

center of the natural world. Saving endangered species, protecting wilderness 

areas and continued research on the interconnectedness of the natural world 

keeps the "circle of life" a main value of recent generations. 

When industrial practices were linked to health problems, the second 

core value of wellness for all creatures gained strength. More specifically, "the 

minimization of negative impacts on human health" (Paehlke, 1990) became 

the fulcrum that induced stricter policies and regulations on industrial and 

agricultural practices. It was no longer acceptable to build nuclear waste 

treatment plants without an assessment of potential health risks. Communities 

and citizens used the possible detriment to health as a roadblock to corporate 

development plans. 

Finally, as animals and resources were exhausted, there was a growing 

need to find new resources and conserve those already available. Paehlke 

(1990) noted that environmental sustainability was recognized as the third new 

core value of environmentalism at the end of the 20th century. Programs that 
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supported recycling were popular in many urban and suburban areas, 

companies raced to discover alternative fuel and energy sources, and being a 

smart consumer was promoted daily in the media. Being a wise consumer of 

resources became rather trendy. 

Sometimes these ideas were in conflict with other values, such as 

economy and equity, and sometimes in conflict with each other. It was 

important to protect an indigenous plant species, but where does that leave 

highway construction in a congested area? Values are constantly changing 

depending on the issue at hand and the perceived benefits and dangers. 

One of the greatest arenas for the clash of values and development was 

at a local level. Citizen groups tended to be more engrossed in the activities 

and outcomes of a proposal. The discussion of core values was continuous as 

local groups dissected an issue and evaluated its potential products. It was 

these responses that indicated the progression and change in the core values 

and the creation of a stronger local resistance. The local response was one that 

centered on the type of development proposed, how the groups responded to 

the proposed change and the reasons that supported the local position towards, 

the project and the project supporters. 

Localized Responses: LULUs, NIMBYs, and BANANAs 

As the Industrial Age roared, the euphoria of development wore off 

and the public outcry for change became individualized and focused. 

Protesting environmental hazards resulted from past development and 
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corporate actions. These actions caused dangers for the environment and 

human life. As more and more environmental concerns were raised, the greater 

and more strategic the response by the public. 

The LULU (locally unwanted land use) was the development plan that 

would enact change on how a commllility interacts and functions. The LULU 

became a way for the public, corporations and government agencies to 

describe development projects or community changes that were not acceptable 

to some citizens. There are two types of public responses which emerged and 

were labeled based on the reaction and tactics the public used to resist 

expansion. The NIMBY (Not In My Backyard) and the BANANA (Building 

Absolutely Nothing Anywhere Near Anything) reactions were responses that 

posed serious impediments to development. 

The terms NIMBY and BANANA were first coined by corporations 

and governments to better classify the responses and also to belittle their 

legitimacy (Kraft & Cleary, 1991 ). But, marginalizing public reaction only 

cloaked the complex nature ofthe response (Hunter and Leyden, 1995). Those 

that hoped to minimize the responses were not prepared when the responses 

strengthened and organized into formidable opposition. As support for public 

crusades to protect the environment against LULUs grew, the terms were 

accepted by NIMBY s and BANANAs as a source of pride and power. These 

three elements intermingled as environmental and developmental concerns 

changed and evolved. 
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When it crune to finding the 'unwanted' homes, government and 

industry faced tough choices for LULUs. For example, in the placement of de'.'" 

institutionalized persons, neighbors were very reluctant to place them near 

residential homes. Piat (2000) noted that opponents provided many reasons to 

resist the placement of group homes including the claim that such facilities 

would degrade the "frunily feeling" of a neighborhood. Similar responses to 

the placement of nuclear plants, waste disposal and treatment facilities, roads 

and waterway development have emerged. Other neighborhoods were willing 

to accept a LULU because they were generally accompanied by economic 

rewards. LULUs must be addressed, but finding a solution takes a lot of work. 

Although there had been concerns about land use, the NIMBY 

response set a new tone in localized dissent. It was defined by the extremely 

negative responses to development by the citizens involved. These included 

blocking any development, protests and utilizing any method to stop changes 

in the community. Corporations and governing bodies were consumed with 

tackling the public response instead of working on particulars of their 

development projects. 

The NIMBY response was seen as self-interested, irrational responses 

that were vocal and dangerous (Mazmanian & Stanley-Jones, 1991). Residents 

understood the usefulness of the proposal, but opposed the development 

project in their neighborhood. 
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Labeling a reaction as a NIMBY could be simplifying a larger and 

more complex issue than just a LULU. If a community registered concern for 

a new housing project, outdated state and government polices, overcrowding, 

unexplainable illnesses and poorly built roads and bridges (Dimento & 

· Graymer, 1991 ), there may be a greater societal issue of concern for the 

public. This would be the distrust of those granted decision-making power and 

feeling powerless to intervene. The NIMBY label keeps the focus on the 

smaller, more manageable issues such as roads. The lack of trust made 

blocking development one of the formidable options for communities facing 

uncertain change. Businesses were blindsided when development was 

underway and the public reaction spun out of control (Dimento and Graymer, 

1991 ). This demonstrates the importance of communication to help the public 

better understand, trust and accept development projects. 
I 

Many citizen reactions to development are sensible, reasonable and 

highly informed on all aspects of the possible facility (Smith & Marquez, 

2000). A concerted and decisive response to block expansion could be a 

surprisingly successful impediment to development. There are many avenues 

for the public to exert influence on development projects through NIMBY s 

and direct, non-aggressive methods. LULUs, however, can bring out even 

stronger reactions as new and more dangerous development was taking place 

in new arenas such as chemical, nuclear and biological production. 
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At the end of the 20th century, some residents believed they should 

reject all attempts for development that had any possibility to cause damage. A 

BANANA response focused on a halt to changes in the landscape that posed 

any level of harm to a member of the ecosystem (Boerner & Lambert, 1997). 

All development included risk to something; the BANANA response ideally 

would stop any type of "progress." This militant stance of halting development 

was viewed as unrealistic for the demand of an industrial society. Little has 

been studied about the BANANA response. It may play a more significant role 

in future development as business interests are tenacious in finding new routes 

to enhance society. 

Public response to possible environmental danger is underscored by 

the value placed on nature. As MacLean (1996) stated, "people tend to care 

about the environment in special ways. They regard nature as sacred, or they 

think of wilderness and species as moral entities, which have rights and 

impose certain kinds of duties on us." (p.177) 

For some, the concern for the natural environment was not fueled by 

health or safety concerns. The natural environment became an entity that 

deserved equal rights and protection. 

Public response was motivated by risk that was a component of 

changes to the natural or man-made environment. When the risk involved the 

environment, it could also influence the natural processes that supported all 

life through food and shelter. Risk was managed through science that 
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determined what level of risk was appropriate. The relationship between the 

public and the scientific community has swung from trust to suspicion. Any 

level of risk will fuel concern about the suitability of the project. 

Environmental Risk 

The impact of development involved a level of risk for both the 

business and the surrounding community. Contemporary views of risk are 

related to technological advancements and their inevitable effects (Dake, 

1992). Out of all the risks available, the most damaging to facility placement 

was perceived risk. The assumption that development will have potentially 

damaging consequences (Hallman & Wandersman, 1992) was the commonly 

held belie£ Perception of risk was difficult to manage because each person and 

group viewed the·risk through a culturally-defined filter (Rayner, 1987). · 

Environmental concerns regularly involved risk and risk management to reach 

permanent solutions for development. 

Advances in man-made equipment and knowledge were lauded for 

making a better world. Developing technology made the United States a rich 

and powerful nation (Dake, 1992). Engineers, for example, were able to direct 

the flow of the Mississippi and Colorado Rivers. Redirection of natural water 

flows allowed for development to come right to the river's edge. Dake (1992) 

stated that the rewards of advancements shadow the effects of change. The 

consequences and by-products of industry were second acts compared to the 

rewards of technological triumphs. 
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Consumers placed a great deal of trust in the scientific community. 

There was an expectation that researchers and scientists would assume 

responsibility for new technology when it was introduced. Most believed the 

products would be safe for consumption without public input. The public 

initially functioned as observers because they assumed a lack of training and 

information would preclude them from being valuable participants 

(McCallum, Hammond, & Covello, 1991 ). The evaluations were left in the 

capable hands of government and scientific leaders. Thought to be unbiased 

and objective accounts of information by the scientists and researchers, the 

findings were taken for truths (Johnson & Covello, 1987). It seemed 

complacency was the public response to environmental concerns (Cvetkovich 

& Earle, 1992). The facade of the "responsible" parties was about to be 

diminished by the realization of how decisions were made about development. 

Any number of factors affected the outcome of results such as expert 

connections to groups, organizations and corporate-funding (Freudenberg & 

Pastor, 1992). Large businesses and interest groups backed projects if funding 

meant a voice in the outcome of the project. There was also the competitive 

nature of the sciences that made it a race to be the first to lay claim to an idea . 

. Concerns regarding the ethical nature of the information reported from experts 

mounted. Yet, the opposition and public's decision to challenge "authority" 

figures was difficult (Brown & Mikkelson, 1990). Again, many felt they 

lacked proper information to make informed dissent about expert opinions. 
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(McCallum, Hammond, & Covello, 1991 ). The public tended to belittle their 

knowledge and position to that of the scientific community's understanding 

and views on the research. 

Even with concerns about the validity of research, to stand in the way 

of change was precarious without proof. It took environmental disasters and 

threats to humans to change that. Environmental concerns with direct physical 

effects on human life and the eminent reality of dirty water and dying animals 

empowered people to take action against contamination. 

Public apprehension grew due to the silent and deadly nature of 

environmental pollution and contamination. Lacking in evidence, pollution 

was often determined only years after the damage was done. Current 

environmental hazards posed a unique, unwritten threat. Cothern (1996) noted 

that the hidden and embedded nature of environmental pollution was 

rationalized at face value. For example, pesticides were seen as a necessary 

evil. If the pesticides killed bugs and allowed high yield, they were worth the 

risk. 

Typically, pesticides resulted in long-term damage that was not readily 

apparent. People accepted the risk involved based on the information at hand. 

If it smelled bad or if it seemed like water levels were dropping, there was 

obviously something wrong and trust in actions taken would slump (Cothern, 

1996). For others, the lack of physical proof, such as health cases or poor 

tasting water, led citizens to be less inclined to vocalize concern about 
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potential environmental hazards (Fitchen, Heath & Fessenden-Raden, 1987). 

When evidence mounted about health or environmental concerns, the reaction 

to the issue intensified. 

To initially address public concern about environmental risk, federal 

and state governments participated in risk assessment. In specific situations, 

probability outcomes of a risk were evaluated (Andrews, 1997). Are there 

going to be negative consequences to surrounding environments or are people 

going to be displaced? Assessing risk was more of a judgment call than a 

scientific process. Andrews (1997) found it could be difficult to separate value 

judgments when human beings were deciding acceptable risks. Each person 

had certain filters through which the proposed risk was viewed (Rayner, 

1987). It was trusted that those making the risk assessment learned to censure 

the values and view the issue as a whole. 

The transmission and consumption of data and information about a risk 

started the communication component of risk management. The business or 

organization filtered information to exhibit the risk in a certain manner. The 

conversation continued as the public used the information to make decisions 

and respond to the risk. Ideally, the cycle continued until compromise and 

understanding were reached. 

Many classic environmental disasters were directly connected to the 

placement of a facility that in tum brought danger to the surrounding 

community. The events of Love Canal and Woburn, Massachusetts were two 
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prime examples of the effects of a facility leaving lingering damage to a 

community and to the reputation of business development projects. 

Environmental Disasters 

Environmental tragedies have rocked American trust in the 

technological advancements of the last century. In some cases, the actual 

facility that was constructed for the business became the object of distrust and 

anger. When an illness is linked to the business practices of the facility or the 

environment suffers visible damage, the event triggers a negative view of the 

company, that industry and development. One of the most significant was the 

incident at Love Canal in upstate New York. The events resonate even today 

when concerns are raised nationwide of a possible industrial or governmental 

environmental threat. As Sagoff(1990) said, Love Canal was "the stain" (112) 

that will haunt industrial practices forever. 

Love Canal became a site during World War II to dispose of waste 

products from the petrochemical industry that was rapidly growing during that 

era. During an eleven year period, the Hooker Electrochemical Company 

deposited approximately 22,000 tons of chemical waste in a sealed 

underground storage facility (Robinson, 2000). After being contained, the area 

above the storage site was sold to local development which built wells and 

sewer systems above the waste. 

Thought to be safely stored, the chemicals residing below the surface 

began to affect life above. Robinson (2000) noted that children in the Love 
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Canal area in the 1960s and 1970s were suffering from burns and rashes, 

homes were inundated with strange smells, and sewage and sludge filled 

basements. Following tests of the surrounding area, the concentration of 

benzene and other chemicals in the soil was shockingly high. It raised public 

outrage and concern. The state and local governments ended up purchasing 

much of the real estate leaving Love Canal a virtual "ghost town" (Robinson, 

2002, 152). 

The storage of toxic materials continued to be a highly debated issue 

and concern for citizens, industry and government. Like Love Canal, storage 

areas hold the potential to do damage to the surrounding environment and 

communities. This potential for contamination made the placement of any 

undesirable storage facility a costly battle. 

Contamination debates become heated when they involved the health 

concerns of residents, especially children. The wells in Woburn, 

Massachusetts, were linked to leukemia-related deaths in the 1970s and 1980s. 

Community action led to court battles that attempted to hold two major 

corporations, W.R. Grace and Beatrice Foods, responsible for the corruption of 

the water supply. 

In the late 1970s, drums of hazardous wastes were located on a vacant 

lot adjacent to an industrial area that had produced chemicals for World War II 

and had been unoccupied since the end of the Korean Conflict. Upwards of 

180 fifty-five gallon drums were located along the site near the local riyer 
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(Brown & Mikkelson, 1990). Local government called upon federal assistance 

to assess the waste and its risk potential. 

In chance meetings, local residents began discussing the health-related 

problems that were plaguing area children. Residents began to mobilize after 

the discovery of increased leukemia rates in area children (Brown & 

Mikkelson, 1990). Community action by the residents led to federal court 

cases connecting responsibility of the waste to the Grace Corporation. Yet, 

making the connection between the contamination of water supplies and 

leukemia was never argued in court since a settlement had been reached prior 

to the case reaching a jury. 

As concern about the environment increased, governments created 

policies and guidelines for business and individual production and practices. 

Many of the notable bills and federal changes to laws and regulations were due 

to the environmental crusades of the 1970s. Major congressional actions that 

changed the focus on the environment included the Clean Water Act, 

Superfund legislation and the creation of the EPA. Aiming to hold accountable 

those persons or groups that potentially endangered the environment, standards 

set the scene for future involvement with the environment. 

The nature of development, public response, environmental risk and 

the realism of environmental disasters, has the power to influence the outcome 

of any proposed facility placement. Interaction between groups~ educating 

others about risk, and planning for environmental crises all involve 
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communication techniques. In cases of proposed development, public distrust 

was marred by poor or non-existent communication. A greater understanding 

of the communication involved could allow development to be people-focused 

and avoid blocks to necessary evils such as waste depositories. 

Communication Theories 

For business projects to take root, concerns about a facility to be spread 

and grassroots organizations to form, communication has to take place. There 

are specific components of communication theory that assist in understanding 

the Perrier case. These are issue management, risk communication, media 

:framing and agenda setting. 

Responses to environmental concerns illuminated how people 

connected with the environment. Corporations' interactions with citizen 

groups made that connection with the environment more complicated. Local 

concern was raised with a continual lack of communication about an issue. 

Public concern was not seen as a strong force to he reckoned with and the 

amount of information provided often reflected this fact. 

Trust was diminished as little was communicated to the public about a 

possible unwanted development (Halfacre, Matheny, & Rosenbaum, 2000). 

The distrust led to a damaged image of the corporation and a lack of support 

for the proposed projects. Kelly (1997) noted that "corporate policies and 

strategic decisions need to be taken with their communication ramifications in 

mind, in addition to the traditional business considerations," (210). 
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Issue Management 

The importance of public relations has grown throughout the 20th 

century. Especially for businesses, building a strong relationship with the 

public produced economic advantages. The public or vested audience for the 

company was not the same group of people over and over again. The makeup 

of the public changed as a company made decisions, took on new ventures and 

grew. A company's public focused on a set ofissues that directly affect or are 

affected by the company's actions. The ability to be aware of what issue the 

. public is interested in and the issue's relationship to the company was one of 

the keys to success. A positive relationship with the public and its interest was 

more important during times of company crisis and conflict. 

In 1975, Howard Chase set groundwork based on the idea that ''public 

issues management," also referred to as issues management, was significant to 

interaction with the public (Ewing, 1997; Grunig & Hunt, 1984). Traditional 

modes of public interaction were not sufficient to address the changing issues 

the public found important. Issue management was the ''management of an 

institution's resources and efforts to participate in the successful resolution of 

issues in the public policy process that will affect the future viability and well

being of the organization and its stakeholders," (Ewing, 1997, 173). The 

management of information, ideas and concerns before events led to problems 

for everyone involved was the fundamental goal of issue management. 
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A main area for issue management was in policy debates. Grunig and 

Hunt (1984) observed that businesses used issue management to mold 

government policies instead of trying to adapt to them and to make positive, 

engaging responses to questions posed to the company. Issues management, as 

seen through public relations, was a process of maintaining interaction to 

avoid dealing with issues that arose from public policy change. At the 1992 

Public Relations Colloquium sponsored by the public relations firm of Nuffer, 

Smith, Tucker, Inc., San Diego State University, and Northwestern 

University's Medill School of Journalism,, issue management was define as, 

"the management process whose goal is to help preserve markets, reduce risk, 

create opportunities, and manage image as an organizational asset for the 

benefit of both the organization and its primary stakeholders' --customers, 

employees, the public, and shareholders," (Emery, 1997, 173). For 

development, the public policies were often diametrically opposed to change 

or did not address the type of change the business would bring. 

Issue management also became an avenue for the organization or 

business to become actively involved in educating all types of publics from the 

media to residents (Kelly, 1997). But many groups seemed to begin 

participation late in the development of a public policy issue. 

The interaction with the public and the role of the public in policy

making became powerful tools. As Kelly (1997) observed, "people with 

enough to eat, a comfortable place to live, employment, and reasonable 
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amounts of material possessions have time to tum their attention to the world 

around them," (208). This type of participant became the target audience of 

opposition groups. They had time and resources to dedicate to the cause. 

The media could build coverage about an issue and use the information 

provided by a variety of sources. The issue would be put into the public 

spotlight. What sources were selected and information given by the media 

either supported or fed conflict about the issue (Ewing, 1997). The supervision 

of the lines of communication and the interaction with media sources was a 

key component to issue management. A company or group focused on 

maintaining a certain image to its public would have to maintain a high-level 

of contact with the news media thrm1gh news releases, advertisements and 

statements to journalists. 

Kelly (1997) noted that "how a company operates in relation to the 

environment, and how it is perceived to be operating, can have a direct impact 

on financial results," (211 ). The perception led to a need for honest, open 

communication; or at least the semblance of forthright dialogue on an issue. 

Kelly also pointed to the importance of being educated on one of the most 

important tactical communication skills: risk communication. It, along with 

relationship building with interest groups, crisis plans, and visibility in the 

location under fire, are great tools used to manage issues involving the 

environment. The techniques of risk communication educated the media and 
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neighboring residents of the company's position and provided information 

about development projects. 

Risk Communication 

Sound business practices and legal requirements generally initiate an 

assessment of the potential impact of development projects. The evaluation 

decides if the risk is acceptable when compared to the benefits. The evaluation 

could be used to endorse and critique the plans for development. Any 

information garnered would be transferred to the public and residents as an 

overall issue management plan. 

Communication of risks involves conveying information about a threat 

directly through mainstream routes such as newspaper articles and news 

releases and indirectly through word of mouth communication (Krimsky & 

Plough, 1988). The communication of the risk will either help or hurt the 

development plans. Those transferring the information would tailor the 

message and direct it to certain audiences. 

Kelly (1997) notes citizens become anxious about the lack of control 

over a risk. As information is shared through the media, the public became 

concerned if they have provided little or no input about a potential risk. 

Citizens were also troubled about fair reporting about the risk and the issues it 

involved. Depending on the medium the public got information from, different 

views about the risk and levels of information were achieved. To gain 
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understanding or support for information about a risk, the public needs to be 

made aware of it. 

Risk communication involves a variety of components which 

influenced the message. There were five main components that influenced risk 

communication: intentionality, content, audience, source of information and 

flow of message (Krimsky, 1987). Each component was formulated by context 

of the risk: the big picture that surrounded the issue. Environmental concerns 

rely on the context of the issue to determine the level of risk involved. That 

context also determined how the information was exchanged. The basic goal 

of risk communication was to give the public valid information to make sound 

judgments about the ri"sk. 

The sharing of information, especially technical information about the 

assessment of an environmental risk, assisted in diffusing public concern 

(Wennerberg, 1990). Citizens were allowed to feel informed about the 

situation and tended to distrust the source of the assessment less. Depending 

on the circumstances, information would not be a factor in diverting a negative 

public response. With the lack of tangible evidence, citizens tended to trust the 

information provided as reliable sources (Gwin, 1990). The context of the 

situation and the players involved set the tone for the evolution of public 

response. 

It was possible to avoid communication about risks and hope that 

difficulties would not materialize. The problem with avoidance was that, at 
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any point, an issue could occur and public reaction would be acute. If there 

were physical signs of damage such as the death of wildlife or discolored 

water, it was too late for preventative measures. Halfacre, Matheny and · 

Rosenbaum (2000) found that distrust or blaming industry for a change in the 

environment was fueled by a lack of information provided specifically about 

local business activities. The public relied heavily on the media for 

dissemination of information about risk. 

Media and the Environment 

As the need for information increased, a unique relationship was 

formed between environmental issues and the media. Media were used as tools 

to secure public interest and, in tum, public support for an issue (Neuzil & 

Kovarik, 1996). The evolution of an issue as either a legitimate concern or an 

overreaction depended on how it was communicated daily in the media. All 

groups and persons that had an interest in a possible risk or crisis utilized the 

media. 

Interest groups used media sources to alert communities to the dangers 

of certain development projects and corporate plans. Davis (1995) found 

organizations used media to direct environmental issues stressing the negative 

effects if the public did not react. Messages would initiate a greater response 

from the public (Davis, 1995, 295) to take up the issue. Citizens were urged to 

fight against issues and organizations that threatened their neighborhood and 

livelihood. Local media were often the best outlet for interest group messages 
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because they regularly attended local meetings, interviewed residents for 

viewpoints and published local letters to the editor. They provided exposure 

for opposition group opinions at little or no cost. 

Business and government interest groups regularly submitted reports, 

spokesperson comments, advertisements and news releases to the media for 

publication. This pre-packaged material allowed for quick and convenient 

reporting. The media outlet would take a portion of the information and tum it 

into news stories. With the amount of material shared between business 

interests and the media, interest groups had raised concerns about biased 

reporting. 

Neuzil and Kovarik (1996) found that the mass media tended to 

support the interests of the elite and powerful in society. Businesses tended to 

have the financial means to maintain an expansive public relations campaign 

that sought to influence its public. If a group or business did not have the 

budget to maintain a close relationship with the media, their positions and 

opinions could be easily passed by for the articles from major sponsors. A 

company could portray risks in the way they wanted and secure good coverage 

in the media about their views. The news media and business relationship can 

often become rocky if a company comes into a crisis. 

One of the most debated risks in the media is the dangers of nuclear 

power production and waste containment. Nuclear energy had been promoted 

as dependable, clean and the energy source of the future. On March 28, 1979, 
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one of the nuclear reactors on Three Mile Island, on the Susquehanna River 

near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, suffered what was called a ''trip." A trip was 

nuclear terminology for a breakdown in the standard machinery functions at 

the plant. From the trip, radiation was released into the surrounding 

environment. Much of the information that the public, state officials and area 

residents received during the first days of the incident came from media 

sources. This information was often misleading, incorrect or unverifiable and 

these media accounts about the incident reached and concerned a nationwide 

audience. Investigations and health-related court battles followed the incident. 

The incident was seen as the first substantial accident concerning nuclear 

power and the most damaging. 

Three Mile Island tainted the image of nuclear energy. Not only did the 

nuclear power industry suffer from the incident, but the media's role in the 

promotion of nuclear power was questioned. The coverage of the incident was 

strongly criticized by local residents for avoiding risk and focusing on the 

cleanliness and safety of nuclear power (Friedman, 1981 ). There was an 

expectation that media outlets were responsible for reporting, if not educating 

the public, about the good and bad of all situations. It was assumed that the 

media provided unbiased coverage; a not so unique, yet burdensome 

supposition. 

Residents supported local coverage because it is believed to offer a 

fairer account of an issue than larger papers (Salmon & Lee, 1983 ). With a 
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captive and loyal audience, local newspapers filled a narcissistic role in terms 

of reporting. The types of reports that filled local papers ranged from school 

events and church news, to obituaries and articles provided by larger 

newspapers and news organizations. The local paper served to cement a 

community together and build awareness on a variety of issues including 

environmental concerns (Neuzil & Kovarik, 1996). A potential environmental 

hazard could become larger than life when left to local media. On the other 

hand, they could be the impetus to uncover the truth. 

It is difficult to deny the importance of the news media to society. 

Tuchman (1978) found that news was a social institution. News producing 

organizations were typically an ally of official institutions and organizations. 

The news was managed conventionally and it played a traditional role in the 

maintenance of the general public. Much like the post office, the media 

worked within the current societal structure to deliver "vital" information. The 

news existed because the public took an active interest through subscribing to 

and reading papers. And, without the actions of people, the news media had 

very little to communicate. The media and the public are interdependent. 

The public was generally aware that the media influenced what was 

seen and discussed. That is, people assumed that what was in the news today 

would be on an individual's mind tomorrow (Protess & McCombs, 1991). It 

should also be noted that, although people were aware of the power of the 

press, they did not consider it a factor in influencing their individual views. 
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The public tended to view fellow readers as affected more by the content of 

media messages. Davidson (1983) found that "people tend to estimate that the 

mass media have a greater effect on others than on themselves." The media 

had some level of effect on each person who came into contact with news 

coverage. Two ways that media effects have been researched are through 

agenda setting and framing. 

Agenda Setting 

Since the 1950s, researchers have been interested in the relationship 

between the topics presented in the media and public interest. Agenda setting 

investigated the relationship between what was reported in the news and what 

were important issues for the public. Mccombs and Shaw ( 1991) stated that 

media may not control what people thought, but they influenced what was 

thought about. The agenda setting function can also make the public interested 

not only in one issue, but many other smaller concerns and ideas that are 

connected to the larger one (McLeod, Becker & Bums, 1991). For example, if 

the media were focused on the closing of a local landfill, the reporting may be 

focused on any number of issues directly related to it such as proposed 

alternatives, groundwater issues, or past problems with waste disposal. 

The owners and editors of the media outlets decided between any 

number of possible stories or issues (Shaw, 1977) and, at some level, acted as 

a gatekeeper of information (Gandy, 1991). All news organizations depended 

on news releases and announcements to fill pages. Turk ( 1991) found that 
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about half of all materials provided to the media come from organizations and 

business. With this level of information from organizations and business, the 

content of the paper reflected the interests and opinions of these groups. 

Nevertheless, this was not a blind consumption of materials. Audience 

willingness and interest in the world around them are important components of 

agenda setting'. Choices are made as to what items are discussed, responded to 

and ignored. Downs (1991) found that public attention to issues ran through a 

cycle ofreactions. As one issue was raised, another one fell out of the 

spotlight. Then, when the initial issue became a concern again, it gained 

prominence and the other issue fell to the background. Issue attention was 

especially true of environmental concerns. Downs (1991) found that public 

attitude about the environment changed faster than the environment itself 

The environment was an unstable issue for the public. Media sources 

played a large part in keeping any environmental concern in the public 

spotlight. The news coverage and media messages formed another relationship 

with the audience. Media frames structured content for public understanding. 

Media Frames 

The news media had the ability to guide a news topic within the 

interests of the media owners, financers, contributors and partners. Tuchman 

(1978) found the media have the ability to construct reality through frames. 

Frames are strips of information that would make no sense alone, but are a 

coherent action when seen together. Frames act as the lenses for the public to 
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view issues that ranged from local government debates to foreign affairs. 

Entman ( 1993) found frames allowed judgments to be influenced through the 

use of words &nd tone. The conclusion drawn would affect the way media 

outlets framed certain issues. It allows the interest of the media makers to flow 

through to their consumers·. Frames inherently allow some aspects of societal 

culture to be more prevalent and minimized others. 

The reason for framing an issue could vary on many levels. In the 

words of Robert Entman, "to frame is to select some aspects of a perceived 

reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as 

to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral 

evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation," (Entman, 1993, p.52, 

emphasis in the original). 

Salience made a topic or issue "more noticeable, meaningful, or 

memorable to audiences" (Entman, 1993, 53). If there was continual coverage 

of an oil tanker spill, for example, it was likely that people remembered and 

discussed that news item. The way media framed a particular issue was 

expected to shape the importance of an issue to the public (Reese, 2001 ). This 

effect posed a danger for an issue. If coverage waned or focused on a new 

issue, the issue lost an audience and, in turn, public interest (Ader, 1995). A 

viewpoint about an issue benefited or suffered from media coverage. 

Frames are powerful bridges between the media and the reader in the 

process of shaping issues. Some frames were more common than others in 
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media coverage. Neuman, Just, and Crigler (1992) and Semetko and 

Valkenburg (2000) highlighted five basic frames that appeared in political 

media discourse: economic, conflict, powerlessness, human impact and 

morality. Environmental protection was another of the many topics of political 

conversation. Through these frames, the public and the media negotiated 

meaning. The meaning was individual and/or shared by the collective public. 

Media frames guided the audience to a perception and opinion on certain 

issues (Entman, 1993; Scheufele, 1999). The ability to mold the public 

perception is harnessed to find support for certain issues and ideas. In essence, 

framing affected public opinion. 

Events and issues directly affecting a community became a prevalent 

issue for many of the residents. It was hard for local media to ignore an issue 

when it was right next door to them ( Coughlin, 1991 ). The localized events 

were fodder for the pages of area print media, citizen and action groups, and 

regional and national news sources. Media have many roles to consider when 

stories were published. These included allfances with business and 

government, generation of revenue for the news organization and promotion of 
captivating news stories that maintained readership. Conflict, especially from 

local concerns, was too tempting for the media to pass up. 

The perspectives covered in the literature on development and 

education and the literature on communication theory provide insight on the 

events surrounding the Perrier proposal. There has not been, however, any 
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research directly on the link between communication and the Perrier case. The 

media were active participants in the presentation of information, opinions and 

ideas. People interested in the proposal debated particulars of the development 

plan, the importance of the environment and the risk of a facility that sought to 

siphon water for profit. The case is an important event and could provide 

indications as to the nature of the link between communication and 

development. 

This chapter introduced the case, provided a brief overview of the case 

events and covered literature pertaining to development, the environment and 

communication theory. The following chapters present the framework of the 

research, a detailed discussion of the case and an analysis of the findings. 

Chapter Two discusses the case methods used to gather and analyze 

the archival data found in the news coverage, WDNR documents and 

opposition group communication about the proposal. Over the course of the 

thirteen months, December 1999, through December 2000, a large volume of 

documents, news articles, letters, Web sites, informational documents, WDNR 

drafted proposals, a video and newsletters were produced. This data will help 

to answer the research questions of the case. The chapter lays out the method 

of analysis and gives details on the different types of data analyzed. 

Chapter Three provides findings on the Perrier case. The results are 

structured by narrowing the case into four phases that logically separated the 

interaction and case progression. The four stages are: the initial interest and 
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approval, the Mecan proposal, the Big Springs proposal and the decline of 

interest and rejection of the proposals. Each of these phases is described in 

narrative detail using the archival data. Through the information, a 

comprehensive timeline is established to describe the aspects of the case which 

involve the news media and communication of opinions and ideas. 

Chapter Four provides an analysis of the case and suggests answers to 

the three case questions. It will also cover discussion on the relevance and 

implications of the case. First, the analysis will discuss techniques used in 

terms of the three distinct actors in the case: Perrier, the WNDR/other state 

agencies and the grassroots opposition. Each individual group provided 

specific elements to the life of the proposal. Second, the analysis also merges 

the results of the case into overall frames and offers suggestions for the future 

of development and public relations. 

Chapter Five will detail what made the case unique and its influence on 

future development projects and public responses. It will also examine the role 

of communication in the case and its influence on future studies of issue 

management, risk communication, media framing and agenda setting. 

Perrier's attempt to bottle Wisconsin water provides greater awareness 

of a variety of emerging issues for the public, development and the media. If 

water truly is the commodity of the future {Osborne, 1999) then it is time to 

become aware of the uses of water and the public's perceived right to protect it 

at all costs. 
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Chapter 2 

CASE METHODS 

A case study approach was used to understand the public relations 

tactics and techniques, and the frames that emerged during Perrier's attempt to 

build a bottling facility. Perrier's interest faced considerable resistance from 

many different groups and individuals. Materials from media sources, interest 

groups, state and local governments and corporations were analyzed for 

communication patterns and themes. Through the interpretation of this data, 

public relations tactics and techniques, emergent themes and heuristic value of 

the case were identified. This study should help us to understand what made 

the waters boil for some in Wisconsin. 

Creswell (1998) defined a case study as "an exploration of a "bounded 

system" or a case over time through detailed, in-depth data collection 

involving multiple sources of information rich in context (61)." To develop 

trends and theories from a new research area, a case study needed to build 

general concepts (Babbie, 2001). Perrier's bottling facility proposal and the 

public response to it happened during a set time frame with an event 

progression appropriate for a case format. From this time period, the general 

concepts are revealed through the emergent themes, tactics and techniques. 

The emergent themes combined with conclusions shaped from a variety of 

sources. 

The study addressed three questions regarding the case. First, what 

tactics and communication techniques, such as news releases, public hearings, 
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opposition group meetings, letters to the editor, advertisements and 

newsletters, were used to express opinions and information? To do this, a 

detailed narrative of events is outlined from the time when Perrier announced 

development plans for Wisconsin in December 1999, to its decision to 

abandon a Wisconsin project in December 2000. Second, what themes and 

frames emerged from the news coverage? Third, what made the case unique 

among proposed development projects and how has it helped to better our 

understanding of framing theory, agenda setting, issue management and risk 

communication? 

A diverse set of published and printed materials were included in the 

analysis of the case. The data included regional and local newspapers, interest 

group materials, government documents as well as formal responses and 

documents published by state officials and agencies, news releases and 

Internet materials from two organizations that tracked the proposal. In this 

chapter, the data and methods of analysis will be discussed in detail. First, 

there are detailed descriptions of the variety of data sources that are connected 

to the Perrier case. Second, the rounds of analysis are discussed with a 

description of the interpretative case study approach used. Last, the chapter 

concludes with an overview of the reporting of case study results. A broad 

view ofthe issue, through the archival data, has been considered. The use of 

newspapers and other public documents left records that were easily re

examined. 
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Data 

Using a case study, it was essential to provide a large base of 

information to be analyzed. For the Perrier case, a diverse set of archival 

newspaper coverage, interest group materials and government documents were 

assessed. The materials were made available through request to interest 

groups, the Internet and local libraries. 

The Perrier case boundaries spanned a thirteen-month period. The first 

published reports that Perrier had been interested in Wisconsin sites for a 

bottling facility occurred in December 1999. The case began on December 1, 

1999, soon after those appeared. The analysis period concluded in December 

2000 when then Governor Tommy Thompson released a statement asking 

Perrier to respect public opposition and the Adams County Board voted to 

oppose zoning changes for bottling facilities. 

Newspapers 

Newspapers offered continual documentation of information and were 

valuable sources to pin-point important issues during the case period. For this 

analysis, two local and two regional newspapers were selected for 

examination. The two regional newspapers were the Milwaukee Journal 

Sentinel and the Wisconsin State Journal. The two local papers were the 

Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter and the Portage Daily Register. 

Each provided a unique view of the issue through general news stories, 

editorials and letters to the editor. 
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For this case study, the Proquest search engine was used to assist in the 

data collection because it allowed for quick retrieval of the articles for this 

research. To verify that all relevant articles were located, research cross 

referenced four random months of newspaper coverage for each paper. They 

were reviewed manually on microfilm at local public and university libraries. 

From this research, 307 documents were identified for the case study. 

Regional newspapers gave a broader view of Perrier's interest and 

brought information to a larger audience. The Wisconsin State Journal (WSJ) 

is published in Madison, the Wisconsin state capital, with an audience 

primarily in the south-central portion of the state. The paper had a <::irculation 

as of March 2004 for Monday through Friday editions of91,356, Saturday 

circulation of97,437 and a Sunday circulation of 154,658. 1 The Wisconsin 

State Journal was archived in part at its Web site. A Proquest search of 

"Perrier" and the Wisconsin State Journal resulted in four editorials, seventy

four feature articles, fifteen letters to the editor and three opinion pieces. 

The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (MJS) is published in Milwaukee 

with a Monday through Friday circulation of244,893, a Saturday circulation 

of225,167, and a Sunday circulation of 430,755. The Milwaukee Journal 

Sentinel was available mainly to southeastern areas of Wisconsin, but reaches 

a statewide audience. It is Wisconsin's largest newspaper. A Proquest search 

1 Circulation numbers for the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Wisconsin State J oumal and the 
Portage Daily Register at www.assessabc.com. 
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of "Perrier" in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel resulted in two editorials, forty

three feature articles and two letters to the editor. 

The potential bottling sites were not located near towns or cities that 

supported local newspapers. The study analyzed two newspapers situated in 

the vicinity of the sites: the weekly Adams County Times/The Friendship 

Reporter and the Portage Daily Register, a daily newspaper. The Adams 

County Times/Friendship Reporter used many feature articles that were· 

reprinted from regional newspapers. These newspapers brought the localized 

response to the proposed Perrier development plan by giving residents a 

written forum to express their opinions about the case through letters to the 

editor. 

The main office of the Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter is in 

the town of Adams, Wisconsin. It had a circulation of 1,745 for its weekly 

paper.2 The source was available at the Adams County Library and provided 

three advertisements, thirty-five feature articles, seventy letters to the editor 

and six opinion pieces. 

The Portage Daily Register is published Monday through Saturday and 

is located in Portage, Wisconsin. It had 5,205 subscriptions as of March 2004. 

The paper was available on the Internet on its own searchable database 

(www.wiscnews.com/pdr/). The search of"Perrier'' resulted in fifty-two 

feature articles. 

2 Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter circulation available at the following site: 
http:/ /vendomet.state.wi.us/vendomet/paprates/ doc/GroupF.pdf. 
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Transcripts 

Transcripts of interviews with the WDNR secretary, the attorney for 

the opposition group Concerned Citizens of Newport and of a Wisconsin 

Public Television news program about Wisconsin water were other valuable 

resources for the Perrier case study. Transcripts were posted online for easy 

accessibility. Two different groups had transcripts available that were analyzed 

for the Perrier case: Wisconsin Public Television (WPT} and WisPolitics.com, 

a statewide political news service. 

Public television programming offered comprehensive coverage of 

state policy issues not commonly found in commercial television news. The 

program, "Water Rich, Water Poor," which aired in August 2000, focused on 

water concerns throughout the state. It included interviews of residents 

throughout central Wisconsin and discussed the issue of water use. Public 

television provided transcripts for news/public affairs programs, available via 

the WPT Web site.3 

WisPolitics.com, an Internet-based news organization, provided news 

for political insiders and interviews with state legislators and newsmakers. 

Two Wispolitics.com transcripts during 2000 provided insight on the Perrier 

case. Jeff Mayer, the editor for Wispolitics.com, interviewed George Meyer, 

the secretary of the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) on 

December 1, 2000. The second interview was with Ed Garvey on October 9, 

3 Wisconsin Public Television www.wpt.org 
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2000. Garvey, a Madison-based lawyer, represented the local interest group, 

Concerned Citizens of Newport. The interviews covered a variety of topics 

that included the WDNR, Perrier and politics in Wisconsin. 

Interest Group Materials 

Apart from traditional media and government publications, materials 

from groups with a vested interest in the proposal were evaluated to gain 

additional viewpoints on Perrier's bottling interests. Many interest groups 

produced materials including news releases, testimony form hearings, 

newsletters and Web sites. These materials were laden with interest group 

value statements, action-packed in their word choice and gave direct access to 

the groups' positions. 

The regional interest group, the Wisconsin Stewardship Network, 

provided continual information on an Internet site about the ongoing bottling 

plant proposal. The data included copies ofletters from Perrier's president to 

Governor Tommy Thompson, copies of news releases from various 

organizations and information about the public trust doctrine, which holds that 

waterways in Wisconsin are owned by the public for use and protection (The 

Public Trust Doctrine, WSN, 2003, October 12). From the site, 14 documents 

dated during the case time period were analyzed. The documents were listed in 

the case database of this research and were available online through the 

Wisconsin Stewardship Network.4 

4 Wisconsin Stewardship NetWork -- www.wsn.org 
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Local groups, such as the Concerned Citizens ofNewport (CCN), 

Friends of the Mecan (FM) and Waterkeepers of Wisconsin (WOW), provided 

a citizen-driven response to Perrier' s interests. Groups provided information, 

opinions and interviews to traditional media sources, via group mailings, and 

through the Internet. These groups were formed by local residents with 

firsthand knowledge of the areas Perrier selected for the proposed bottling 

facility. Grassroots membership was driven by the common desire to protect 

the area from any corporate exploitation. 

Information from grassroots groups allowed insight on the opinions 

and issues of importance. The CCN began distributing newsletters in October 

2000. The newsletter explained the organization's position and discussed the 

weaknesses the group saw with Perrier, the WDNR decisions and high

capacity well legislative proposals. The three newsletters of the final months 

of2000 were included in the data set. The CCN also provided a flier of the top 

10 reasons to oppose the development plans. The groups provided a lead voice 

in the newspaper data with commentary (available through the newspapers), 

regularly corresponded with state and county offices ( a letter provided by the 

CCN is included in the data), the CCN video about the local perspective of the 

proposal, "The Little Town That Could: A Rural Community Fights Perrier," 

and provided news releases (received with documents from CCN.) Other news 

releases from WOW were included in the data from the Wisconsin 

Stewardship Network. 
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Two written attempts were made to gain documentation from Perrier to 

represent more distinctly the corporation's position and commentary. There 

were no responses from these attempts. In lieu of materials directly from the 

company, Perrier's intentions and perspective were gathered through the 

statements the company and its spokespersons made to the media. 

State Government Documents & Releases 

State and local government offices supplied documents that added 

another dimension to the analysis. For example, news releases and impact 

studies provided detailed information about the proponent perspective on the 

environmental risks involved. The CCN provided for analysis a copy of a 

news release dated June 28, 2000 by Representatives Mark Pocan, Frank 

Boyle, and Tim Carpenter regarding the case. The Wisconsin Department of 

Natural Resources (WDNR) provided a detailed record of the environmental 

analysis plans, the department's news releases and the online information 

newsletter DNR News. 

A variety of additional documents were assessed. These included four 

news releases, two issues of the WDNR publication, the minutes of the Natural 

Resources Board from February 2000, an informational document that 

compared Perrier's conditions for approval versus other high-capacity wells, a 

draft of the Perrier high-capacity well agreement, the final version of the 

Perrier high-capacity well agreement, a draft of the environmental assessment 

completed by Perrier and two letters to landowners making land available for 
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sale upon the approval of a conditional permit. These documents bolstered the 

analysis of the case. 

Rounds of Analysis 

Since the data in the case was diverse, an interpretative case study 

approach was selected as the foundation of the analysis. The approach blended 

aspects of traditional case studies with an explanation building analysis 

method sampled from the techniques of grounded theory to generate 

information for the case questions. These analysis methods allowed for a 

coherent examination of the data. 

The analysis tried to establish causal links between information 

gathered through repeated data examination cycles. During a case study, 

researchers go into a case with background information and with possible 

ideas and explanations for the incident or issue (Babbie, 200 I). When the data 

provided in the literature review did not match with the information found in 

the analysis, it brings out the components of the case that are unique and 

important. These components are also the groundwork for future research. 

Through the interpretive case study approach, the explanation building 

analysis assisted in the development of initial findings. Explanation building 

for the Perrier case was based on the case background, literature review and 

the specific data collected for the case. The explanation building analysis 

focused on finding clarifications and greater understanding about the case. 
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Using this method, research looked to develop ideas from a case instead of 

drawing final conclusions from it (Yin, 1994). 

The process of explanation building included a series of refinement 

steps to lead to final conclusions. The refinement steps started with multiple 

readings of the data set which was followed by a notation of findings. Another 

reading would be used and the previous findings would be revised and refined. 

The final outcome allowed for emergent and unique frames, themes, tactics, 

techniques and heuristic value of the case to be realized. The analysis steps 

used for the Perrier case mirrored Yin's (1994) structure for the explanation 

building analysis. 

The initial reading of the newspaper articles, transcripts, letters, 

documents, proposals and all pieces of case data began the analysis. This gave 

the researcher a holistic view of the case and the preliminary findings to be 

noted about the three case questions. Then, the data for the case were separated 

into information gained from the newspapers and all other types of data from 

interest groups, state agencies and opposition groups. 

Second, all newspaper articles, letters to the editor and editorials were 

read chronologically and the preliminary findings were again noted. The data 

was then categorized and connected to the three case questions. During the 

second and third rounds of analysis, only the newspaper coverage was 

reviewed. 
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An additional reading was used to clarify the findings initially 

categorized about the newspaper coverage of the Perrier case. Through this 

third reading, the linking of information became more detailed and developed. 

The propositions made regarding the case were clarified the more the data was 

revisited (Yin, 1994). The conclusions were also ready to be triangulated with 

the additional case data. 

The fourth step was done utilizing triangulation. Triangulation is 

linking information from different data sources to validate and clarify 

conclusions (Neuendorf, 2002). Triangulation bridges information from 

traditional media with variant media sources and merged them into polished, 

final, overall conclusions. For the case, the researcher took information gained 

from four different newspapers, the Internet, grassroots organizations and 

television, and compared their coverage over the course of one year. The case 

study questions were addressed through the differences and similarities of 

what was covered in these sources. 

With a large variety of data selected for the case, a case study database 

was used to manage the data. The database allows readers to go back to all 

sources analyzed to draw independent conclusions about the research. 5 After 

triangulation, the findings of the case were ready to be structured into a report 

about the case. 

5 The case database for the Perrier bottling facility is located in Appendix A. 
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Reporting of Results 

A narrative report of findings reflected not just the themes, public 

relations techniques and uniqueness of the case, but also the words and 

thoughts directly from the major participants. The approach allowed the data 

collected to speak for the case and confirm the conclusions found. The 

narrative for the Perrier project begins with a detailed, chronological 

discussion of the proposed bottling facility from all data on hand. Following 

the chronological case narrative, a discussion of the conclusions related to 

each of the three case questions provided. 

Due to the structure of this case study, it is possible that variant themes 

could be realized if other researchers were to view the materials. The 

individualized structure of the case and explanation-building focus made the 

findings an initial perspective of this case and the basis for greater research on 

areas involving proposed development, public relations, public interaction and 

the environment. 

In the course of Perrier's bid for a bottling facility, it became evident 

that more was at stake than economic gains or trout. The background of the 

case included a discussion of development, public response and the 

environment. The theoretical framework for the case hinged on risk 

communication, crisis communication and the media. From this information, it 

became clear that when business, the environment and the public mixed, the 
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communication would be heated. These are the types of exchanges that 

affected the outcome and attitudes of each interested participant. 

The case of Perrier and its search for Wisconsin water helps us to 

better understand the dynamics that were in play when the environment and . 

development collided, when the media and public response were raised to 

respond to environmental challenges, and when a possible risk were debated. 

At the heart of the case, the methods of communication were analyzed to 

determine their role in the case. 

This chapter reviewed the case methods employed to analyze the data 

collected for the Perrier case. To ·extract possible conclusions to the proposed 

case questions, the events of the Perrier bottling found in the news coverage 

and archival data are detailed in chapter three. 
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Chapter 3 

CASE FINDINGS: THE PERRIER PROPOSAL - A YEAR IN REVIEW 

The process to seek approval for the bottling facility contained a 

number of twists as sites changed, the issues by opposition groups shifted and 

all parties brought more information to the table. Bottled water was a regular 

topic of conversation. To detail how the controversy evolved, the following 

chronological discussion of the case was prepared. It originated from 

numerous newspaper, interest group, business and state agency sources. The 

detailed information from the archival sources provided rich commentary to 

help understand Perrier's interest and the public response. 

The results of the case were mapped out over a set of phases. Each 

phase represented the focus of attention given by residents, business, 

government and the media. Four phases of the case were examined 

chronologically. First, the initial interest and approval for the site focused on 

the initial interactions between state agencies, development groups and Perrier 

(December 1999). The second phase was the Mecan River and Perrier's 

interest in the springs as a possible site (January to February 2000). The third 

phase highlighted the extensive activities, application and assessment of the 

Big Springs site (March to October 2000). The final phase, the decline of 

interest, was the period of time when interest in a bottling facility in Wisconsin 

waned and the company failed to gain approval for its proposal (November to 

December 2000). 
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Interest in the proposed Perrier bottling facility began in 1999. In 

December, it was announced to the public that international bottler Perrier, 

through its United States division known as Great Spring Waters of America, 

sought a Midwest site for a bottling facility. The site required access to spring 

water. The study concludes in December 2000, as Perrier's attention moved 

from Wisconsin to other states following local and legal challenges. The 

thirteen months provided a number of pivotal events which shaped the course 

of the case.6 The materials shed insight on public relations and communication 

tactics and techniques, emergent themes, the uniqueness of the case and how 

the events are useful to future development, public response and public 

relations practices. 

The media covered events including grassroots meetings, legislative 

hearings, candlelight vigils and local government meetings. In the first stage of 

Perrier's interest in Wisconsin water, much of the interaction happened 

privately through mailed correspondence and state agencies and development 

groups. Upon the announcement of Perrier's proposal and possible sites, the 

local and regional media and the public became interested in the project. 

Initial Interest and Approval 

As Perrier searched for potential bottling sites in the Midwest, many 

locations in Wisconsin became attractive. Working with the Wisconsin 

Commerce Department, business development groups and the Wisconsin 

6 A detailed case timeline can be found in Appendix B. 
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Department of Natural Resources (WDNR), Perrier identified areas that 

created mutually beneficial relationships for residents and the corporation. 

This list of sites spanned across the Midwest and was never fully published in 

any source. As initial interest in certain sites increased, one site's location was 

publicized. 

The proposed Mecan site raised alarm among residents, anglers and 

environmentalists. A local resident told the Wisconsin State Journal, (WSJ) 

"water that Perrier would bottle, it would leave here and never come back, but 

how will it affect our water here?" (Questions abound about Perrier, WSJ, 

2000, January 2). The residents adjacent to the Mecan springs and river 

claimed to be caught off guard by interest in the placement of the facility. The 

first public announcements and initial reactions generated the first phase of the 

bottling issue. 

Prior to the declaration of Perrier's interest, the company had worked 

with state agencies and development groups to find a site and to understand 

the processes needed to gain a permit for a high-capacity well (H-C well). H-C 

wells were common in Wisconsin for irrigation, pulp and papermaking 

processes and other industrial operations. An H-C well pumped more than 70 

gallons of water per minute from a single source. The only environmental 

guideline used in Wisconsin for the H-C well application was that project 

should not hurt municipal water supplies. George Meyer, secretary of the 

WDNR, stated that "under no circumstances would we allow an easement on 
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state land ifwe felt a well would hann the volume or the quality of the water 

flowing in the Mecan River. It is a very special place, and we will take care of 

it," (Perrier wants to draw water, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, (MJS). 1999, 

December 19). As Perrier's interest was only in the planning stages, the 

WDNR worked with Perrier to find a model location for future development. 

The type of operation Perrier suggested drew water from a spring and 

piped it to an adjacent bottling facility. Here it would be processed and 

shipped to regional markets. The plan mirrored operations on public lands in 

Maine. Jane Lazgin, a Perrier spokesperson, said her company had an 

obligation to spring protection. "This would be a long-term commitment for 

us, and we would want to assure that there are no adverse impacts on the 

stream," (Perrier considers other Midwest sites, MJS, 1999, December 23). 

During the initial coverage, Perrier commented on their plans via news 

· releases to informational meetings, local government and media outlets. 

Perrier's first interaction with residents had been planned for a Richland Town 

Hall meeting in Waushara County, on January 6th to discuss the project. Early 

news coverage focused on the pristine qualities of Wisconsin water, the need 

for more information, Perrier's proposal and the Mecan site. 

The Mecan 

The spring-fed Mecan River had long been treasured for supporting a 

variety and plenitude of trout, a habitat for breeding and migrating fowl, 

tourism potential and a home for the Kamer Blue Butterfly. Tl!,e Mecan 
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springs were located approximately 30 miles south of Stevens Point, 

Wisconsin, on land purchased by the state for protection. Almost immediately, 

news coverage described the Mecan as a precious resource which would be 

plundered if Perrier bottled water from it. Perrier had made no application for 

well permits and had only listed the springs as a possible site. 

The informational meeting regarding Perrier's plans for the Mecan took 

place at the Richland Town Hall on January 6th • A day before the meeting, the 

first local newspaper coverage of Perrier's proposal appeared with Janet 

Lazgin, the spokesperson for Perrier, being interviewed by the Adams County 

Times/Friendship Reporter, (ACT/FR) (Perrier Group Consider, ACT/FR, 

2000, January 5). In the piece, Lazgin commented the project and the benefits 

for the community and state. The informational meeting drew approximately 

250 residents and other interested persons seeking information about the 

project and to voice concerns. Some in attendance brought documentation 

regarding Perrier' s past business practices and water consumption at sites in 

Maine, Florida and Texas. Some feared that the same outcome would take 

place in Wisconsin. 

Absent from the meeting were officials from Perrier who, in lieu of 

attendance, faxed a news release which highlighted the company's proposal 

and environmental record. Lazgin remarked to reporters following the 

meeting, that Perrier did not attend because "at this juncture we haven't even 

yet proposed a specific site," (Perrier Plan has Tempers Boiling, WSJ, 2000, 
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January 8). Perrier announced it would make a site decision in March and then 

hold information meetings. The Richland town meeting raised questions about 

the WDNR's role in the Perrier proposal and the unsuitability of Perrier's 

proposed sites. 

The natural habitat and emotional responses to the Mecan area became 

a chief point of the news coverage. One resident commented that, "water 

Perrier would bottle, it would leave here and never come back, but how will it 

affect our water here?" (Questions Abound, WSJ, 2000, January 2). Perrier's 

plans were described in a column by WSJ reporter Susan Lampert Smith as, 

"akin to hearing that your child has a terrible illness-and there might not be 

anything the experts can do about it. Like all really bad news, it shook the 

foundations of what I believe, and what I believe is special about Wisconsin," 

(My Objection to Perrier's Plans, WSJ, 2000, January 16). Residents sent 

letters to the WDNR and local and regional newspapers and raised concern 

that the Mecan was being considered for development. During this time, 

Perrier operated test wells to determine if the water quality and flow would 

support bottling operations. 

By February 1st, Perrier announced it would not look at the state

owned lands of the Mecan Springs. The focus turned to private land adjacent 

to the springs. Permit approval for private lands avoided the environmental 

and legislative processes that were required for use of state-owned lands. 

Secretary Meyer said in a letter to the editor regarding Wisconsin water law 
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that there were weaknesses in the guidelines for H-C wells on private lands. 

Though an H-C had to show no impact on municipal water supplies, the law 

did not require any other environmental assessment. A resident stated that 

"unless the state's high-capacity well law is changed, the Mecan and other 

state-protected cold water streams will remain in jeopardy," (Meyer, WSJ, 

2000, February 6). Elements of the state law were debated throughout 2000 as 

elected officials addressed the feasibility of changing it. 

Perrier scheduled an open house meeting for February 14th at the 

Coloma Grade School. A day prior to the meeting, Tom V anden Brook of the 

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel described the Mecan as a "regional treasure," but 

job growth from the facility would have been an excellent way of revitalizing 

the area (A Source of Worry, 2000, February 13). The Wisconsin State Journal 

reported the agreement process and water laws allowed Perrier to effortlessly 

secure a well pennit (Disputes Follow Perrier, 2000, February 13). A letter to 

the editor commented "we can't let Perrier turn it into a trickle of warm water 

that leaves the trout gasping for breath, sandhill cranes without nesting 

territory, and ducks of all kinds stranded on the mud bars," (Hunting Doves, 

WJS, 2000, February 13). The open house proved to be a less than ideal place 

for the exchange of information than Perrier had expected. 

Rallying outside the school, hundreds of protestors handed out red 

bumper stickers saying "No Way Perrier." The open house allowed residents 

to interact with Perrier officials and researchers. Ideally, residents should have 
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• 

been able to move easily from room to room to ask questions and raise 

concerns individually. Many wanted to speak against the proposal, but with 

the large number in attendance, the format was congested and frustrating for 

some residents. Some attendees stated it was difficult to even approach a 

representative and get a question answered (Residents Confront Perrier, WSJ, 

2000, February 15). "This whole format is a joke. You ever hear of divide and 

conquer? That's what it is," one resident told reporters (Perrier Plan, MJS, 

2000, February 15). Although a number of residents wanted to declare 

opposition, others collected pamphlets about the project and others were in 

favor of the economic stimulus. Some in attendance were not local residents 

but were from surrounding counties, interest groups, county government 

officials and water researchers and specialists interested in the proposal. 

The Mecan continued to be praised in the news coverage for its beauty 

and the abundance of trout too precious to be tampered with. Residents called 

Perrier's actions suspicious after the project moved from state-owned to private 

lands (Opponents Not About, WSJ, 2000, February 8). The permit process was 

simpler on private property. Many local and regional opposition groups, and 

researchers, urged the WDNR to take drastic measures to hold Perrier 

accountable. They cited that environmental assessments and research were 

essential before a permit was approved. George Hesselberg, a columnist for 

the Wisconsin State Journal, commented "Perrier must be wondering how 
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those other water bottlers in Wisconsin get away with it," (Grave Robbers 

Descend, WSJ, 2000, February 17). 

In Madison, Meyer requested state lawmakers to address the lack of 

protection of non-municipal water in the state laws. In a letter to legislators, 

Meyer wrote "the law does not authorize the department to deny the well 

approval even if the well will adversely impact one of Wisconsin's valuable 

lakes and streams," (Meyer Asks Legislature, WSJ, 2000, February 15). 

Meyer's concerns were repeated by state representatives who also called for 

change (DNR Urges Legislation, WDNR News Release, 2000, February 14). 

Legislative changes to state water laws were discussed in Madison days after 

the Coloma meeting. 

In neighboring Adams County, near the Big Springs proposed site, the 

local papers reported the area was still on the list of potential locations. 

Representatives from Perrier had met with the New Haven Town Board to 

discuss what the bottling facility would mean to the community. Following the 

town board meeting, Ed Coon, the New Haven town chairman, met with 

residents about the proposal at the town meeting. Coon said, "we need to ask 

questions as a community. We have to consider both sides," (Perrier Springs 

Local, Portage Daily Register, (PDR). 2000, February 17). Coon also indicated 

that he would be disappointed not to bring in millions of dollars for the area. 

Letters to the editor in the Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter 

showed concern and the need for more information about Perrier's plans. One 
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resident wrote that if Perrier were to gain access "they'll just want more and 

more water," (Waushara County Resident, ACT/FR, 2000, February 23). Fred 

Bailey, a water supply specialist with the WDNR, said that, since the first 

announcement of Perrier's proposal "a lot of people feel threatened," 

(Regulations Non-Existent, PDR, 2000, February 17). A resident at the 

meeting also stated that, "I have read articles on the Internet about Perrier. I 

did not like their arrogance and indifference shown to the local people," 

(Readers Says Coloma, ACT/FR, 2000, February 16). The Internet proved to 

be a resource for local residents to research and supply data about the bottling 

plant and Perrier's prior business activity. 

With February winding down, Governor Tommy Thompson urged 

interest groups to aid in locating a water source to allow Perrier to be part of 

Wisconsin's business community. It had become obvious that any 

development regarding the Mecan springs would face stiff opposition from 

anglers and environmental groups. One of the original twelve possible sites, 

Big Springs, outside of New Haven in Adams County, seemed a more ideal 

location for the project (Thompson Works to Find A Home, MJS, 2000, 

February 24). Big Springs marked the first time Perrier officially asked the 

WDNR to provide information about one of the twelve proposed sites. On 

February 25th, Perrier announced plans not to advance its interest in the springs 

of the Mecan (Perrier We're Moving On, WSJ, 2000, February 26). Moving 

on, however, did not mean moving out of Wisconsin. 
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Though the Mecan was still a potential bottling site, the residents and 

opposition groups claimed a victory for the community and environment. Gail 

Colligan, a member of Friends of the Mecan, told the Milwaukee Journal 

Sentinel that Perrier officials were surprised by the ''voice of the people," 

(Perrier Gives Up Plan, 2000, February 26). Perrier moved its interest to 

adjacent bottling sites that offered fewer reasons for opposing the 

development. Perrier used the basic elements of the proposal for the Mecan 

site and adapted it to the needs of a new site at Big Springs, Wisconsin. 

Big Springs 

In Adams County, Perrier's interest rested in the springs which fed the 

Big Springs River. The region utilized the springs and aquifers below towns 

such as New Haven and the unincorporated village of Big Springs, about eight 

miles east of Wisconsin Dells. This water source did not support trout or 

protected animal habitats, but was described as in need of environmental 

management (Residents Want Answers, PDR, 2000, March 1). Since local 

funding was tight for county projects, financial support for the Big Springs 

management would be done by Perrier. 

The county also experienced economic concerns with a lack of jobs 

and slow to moderate development. Wisconsin labor statistics for 2000 

showed the per capita income in Adams County of$19,363 was approximately 

$10,000 less then the median per capita income for the state ($28,100).7 As of 

7 Labor statistics located online through the Department of Administration for the State of 
WJSconsin. (www.doastate.wi.us) 
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2000, 19% of the people in Adams County were below poverty status. To 

maintain a strong and sufficient resident population, Adams County had to 

continually recruit new business development to the area. 

In the early days of March, Perrier planned an informational meeting 

with residents of the New Haven area. New fears were raised about the facility 

and its effect on Adams County. These included increased truck traffic, high 

levels of noise from traffic and the facility and the chance the operation could 

deplete electrical supplies for the area. One of the most difficult concerns 

expressed was the feeling that Perrier, after learning lessons from the Mecan 

site, would be prepared to fight for an easy approval at Big Springs. 

Approximately two months after the confrontational gathering with 

residents regarding the Mecan, Perrier held an informational meeting at the 

New Haven Town Hall about the Big Springs proposal. The meeting set out 

Perrier's plans to run test wells in the area that would eventually lead to an 

evaluation and construction of the bottling facility. As the Portage Daily 

Register described "this rural community's town hall is a small, one-story 

building located on a narrow, twisting road. No signs announce its presence to 

drivers ... Parked cars stretched for more than quarter of a mile, lined up on 

either side of the road leading to the squat wooden structure," (Bottling Plant 

Meeting, 2000, March 6). Approximately 150 residents attended, which was a 

surprisingly large crowd for any local government event in the region. 
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Meeting participants expressed unease that Big Springs was an easier 

target for development. They questioned the validity of any testing sponsored 

by Perrier and what effect on energy supplies to the area and the consequences 

of water siphoning to the water table (Latest Perrier Plan, MJS, 2000, March 

2). Residents commented following the meeting that officials from Perrier did 

not respond to residents' complaints. They faulted the intervention of Ed 

Coon, the New Haven town chairman. Coon, who had halted heated 

. accusations by citizens, maintained the meeting was for informational 

purposes only, not a public forum. Coon said some residents "have been 

causing us a certain amount of hell for the past couple weeks," (Perrier 

Bottling Meeting, PDR, 2000, March 6). Although Coon did not come out in 

support of the bottling facility proposal, the coverage and action oflocal 

residents posited him as Pro-Perrier .. 

Also on March 1st, state lawmakers looked to amend legislation 

regarding the current high-capacity well law in Wisconsin. In testimony before 

the Agriculture, Environmental Resources, and Campaign Finance Reform 

Committee in the Wisconsin Senate, state legislators debated the feasibility of 

the proposal in Wisconsin and the state law regarding high-capacity wells 

(Latest Perrier Plan, MJS, 2000, March 2). Concern was raised that any new 

legislation should not affect the use of water for irrigation. 

News coverage began to compare Perrier's actions with the residents 

and opposition groups at the Mecan versus those of Big Springs. Reports 
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circulated that Perrier had been caught off guard at the Mecan concerning the 

meaning of the river and the importance of protection at all costs. In contrast, 

Perrier had been attentive to local concerns from the beginning of interest in 

the Big Springs site (Perrier Meets Opposition, WSJ, 2000, March 2). The 

company had taken a different approach with the Big Springs residents 

including increased public involvement, a citizen land-use committee and the 

willingness to assess the environmental impact (Not The Same, WSJ, 2000, 

March 9). The company's methods changed, but the major concern remained: 

how would a high-capacity well pumping hundreds of gallons of water per 

minute affect water supplies? 

The WDNR and Perrier sponsored environmental assessments and 

hearings to address concerns did not alleviate the requests for environmental 

studies. Residents continually pleaded to have a full environmental impact 

statement done (Waushara County Resident, ACT/FR, 2000, February 23; 

People of Adams County, ACT/FR, 2000, March 1 ). An environmental impact 

statement (EIS) is a comprehensive analysis of the area proposed for 

development, the possible affects of the development and what compensative 

measures would be used if a problem arose. In Wisconsin, the use of the EIS 

would include a formal administrative hearing on the findings. 8 

Environmental assessments (EA), on the other hand, would be 

requested through the court systems. An EIS and EA are in essence the same 

s http://dnr.wi.gov/ org/ es/ science/ eis/ 
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information with the former lacking the formal meeting about the results. 

Requesting environmental assessments for well permits on private lands were 

not necessary according to state guidelines. Franc Fennessy, the WDNR 

executive assistant, pointed out that the company volunteered the research and 

that "it's more than just a gesture," (Not the Same Perrier Shuffle, WSJ, 2000, 

March9). 

Perrier also defended its interest and environmental record. "Our 

reputation rests on the purity of the waters we collect, so protecting those 

waters is our highest priority," (Letter to Editor, Janet Lazgin, ACT/FR, 2000, 

March 8). Perrier claimed a dedication to the environment and revitalizing 

natural habitats near its springs and bottling facilities. 

Although both Perrier and the WDNR had addressed public sentiment, 

the New Haven Town Board passed a one year moratorium on zoning changes 

at a meeting on March 13th• The moratorium was phrased, "the Town Board 

will oppose any and all requests for zoning changes and variances, will deny 

any and all requests for plat approvals, and will not issue building permits for 

new lots," (Town Passes Moratorium, Wisconsin Stewardship Network 

(wsn.org), 2000, March). A New Haven town supervisor said that the 

ordinance was not aimed at Perrier (Town Ruling Might Slow Perrier, WSJ, 

2000, March 14). The moratorium had been introduced prior to the bottled 

water proposal. Yet, it delayed Perrier' s projected building start date. 
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The moratorium offered the township time to prepare and respond to 

any expansion plans. Ken Crothers, attorney for the New Haven Township, 

said "the water isn't going anywhere. It'll still be there when the moratorium 

runs out," (Town's Zoning Moratorium, MJS, 2000, March 16). Perrier 

continued to work with the WDNR on assessment plans. The process included 

support for a citizen advisory land use committee made up of appointed 

residents from Adams County. The group would look at the Perrier project, 

effects on the local area and public opinion on the proposal. 

A WDNR hearing on March 16th invited residents to provide feedback 

on the project. It was designed to measure public sentiment before an 

environmental assessment was done (Opponents Vocal, WSJ, 2000, March 

18). Perrier representatives attended, but did not address the audience's 

concerns or comments. The assessment would determine if a full 

environmental impact study would be necessary. 

As the end of March approached, reports spread about a relationship 

between Perrier Corporation and state agencies that had developed prior to the 

announcement of the bottling facility proposal. An article highlighted the 

initial secrecy of the project and the deep interest of state officials (State Tried 

to Quietly Woo, MJS, 2000, March 28). The article cited that these first 

mistakes might have ruined development plans in Wisconsin. 

Documents surfaced that showed Perrier and the state agencies had 

discussed the Mecan and other sites in the early months of 1999. Perrier's 
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proposal was announced publicly in December 1999. The papers included 

letters from the Commerce Department which invited Perrier to Wisconsin. 

The agency also scouted sites for the company based on the bottler's needs. 

Perrier spokesperson, Jane Lazgin, remarked, "we were not really as aware 

that it was as sensitive an environmental area as it is. We were taken by 

surprise. I feel people got the wrong impression ofus," (Perrier Talks Began in 

Secret, WSJ, 2000, March 29). Commerce Department officials and business 

development groups did not hide the fact that there had been contact with 

Perrier about finding a site. 

The reports of privately held interactions raised apprehension about the 

objectivity of the Commerce Department and the WDNR and were reflected in 

letters to local papers. One resident expressed her concern stating "Perrier was 

'invited' to come in TAKE OUR WATER, thus compromising the integrity of 

that resource and the democratic process due to the citizens of our state," 

(What's More Important, emphasis in the original, ACT/FR, 2000, April 5). 

Although business development often begins behind closed doors, 

involvement of the public would be a key factor in Perrier's expansion on the 

Big Springs site. 

Not all residents saw Perrier as a threat and some welcomed the 

project. One resident stated in a letter to the editor, "I sincerely doubt that 

Perrier will pump us dry before our slow economic development does," 

(Reader Doubts Perrier, ACT/FR, 2000, March 22). The Wisconsin Dells 
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Visitors Bureau, an office that promoted regional tourism, publicly supported 

Perrier's proposal. Local groups stirred over the issue, but the assessment 

pressed on. Perrier continued test wells into the beginning of April, when it 

offered to give the Town of New Haven $20,000 to hire independent legal and 

engineering consultants (Perrier to Provide, WSJ, 2000, April 2). Separate 

consultation ideally provided the townships with independent verification of 

testing and results of Perrier's environmental assessments. 

As the April 12th New Haven town meeting approached, Rosemary 

Carlson, of Savin' New Haven, commented that the meeting was "coming at a 

time when Perrier is very important in our life. It's a case of finally getting a 

chance to give public comment," (Residents Plan to Voice, WSJ, 2000, April 

8). Savin' New Haven formed to voice opposition to the bottling plant and 

wanted to raise local awareness of the issue. The group consisted of members 

of a variety of Perrier grassroots groups such as Friends of the Mecan and the 

Committee to Protect New Haven's Water. 

Savin' New Haven members were vocal, active and interactive with 

local media. In the April 12th edition of the Adams County Times/Friendship 

Reporter, Savin' New Haven ran a quarter-page advertisement entitled "When 

Perrier Came to Town," (Advertisement-When Perrier, A7). The 

advertisement highlighted problems with Perrier's proposal and stressed the 

importance of spring protection. Savin' New Haven members also supplied 

many letters to the editor in the Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter. 
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At the town meeting, many resolutions were passed and forwarded to 

the Adams County Board. One of the resolutions supported a plan to have a 

referendum to contest the plant and another to block zoning changes and 

permits for high-capacity wells without full environmental impact studies. A 

third resolution appealed to the WDNR, the New Haven Town Board, the 

Adams County Board and the governor to request Perrier withdraw plans to 

build a bottling plant in Wisconsin (Perrier Impact Study, WSJ, 2000, April 

17). The growing opposition became active in local government meetings and 

prepared to forward opinions and influence local decision-making. 

As Perrier and grassroots groups began campaigning to the local 

public, residents reacted. A resident, who received a letter in the mail from 

Perrier, wrote, "hey Perrier, the residents of Adams County might be a little 

short on employment, but they're not dumb," (Reader Questions Perrier's 

Intentions, ACT/FR, 2000, April 12). Another resident commented that, "the 

next time you reach for a glass of water, I ask you to consider, can we really 

afford to take this resource for granted?" (Not Ready, ACT/FR, 2000, April 

12, 2000). The same writer made a subtle comparison to the Crandon Mine 

noting that residents did not want the water "mined out." The Crandon Mine 

was another resource-use controversy in Wisconsin that had been active in 

media, legislative and judicial circles since the 1980s. 

The information and data which fueled the controversy had not come 

from just concerned residents. Special interest groups, state legislators, water 
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specialists and researchers and residents of surrounding counties attended 

meetings, joined groups and brought issues for debate. Adams and other 

neighboring counties were apprehensive about the development in the face of 

mounting public concern. Dennis Blind, the director of planning and zoning 

for Columbia County, wrote to I 000 Friends of Wisconsin, a Madison-based 

grassroots lobbying group. His letter highlighted concern for what he saw as 

the state and Perrier deliberately ignoring public opinion. Blind said "the folks 

up here are really getting upset over the "railroading" that is going on with this 

project and the fact that nobody,.to date is listening to their needs and 

concerns," (Columbia County Planning & Zoning, Letter, 2000, April 27). 

Perrier and the WDNR planned a hearing to give the results of the 

environmental studies and draft agreement information. The meeting at 

Wisconsin Dells High School on April 17th drew approximately 150 people, 

some wearing "Perrier go away" t-shirts. Outside the high school, school 

children carried picket signs and grassroots groups circulated petitions against 

Perrier. 

The assessment included Perrier preliminary tests on the test well's 

effects on groundwater and the surrounding environment. The initial tests of 

water levels drew 200 gallons a minute and Perrier planned to continue to 

study the impact of great levels drawn per minute (Despite Environmental 

Study, WSJ, 2000, April 18). By providing assessments, Perrier was the first 

business to ever review environmental impact for a high-capacity well 
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application in Wisconsin history. At the meeting, Perrier announced plans for 

a two-month study to decide if the water supply could be pumped and not 

damage the surrounding ecosystem. 

Although Perrier offered unprecedented research on the well's 

proposed impact, the residents continued to rally against any type of 

compromise with Perrier. One resident remarked that Perrier would "suck it 

dry and ship my water all over the country," (Protesters Denounce Perrier, 

MJS, 2000, April 18). At the New Haven Town Hall meeting, a day prior to 

the announcement of assessment results, residents voted on two motions. First, 

that the town board would publicly denounce the proposal and a referendum 

be considered to oppose the project without a complete environmental impact 

statement (Perrier Proposal Tops, PDR, 2000, April 17). Coon, the New 

Haven town chairman, remarked that all decisions from the meeting were 

strictly advisory and any voting procedures would be costly to the local 

taxpayers. 

Some residents indicated uneasiness that all the data about the impact 

was not available and people had made up their minds that the project was 

ruinous. One resident stated, "I wish everyone would keep an open mind. 

Unfortunately, I don't think that will happen," (Protestors Denounce Perrier, 

MJS, 2000, April 18). A resident of Douglas township in Marquette County 

issued a similar comment after that township passed a resolution opposed to 

large scale commercial bottling (Douglas Latest To Oppose, PDR, 2000, April 
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14). Only one person of the thirty attending that Douglas town meeting 

opposed the resolution which was described as a symbolic gesture of support 

for Adams County. What seemed to be confirmation of that sentiment of 

support could be found in a resident's letter to the Wisconsin State Journal on 

April 19th, "not one drop of Wisconsin's water. Not now, not ever and that's 

our final word." 

April closed with a rally at the State Capitol by representatives from 

many groups that were active in opposing different development projects in 

Wisconsin. Rally participants included residents opposed to the Crandon mine, 

sports fishing enthusiasts and groups opposed to the power line proposal from 

Duluth, Minnesota, to Wausau, Wisconsin. The event hoped to stimulate a 

collective effort to influence the state's decision-makers on a variety of issues 

(Diverse Groups Rally, MJS, 2000, April 30). Speeches, a potluck and a 

powwow took place on the steps of the Capitol with approximately 600 in 

attendance. 

May was ushered in with residents and opposition groups raising new 

issues against the bottling facility proposal. A news release from the 

Committee to Protect New Haven's Water, a local grassroots group that sought 

to raise public awareness and alarm on the project, urged citizens to attend an 

upcoming information session to discuss the proposal and its effect on the 

region (Citizens to Protect, 2000, Committee to Protect New Haven's Water -

News Release, May 2). The local opposition was starting to form coalitions 
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and connections. The members of the committee slowly disappeared in early 

May and emerged with greater membership and resources as Savin' New 

Haven. 

The potential volume of truck traffic, which shocked many residents at 

the initial town meeting in March, was raised again as an obstacle to the 

proposal. Hiroshi Kanno, the clerk of the town of Newport in Columbia 

County and the treasurer of the Concerned Citizens of Newport, another local 

opposition group, said the trucks would be "pounding down our roads" and 

safety of the roadways was "of major importance to us," (Perrier Study 

Doesn't Faze, WSJ, 2000, May 7). Perrier, in the midst of an eight week well 

test, planned different activities to address the new round of local concerns · 

about roadways and prepare residents for the application. 

Perrier sponsored a town meeting on May 10th which included 

hydrologists, Perrier's Madison-based attorneys, and county highway officials. 

In a letter to the editor of the Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter, 

Rodney Allen, a natural resource manager for Perrier Midwest, commented 

that Adams County could have both a better environment for the springs and a 

better economic base if they would accept the project. 

Perrier representatives also met with WDNR officials to discuss what 

other elements were needed for the application process (Perrier Foes Focus, 

WSJ, 2000, May 9). The preparation for an application meant Perrier would 

have to address more of the residents' concerns. The company contracted with 
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a Madison engineering firm to determine the best truck routes for the area. The 

results of the assessment of traffic routes would be reported to the WDNR 

with Perrier's application. 

To more intimately connect with residents, Perrier representatives 

visited residents to talk about truck routes and the facility. The door-to-door 

effort was used to advise residents individually of the company's plans to 

utilize only state roads (Perrier Analyzing Possible Truck Routes, WSJ, 2000, 

May 18) and stressed the rewards of the project. 

The citizen advisory committee made up oflocal residents continued 

its research on public opinion and the feasibility of the project to be reported to 

the town and Perrier. Perrier actively canvassed the local area for reaction to 

the proposal, the possible local referendums and the upcoming application. 

The development of the relationship with residents to educate them about the 

company and the proposal was intense. 

Several Penier opposition groups planned a meeting in Westfield on 

May 22nd to discuss bringing the Perrier issue to a statewide audience. The 

groups in attendance included Friends of the Mecan, Savin' New Haven and 

Concerned Citizens of Newport. All were grassroots organizations that 

emerged during Perrier's proposal for the Mecan and that now focused on Big 

Springs. Another organization, Central Wisconsin Trout Unlimited, a regional 

chapter of the national angler interest group, became an active participant in 

the Mecan proposal and members joined the partnership. 
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A group of over 100 voted to form a coalition to challenge Perrier: 

Waterkeepers of Wisconsin (WOW). The group stated the value of the springs 

which fed lakes and rivers affected every waterway in the state. Their 

argument made Perrier's bottling proposal an issue for the entire state. The 

group planned on spreading the WOW message through a statewide promotion 

utilizing flyers, legislative lobbying, speakers addressing water and land use 

topics and legal means, if necessary (WOW Forms, WSN, 2000, May 23). 

WOW goals included a campaign to support the June 13 th referendums in New 

Haven and Newport. Mike Jacobi, a member of the WOW steering committee 

and a Marquette County supervisor, commented "it is time to boycott Perrier. 

It is time to boycott Nestle, the parent company. This is a money issue and we 

have to talk their talk," (Group Formed, PDR, 2000, May 24). Jane Lazgin, the 

Perrier spokesperson, stated that antagonism towards ''bottled water has 

become more visible. And we're at a moment in our country where land use is 

a really big concern," (Statewide Group Formed, WSJ, 2000, May 29). Perrier 

continued with the application process with the goal of document submission 

to the WDNR by June. 

The commentary ofletters to the editor escalated to the point that one 

resident called the banter "mud slinging." Local contributors began personal 

attacks over the actions of grassroots groups and questioned the intentions of 

other residents who submitted letters to the editor. One resident said the tactics 

of the opposition groups were unacceptable. He claimed Savin' New Haven 
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and others were disruptive at public meetings and halted any attempt to get 

information about the project (Savin' New Haven's Tactics, ACT/FR, 2000, 

May 31). 

The same letter blatantly compared the resistance to the Klu Klux 

Klan. Lack of information about the proposal was an issue raised by both 

Perrier and residents from the initial announcement in December 2000. 

According to one resident, it seemed the proposal had ripped apart the 

community and ended friendships (Sound Off, ACT/FR, 2000, April 19). 

Resident interaction continued to clash as mid-June local referendums were 

set. 

The referendums sought to assess local opinion to see where it stood 

on Perrier's project. The opposition hoped the wording of the referendums 

would place additional roadblocks in front of the development plans. The 

referendums were advisory and the outcome would not determine whether 

Perrier had local or WDNR approval. That would come through the approval 

of the permit and county zoning approval. 

Both Perrier and opposition groups had campaigned to local residents 

through the media, door-to-door visits and letters in the mail. The May 31 st 

edition of the Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter ran a quarter-page 

advertisement which stated, "What's in it for you? 40%," and was funded by 

Perrier. The 40% signified the portion of the taxes that Perrier would pay as a 

member of the business community. The amount was projected in the millions. 
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Then, in the following paper, Perrier supplied another advertisement giving 

three reasons to vote against the referendums (Advertisement-3 Reasons, 

ACT/FR, 2000, June 7). The reasons were the jobs, taxes and the promise to 

rebuild the springs. The campaigning was fierce right up to June 13th which 

was the date of the referendum votes. 

Originating out of the New Haven and Newport town boards and 

requests by concerned residents, the referendums had been formulated and 

planned since March. The referendums were termed as advisory to give the 

town boards information about the public stance. The referendums were 

phrased: 

New Haven - "The town, county, state and federal governments 

should oppose all use of water :from aquifers of the town of New 

Haven, Adams County, Wisconsin, for commercial purposes and the 

building of the proposed water bottling plant in any area zoned for 

agriculture." 

· Newport - "The town would support the water bottling plant if it is 

located in an industrial park and the hydrological study showed no 

adverse impact on the flow, level, or quality of the watershed it is 

located in, and trucks stay on state/federal highways," (Vote Taps 

Perrier Reactions, WSJ, 2000, June 11). 

Perrier did not view the referendum outcome having an effect on its 

intentions to apply for permits, but hoped for public support. During Perrier's 
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pre-referendum campaign, a key claim was the impact the phrasing of the 

referendums would have on any commercial utilization of area water. Lazgin 

remarked the referendums could have long term influence on other projects 

(Perrier's Plan to Siphon, MJS, 2000, June 13) and the town may not even 

realize it. It had the potential to affect wells set for business and agriculture. 

The grassroots groups clung to previous Perrier promises to move on if 

the public did not want them as part of the community. Joan Byers, a member 

of Savin' New Haven, told the Portage Daily Register, "I think there will be 

quite a large turnout and the majority will vote yes to oppose Perrier ... We've 

had a lot of propaganda but I do believe they were serious. I think they're good 

for their word and will go," (Town Preparing, 2000, June 13). WOW 

sponsored a pep rally on June· 11 th to oppose the plant and encouraged voters 

to turn out. And, the voters turned out. 

As the polls closed on June 13th, both communities showed 

overwhelming participation in the referendums. For New Haven, local 

officials said the turnout was probably a best ever for voting. Residents of the 

township approved the referendum with 290 to 101 votes opposing water 

extraction from aquifers for commercial use. In Newport, the residents 

defeated the measure to support any bottling facility 108 to 33 votes. As 

Perrier opponent Rosemary Carlson declared ''we let up a mighty whoop. I 

don't know how it cannot be heard," (Perrier Opponents Claim Victory, WSJ, 

2000, June 14). Opposition had forecasted victory and anticipated Perrier 
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would leave without forwarding the H-C well application to the WDNR for a 

permit. 

The bottler's response to the advisory vote was quite different and 

contrary to previous assertions not to consider a plant without local support. 

Perrier officials called the vote "premature" (Perrier Opponents Claim Victory, 

WSJ, 2000, June 14). Lazgin said that "the people don't have all the 

information," (Perrier Isn't Deterred, MJS, 2000, June 15). Chairman Coon 

also commented that the timing and wording of the referendum were 

questionable (2 Legislators, WSJ, 2000, June 16). As the company had 

announced prior to the referendums, Perrier continued to prepare a permit 

application. 

State legislators also responded to the results of the referendums. Two 

local legislators, Senator Robert Welch of Red Granite and Representative 

Joan Wade Spillner of Montello, agreed that the outcome of the referendum 

vote was enough proof of public sentiment (2 Legislators, WSJ, 2000, June 

16). They felt Perrier should move on regardless of application or zoning 

approvals. Representatives Mark Pocan, Frank Boyle and Tim Carpenter 

acknowledged in a joint press release that "rural waters have no protection" 

and the state legislature may need to get involved (Perrier Blasted, News 

· Release, 2000, June28). They also agreed that more information and testing 

would be ideal, but the local dissent should be followed. Coon asserted he 
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would continue to seek more information from Perrier because some of the 

residents still saw the bottling facility as a viable option. 

Another measure of the local opinion was the report made to the 

Adams County Board from the citizen advisory committee on land use and the 

Perrier proposal. In the wake of the referendum vote, the committee voted to 

advise the town board to oppose the Perrier proposal. Tom Morse, a 

committee member, described the issue as a three ring circus of "strife, worry 

and expense," (Committee Advises Town, PDR, 2000, June 16). The 

committee ended all formal meetings after the referendum vote and the 

committee decision gave both the town board and Perrier substantial 

information on local views. 

It seemed local dissension was overwhelming, but there were residents 

that opposed the grassroots groups and found issues with the referendums. One 

resident claimed that fellow citizens were misled by opposition groups (New 

Haven Voters Duped, ACT/FR, 2000, June 21) because Perrier and the 

WDNR had not been able to give information. Another resident wondered 

what exactly New Haven was being saved from (What Was New Haven, 

ACT/FR, 2000, June 28). The letter sarcastically thanked opposition groups 

for taking jobs and opportunities from the area. 

There was also talk that area residents, supported by local opposition, 

sought to oust the town chairman of New Haven, Ed Coon. Joy Coon, the 

chairman's wife, wrote two letters to the Adams County Times/Friendship 
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Reporter scolding opposition groups for their behavior and urging residents to 

question any actions taken by them (Residents' Behavior, ACT/FR, 2000, June 

21; Resident Says: Don't, ACT/FR, 2000, June 28). Coon referred to the local 

resistance as radicals. 

As Perrier was finished with the application for the H~C well, the local 

discontent prompted other Wisconsin counties that were in favor of 

welcoming the bottler to make their interest known. For example, the 

Lafayette Development Cmporation in southwestern Wisconsin pursued 

Perrier after other counties were not interested (Lafayette County Invites, 

WSJ, 2000, June 17). Nevertheless, there was no evidence to suggest that 

Perrier considered a move to Lafayette County. Previous development projects 

which Lafayette County had publicly sought, including a casino, had faced 

considerable local opposition: 

As promised, Perrier applied for well permits on June 20th• Backing the 

decision to move forward, Lazgin stated, the ''people voiced their concerns 

that their community water supplies would b~ depleted. But we would never 

advance a project if that would happen," (Perrier Applies to DNR, MJS, 2000, 

June 21 ). Perrier planned a 250,000 square foot bottling plant that had the 

capability of drawing up to 500 gallons of water per minute. 

The application submitted was detailed and contained conservation 

consideration greater than any other permit application previously. It included 

the environmental assessments that the WDNR and Perrier agreed upon before 
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any progress was made towards a permit. The proposed agreement had a 

variety of conditions that would nullify Perrier's permit at any point. Prior to 

any production, Perrier would have to complete groundwater, wetland 

resource and aquatic resource studies (High Capacity Wells, WDNR 

Informational Sheet, 2000, September). Perrier also agreed to long-term 

monitoring and reporting to the WDNR. 

The results of Perrier's continuing test pumping and studies of the 

springs were the only items missing from the application. Those results were 

intended to follow the submission of the application to the WDNR. Perrier's 

plans included the construction of a plant capable of siphoning as much as 500 

gallons of water per minute, and a 50 foot berm to shield homes from the 

plant. Perrier planned to plant trees on a berm to provide a greater sound 

barrier. Perrier also researched a variety of routes to transport the products. 

The roadways picked included county roads evaluated as the most efficient 

and safest way to access state/federal roadways (Perrier Pumps Out DNR 

Report, WSJ, 2000, June 25). The DNR advised that it could take from six to 

eight weeks to evaluate the report. 

Following the application, Perrier met a fury of opposition that 

criticized its actions after local rejection in the referendums. Perrier backed its 

decision by claiming the research pointed to the feasibility of the plan and it 

was the WDNR's tum to see that data (Perrier Criticized For Application, 

WSJ, 2000, June 29). The opposition response was summed up in a letter to 
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the editor in the July 6th edition of the Wisconsin State Journal, "my 

suggestion to the Perrier Group: go tow an iceberg to France for your bottled 

water. It's feasible." 

The New Haven Town Board meeting had high attendance in the face 

of Perrier's completed application. Fifty residents turned out for the meeting. 

David Krause, a member of WOW, gave a prepared statement representing 

opposition views. He stated, "We, the majority, would like to have your help 

and support to keep and prevent Perrier from establishing a foothold in our 

community," (Adams Residents Reject, PDR, 2000, June 21 ).The resolutions 

from the citizen advisory committee highly recommended opposition to 

Perrier's plans. The New Haven Town Board would vote on resolutions July 

3rd_ 

The beginning of July brought continued responses from residents 

about previous letters to the editor in the Adams County Times/Friendship 

Reporter. After a resident's accusation that local opposition was like the KKK, 

another resident attacked the credibility of the information and the person who 

submitted the letter (Savin' New Haven & WOW, PDR, 2000, July 5). The 

writer criticized all persons backing Perrier as not accepting the present or the 

future. The public interaction brought to light the importance of participative 

democracy and environmental protection. 

All interested parties waited for the WDNR's decision on the 

application. Approximately one month after the application was submitted, the 
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environmental analysis Perrier completed for the application would be 

released at an informational meeting on August 1st in Wisconsin Dells. A 

column on Perrier's actions by Ron Seely, the Wisconsin State Journal's 

environmental reporter, appeared in the July 22nd edition. Seely pointed to two 

major errors that derailed Perrier's proposal: public relations and operation size 

(Others Quietly Bottle Water, WSJ, 2000, July 22). From a public relations 

perspective, Perrier did not access public attitudes about the water and showed 

surprise when residents expre,ssed concern about the project. 

He also noted that Perrier proposed a production scale that dwarfed 

any other state bottler. For example, Neenah Springs Inc., a local bottler, had 

been using Wisconsin spring water at 20 gallons a minute and 30,000 gallons a 

year (Neenah Springs, PDR, 2000, June 24) since the 197ps. Neenah Springs' 

yearly draw was equivalent to what Perrier proposed to siphon in a day. Seely 

pointed to Perrier being its own worst enemy. 

In the wake of the referendums and accusations of Chairman Coon's 

pro-Perrier interventions, petitions began to circulate calling for the recall of 

the New Haven chairman. Accusations stemmed from comments Coon made 

about losing the economic rewards if Perrier were not welcomed to the area 

(Perrier Springs Local, PDR, 2000, February 17), Coon's management of 

informational meetings (Perrier Bottling Meeting, PDR, 2000, March 6) and 

his interest in more information before a decision was made (Perrier Proposal 

Tops, PDR, 2000, April 17). In regards to the recall, Coon said, "it's a sad 
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thing for the neighborhood," (Others Quietly Bottle Water, WSJ, 2000, July 

22). Many residents agreed with Coon on this issue, the Perrier proposal had 

filled the area with tension. 

Although reflection on the impact of Perrier's proposal was beginning, 

new twists to the controversy ignited greater opposition and distress. A 

WDNR news release issued on July 19th announced the review would be 

completed in a week and a public meeting would be held in August (Public 

Meeting, WDNR News Release). The WDNR released with this announcement 

the number of well permits the agency received had topped over 9,000 by 

February of 2000 (Requests For High-Capacity Well, WDNR News Release, 

2000, July 19).9 The information prepared the public and interest groups for 

the results of the WDNR's review of the Perrier application. 

On July 25th, the WDNR publicized the evaluation of the application. 

Due to the preliminary environmental assessment (EA) and all information 

considered, a more detailed statement of environmental effects would not be 

needed (DNR: No Big Impact, WSJ, 2000, July 25). The agency agreed to a 

conditional draft agreement contingent on the outcome of continued well 

testing and assessment. From the DNR News, the EA conditions included the 

WDNR's right to enforce minimum groundwater levels and restrictions, if 

9 "Agriculture operations pump 167 million gallons of groundwater a day to irrigate an estimated 
341,813 acres of crops during the growing season, up from an estimated 105, 526 acres in 1969. 
Dairy and beef cattle operations consume 78 million gallons per day, DNR records show. About 
three-fourths of Wisconsin's 52 million residents draw nearly 256 million gallons of groundwater 
daily at home, about 63 gallons of groundwater per person per day. Commercial and industrial 
companies draw over 106 million gallons each day from their own wells and use about 150 million 
gallons more provided by municipal water systems." 
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needed (Major Draft EA Findings, DNR News, 2000, July 25). Perrier 

accepted the restrictions and voluntary monitoring. The company continued 

with water quality and feasibility testing. Before a permit could be issued, a 

month of public comment on the issue took place beginning on August 1st• 

The first of August brought a public forum in Wisconsin Dells 

picketed by approximately 40 protestors~ Some carried signs emblazoned with 

"Shame on you, DNR" and "Perrier, you have destroyed a decent close-knit 

community," (Protestors Push For Review, MJS, 2000, August 2). Not all 

persons in attendance were against Perrier's conditional approval. One 

attendee stated, "I think a tremendous job was done by Perrier and the DNR. I 

think there is plenty of water to go around and the DNR has shown that," 

(DNR Scolded, WSJ, 2000, August 2). 

Following the WDNR decision, grassroots groups threatened legal 

action if Perrier and the WDNR continued with the permit process. Mike 

Jacobi, a co-chair of WOW, commented that legal action was inevitable and 

Governor Thompson's lack of interest was disheartening ( Group Eyes Legal, 

PDR, 2000, August 30). The Concerned Citizens ofNewport (CCN) engaged 

the legal representation of Ed Garvey, the 1998 democratic nominee for 

Wisconsin governor and a vocal opponent of Governor Thompson. Garvey 

was described by reporter Jeff Mayers as, "poking big corporations, big sports 

teams and big govennnent. He likes the fight, no matter what the odds," (Last 

Angry Man, Wispolitics.com, 2000, October 9). 
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Garvey referenced the actions and decisions of the WDNR as proof 

that the agency had been working too closely with Perrier (DNR Scolded, 

WSJ, 2000, August 2). He charged the permit was already approved for 

Perrier's project and the public approval processes were not legitimate. Garvey 

was sure the permit was as good as in Perrier' s hands. The WDNR dismissed 

all references that the agency showed any preference to the company or that 

Perrier had control over the process. The agency insisted that information 

provided through water testing and state water law determined the permit 

process. 

State Senator Alice Clausing, the chair of the state Natural Resources 

Committee, expressed concern about the role state agencies played in the 

Perrier proposal. Clausing requested a hearing on the subject set for August 

22nd• In the meantime, members of the Natural Resource Committee could 

read up on the issue (Agencies' Role on Perrier, WSJ, 2000, August 12). The 

possible conflict of interest between actions of the WDNR and Department of 

Commerce with Perrier were an element of concern. 

The draft agreement was available for review at local libraries and on 

the WDNR's Web site. The WDNR accepted comments and revisions, and 

waited on continued tests to be incorporated into a final agreement with 

Perrier. Two water specialists reviewed the material: Jim Krohelski of the U.S. 

Geological Survey and George Kraft of the UW-Extension/Central Wisconsin 
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Groundwater Center. Both offered revisions and points of concern with the 

guidelines set for Perrier's well permit. 

Kraft, in a letter to the WDNR, noted the impacts and outcomes were 

based on inadequate pumping measures that would not resemble the 

magnitude of Perrier's proposed operations (Experts Call Perrier Tests, WSJ, 

2000, August 8; Perrier Assessment Flawed, WSN, 2000, August 11 ). 

Krohleski agreed with Kraft that the projections had not represented the plan 

and provided poor support for approving the project (Experts Call Perrier 

Tests, WSJ, 2000, August 8). Although they offered concern about the 

information, both maintained their interest in the issue was to insure the 

correct information was examined and shared. 

Kraft attended the New Haven Water Advisory Board meeting in May 

to explain the abundance of water and that water extraction effects depended 

on how the water was siphoned (Board Tums On, PDR, 2000, May 6). The 

WDNR included critiques from Kraft and Krohelski in the drafts of the EA 

and agreement. 

The agreement between Perrier and the WDNR was restrictive in 

comparison to previous applications. It requested further testing of 

environmental effects and possible limits set by the WDNR for the acceptable 

pumping rate (Perrier, DNR Draft Plan, 2000, August 12). And, the draft 

agreement, as Franc Fennessy of the WDNR indicated, was a "preliminary 

determination that a decision on the Perrier application would not be a major . 
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action that would result in significant adverse impacts," (State Seeks 

Unprecedented, DNR News, 2000, August 15). The WDNR invited public 

comments and review of the draft agreement forwarded to the agency. Final 

environmental analysis and a copy of the final permit were expected by 

September. 

Opposition members continued with letters, meetings, rallies and legal 

action to thwart Perrier's interest. Following the release of the draft Perrier 

agreement, concern was raised about the WDNR's conditional approval of a 

permit before adequate testing was done. Elwood Anderson, who served on 

the citizen advisory land use committee, told reporters "there's just no logic in 

my book. Put in the proper order," (Perrier, MJS, 2000, August 12). Another 

issue arose while Perrier continued with test wells and the WDNR accepted 

reviews of the draft agreement by water specialists. This was the possible 

connection between the president of Perrier and Governor Thompson. 

In mid~August, attention was focused on a meeting and follow-up 

letter between Kim Jeffery, the Perrier president, and Governor Thompson. In 

a July letter, Jeffery had asked Thompson to publicly support Perrier's 

proposal (Perrier President Asked, MJS, 2000, August 16). The letter was 

acquired through the public records law by Ed Garvey, the lawyer for the 

Concerned Citizens ofNewport. Postmarked July ?1\ Jeffery wrote, "given 

your familiarity with the area we are looking at and the challenges in order for 

us to meet our own timeline, it will be important to have your public support." 
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Staff members of the governor and various interest groups were not concerned 

about a meeting between state officials and business leaders. One of the 

governor's main roles was to secure continued economic opportunities for the 

state. 

Jeffery responded to allegations of coercing the governor by asserting 

"it's very important for us to be a good environmental steward. Some people 

you may never convince. Not wanting any kind of development is different 

from the issue of whether we are going to run a good operation or not,"(Perrier 

President Defends, MJS, 2000, August 17). With the WDNR permit revisions 

expected within a month, many participants in the local meetings and hearings 

headed for Madison. 

The senate hearing on Perrier and its relationship to the WDNR and the 

Department of Commerce took place on August 22nd• The hearing lasted over 

five hours and at times became quite heated. For example, a difference of 

opinion arose between Senator Clausing and Franc Fennessy, the WDNR 

executive assistant, over the decision not to request a full environmental 

impact study. Fennessy commented "we're following the law as it is written, 

whether you agree or not," (Emotions on Perrier, MJS, 2000, August 23). 

Perrier officials did not attend the hearing. 

The legislative hearing on August 22nd included a variety of speakers 

including WDNR Secretary George Meyer, members of interest groups, water 

specialists and lawyers. Tom Wilson, from the environmental group Northern 
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Thunder, spoke about the impact of the development. Northern Thunder 

focused on issues relating to land use and the environment in northern and 

western Wisconsin. Wilson discussed not only the implications the WDNR 

decision had for Wisconsin, but the impact for national and international water 

use. Wilson said 

"We've never fought the battle over water rights here in Wisconsin 

because we believed we had an unlimited resource. Even the DNR 

analysis claims: 'From a global perspective water is a renewable 

resource.' The question is not whether the world will run out of 

water--there are plenty of oceans to tap--the concern is that fresh, 

potable water is not a renewable resource and as long as we 

continue on the path we are heading in this decision, it is a steadily 

depleting resource (we shouldn't have to remind the DNR of this 

fact)," (It's About Trade, emphasis in the original, Wisconsin 

Stewardship Network, 2000, August 1 ). 

Continuing the conversation of water use, Wisconsin Public Television 

aired on August 31 st the program, "Water Rich, Water Poor". The hour-long 

show focused on water usage and the importance of groundwater and water 

resources to Wisconsin. In the program, a resident of Wisconsin Rapids made 

an analogy that Wisconsin was like a giant milk shake. In it rests many, many 

straws that draw out liquid. As the straws increased in number and went 
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deeper, the quicker the source was depleted. Water levels, according to the 

researchers on the program, were dropping and they could become a problem. 

In late September, interest groups got their first glimpse at the results 

of Perrier's environmental assessment (EA). The WDNR had taken three times 

longer to decide the outcome of the Perrier application than most projects. The 

agency commented that the delay was due to the magnitude of the operation 

proposed (Records, WSJ, 2000, September 21, 2000). In the twenty days 

before the WDNR's release of the assessment, local government, interested 

residents and opposition groups would square off. 

A local citizen group, Fact Finders, prepared results of its research 

about the proposal. Formed in early July, the group tried to cut through the red 

tape and the local opposition to do an independent review of the proposal. In a 

letter to the editor, a member of the group revealed that the pay off ofPerrier's 

proposal overshadowed any of the concerns (Benefits of Perrier, ACT/FR, 

2000, September 13). The results were largely ignored by New Haven voters, 

who were preparing for a recall election. 

In New Haven, petitioners had gained enough support to warrant a 

recall election for the town chairman. Citizens forwarded a petition with the 

signatures of212 residents in support of the recall election (New Haven 

Voters, WSJ, 2000, September 13). At the election, residents voted 263 to 93 

in favor of replacing Coon with another resident, Charles Hill, who was anti

Perrier. After his victory, Hill said ''this was a vote for the people, not for me," 
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(New Haven Voters, PDR, 2000, September 12). Coon claimed he never 

demonstrated allegiance to either side but had searched for facts and 

information that were still not available (Hard Feelings, WSJ, 2000, 

September 15). In the same article, Coon remarked "It's unfortunate and I feel 

bad for the community." 

Attorney General Jim Doyle sent a letter to the WDNR Secretary 

Meyer that registered concern with Perrier's draft agreement and local 

opposition. The correspondence urged the WDNR to consider full assessment 

of the proposal (Doyle: Full Study, WSJ, 2000, September 20). Doyle said his 

request that "I think this is a time for them to do the broader study, and if 

Perrier wants to challenge their authority to do it, then let Perrier go to court 

and stop them," (Doyle Urges Full Study, Milwaukee MJS, 2000, September 

20). The letter indicated that Doyle would not represent the WDNR in lawsuits 

if a full environmental impact study was not done. 

The results of the Perrier EA were unveiled on September 21 st• On that 

day, WDNR Secretary Meyer released information to the media regarding the 

extra attention given to the application, assessment and agreement. The 

approval was conditional and hinged on the results ofWDNR-supervised 

studies and groundwater modeling (Conditionaf High Capacity, WDNR News 

Release, 2000, September 21 ). 

The draft EA was released in conjunction with Meyer's announcement. 

It included many of the issues, comments, concerns and criticisms that were 
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sent to the WDNR regarding the draft agreement. The WDNR reported that in 

addition to the state water laws and the Perrier application material, the agency 

had also reviewed "over six inches ofletters, e-mails, faxes and postcards" and 

"nearly ten hours of taped testimony" from public meetings and hearings 

(Draft Perrier Environmental Assessment, WDNR, 2000, p. 5). The EA 

addressed a multitude of the claims and concerns in the document and 

included the critiques made by George Kraft and Jim Krohelski. 

The agency clarified points of concern, an important one being what 

was meant by "significant impacts." The WDNR did not request a full 

environmental impact study H-C well permit and deemed that no "significant 

adverse impacts" would be done to the surrounding watershed. As defined by 

theWDNR 

"a significant adverse impact would occur when the quantity or quality 

(i.e. temperature, dissolved oxygen, suspended sediments, etc.) of the 

waters available to any affected surface water or wetland is reduced or 

affected such that the physical, biological, social, economic or any 

other public interest value cannot be maintained," (Draft Perrier 

Environmental Assessment, emphasis in original, WDNR, 2000, p. 

23). 

The WDNR and Perrier formed a conditional agreement to ensure 

provisions to protect environmental interests. The agreement had been pending 

the outcome of the well tests and the finalized EA. The draft EA also 
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addressed the more pointed accusations against the agency's role and concerns 

that derived from opposition letters, tapes of hearings and media reports. For 

example, the agency defended and explained the decision to conditionally 

approve the permit against obvious public concern. The WDNR explained 

"We respect the strong local voice, including town referendums, in 

opposition to the project. We have described public actions and 

messages in the EA. The Department cannot act on local sentiment in 

making a decision on the application. While water resource protection 

will be addressed in the Department approval, much of the local 

opposition centered on land use issues: incompatible industrial use in a 

rural setting, truck traffic, noise, loss of agricultural land, etc. The EA 

notes that Perrier's conceptual location of the bottling plant is not 

zoned for industrial use and must be rezoned by Adams County for 

development to occur. This may be the best opportunity for project 

opponents to express viewpoints and be considered," (Draft Perrier 

Environment Assessment, WDNR, 2000, p.2). 

Another WDNR response addressed opposition groups that claimed 

state agencies apd Perrier had already decided the outcome of the proposal. 

Garvey, the lawyer for the CCN, called the relationship between the bottler 

and state agencies as "Team Perrier," (DNR Scolded, WSJ, 2000, August 2). 

In the draft EA, the WDNR remarked that 
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"Political influence has not biased DNR actions and no short cuts have 

been taken. In fact, environmental review has far exceeded the normal 

process for any high-capacity application ever submitted. A mission of 

the governor and the Department of Commerce is to promote business 

development in Wisconsin. Department of Commerce has discussed 

with Perrier possible economic development grants, but no agreements 

have been made to date," (Draft Perrier EA, WDNR, 2000, p. 9). 

With the approval of the EA and the finalization of an agreement, 

Meyer crusaded for changes to weak water laws that allowed for the approval 

without an environmental impact statement (DNR Goes Out, WSJ, 2000, 

September 21). Meyer's complaint was issued previously and repeated 

criticism of state water laws that the WDNR had to abide by. H-C well laws 

only required that a company's application showed the well would not affect 

nearby municipal water supplies to gain a permit. 

The approval was the first of many steps Perrier would be required to 

go through to gain full access to the springs. The process included increased 

volumes siphoned with the effects on water levels reported, analysis of impact 

on area water sources and zoning changes (Perrier Wins Right, MJS, 2000, 

September 22). The zoning changes proved to be the final indication of 

whether Perrier would advance quickly or face legal battles against county 

government to bottle. 
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Local grassroots groups were outraged that the referendum votes, 

opposition letters and public opposition for the proposal seemed to be ignored 

by the WDNR. A member of Waterkeepers of Wisconsin said the approval 

was "kind oflike giving a 16-year old their driver's license before they take 

their test," (DNR Approves Perrier Plan, WSJ, 2000, September 22). The 

voting on zoning changes would not take place until November as opposition 

groups planned to block approval of land being rezoned for industrial use. 

Charles Hill, the newly appointed New Haven town chairman, boldly told 

reporters, "I honestly think that zoning in Adams County will take care of the 

issue. I'm as confident as I can be," (New Chairman, PDR, 2000, September 

21). Hill, opposed to the Perrier plan and a member of the zoning committee, 

was one of many local residents that played a crucial role in the town board 

vote. 

October signified the beginning oflegal battles for both Perrier and the 

WDNR. The first group to take legal action was the Concerned Citizens of 

Newport (CCN) against the WDNR. The suit, filed in nearby Columbia 

County Circuit Court on October Ii\ charged the WDNR with going against 

its own policies of protecting the environment and the public interest (DNR 

Sued Over Perrier Permit, MJS, 2000, October 13). CCN claimed that the 

WDNR went against the state's public trust doctrine. The doctrine which is 

part of the state's constitution "declares a public interest in assuring water 

quality and requires the state to determine that projects don't harm state 
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waters," (DNR Sued, WSN, 2000, October 13). The doctrine was referenced by 

Attorney General Doyle in a letter to Secretary Meyer and the WDNR in 

September (Doyle Urges Full Study, Milwaukee MJS, 2000, September 20). 

The WDNR reaffirmed that it issued approval within the guidelines of state 

law and under the advisory oflocal sentiment, water specialists and 

environmental assessments. 

The CCN lawsuit was followed by another in Adams County Circuit 

Court, against the Perrier Corporation by Waterkeepers of Wisconsin (WOW). 

Filed on October 18th, the legal action focused on the test wells WOW claimed 

were in conflict with the current county zoning ordinance (Perrier Sued Over 

Test Wells, MJS, 2000, October 19). The lawsuit claimed that Wisconsin's 

"shore land protection zoning and the exclusive zoning of Adams County do 

not allow GSW A (Perrier) to place their commercial test wells and 

commercial production wells at sites," (WOW Files, WSN, 2000, October 19). 

According to Adams County zoning ordinances, a well could not be placed in 

areas zoned strictly for agricultural use (More Perrier, WSJ, 2000, October 20, 

2000). Also, Perrier did not apply to Adams County to drill test wells and local 

governments were asked. to react to the apparent Perrier oversight. 

The final legal actions were taken by the Ho-Chunk Nation, which 

filed suit against the WDNR in Dane County Circuit Court. It claimed the 

springs are sacred tribal sites and the agency did not complete the proper 

cultural resource assessment (Ho-Chunk Files, PDR, 2000, Octob~ 26). On 
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October 19th, legal representation for the Ho-Chunk Nation filed the suit. 

Samantha House, a historical researcher for the Ho-Chunk Nation, claimed at 

an August WDNR hearing, that "tribal members trying to reach Big Springs 

for water and to offer ceremonial tobacco were blocked by locked fences, 

notices of trespassing and pro-Perrier signs," (More Perrier Lawsuits; WSJ, 

2000, October 20). All the legal actions were attempts to block access the 

WDNR granted to the bottler in late September. Janet Lazgin, Perrier's 

spokesperson, said the actions of the groups had attempted to halt 

"information-gathering" necessary to assess the feasibility of the springs. 

Although news coverage focused on the mounting legal battles, local 

residents were fighting battles of their own. For Perrier to forward an 

application, local residents willing to sell land to the bottler were announced to 

the public. The residents would have to sign approval for Perrier to use the 

land and the conditions the application fell under. 

One of the residents had heard that a local bar had been taking bets on 

who was going to kill him (Rancor That Flows, MJS, 2000, October 15). Hate 

mail also was sent and signs supporting or opposing Perrier were taken down 

in the night. Residents were bitterly against each other. Roberta Sindaler, the 

Adams County Sheriff, said after investigations had gone cold on threats "the 

terrible thing is, I think something probably is going to happen. It's an 

explosive issue," (Rancor That Flows, MJS, 2000, October 15). A resident's 

letter to the editor in the Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter noted that 
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New Haven used_to be such a friendly place (Reader Reminds, ACT/FR, 2000, 

September 27). The bottling facility proposal left an indelible mark on local 

society. 

October saw the first newsletter issued by Concerned Citizens of 

Newport: CCNews. The CCNews' front page topic discussed the lawsuit filed 

by the grassroots and Native American groups against the WDNR and Perrier. 

The newsletter also made available by request the. video about the organization 

and the community's attempt to block the well permits. The approximately 20 

minute video entitled, ''The Little Town That Could: A Rural Community 

Fights Perrier," showed footage of the Big Springs site mingled with 

comments from members of CCN and footage from hearings and meetings. 

The message of the video: the waters were not being protected, local 

interest was not being heard and Perrier would damage the ecosystem and 

society of central Wisconsin. The video was also visually provocative. For 

example, it showed the word "Perrier" float down the screen and flatten the 

letters "DNR" until they were unreadable. The video also incorporated a 

selection of comments woven together forming an argument against the 

proposal. The video was available free, upon request from the CCN. 10 

The year 2000 was also an election year for the presidency of the 

United States and other state and local offices. As November and final 

campaign drives drew close, candidates publicized opinions and platforms. In 

10 Copies of the video had been available as of 2003 by written request to Hiroshi Kanno, a 
member the Concerned Citizens of Newport. 
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Wisconsin, politicians commented on Perrier and state water law (Green 

Party's, WSJ, 2000, September 22; Gore Advisor, WSJ, 2000, October 17; 

Wisconsin Getting, WSJ, 2000, October 18; Candidates Tackle Issues, PDR, 

2000, October 24). One of the most important votes for Adams County took 

place after the elections. That was when the county board issued a decision on 

zoning changes. 

By the end of October, opponents assembled at a candlelight vigil 

while Perrier prepared to sink more test wells in Big Springs. One local 

resident commented "Perrier has money power, but we have people power, 

and ifwe stick together, we can chase Perrier out of here," (Perrier Opponents 

Rally, MJS, 2000, October 31 ). Those opposed to the bottling facility were 

confident that legal challenges and public outcry would end Perrier's 

advancement into Adams County. As the pumping began for the round of tests 

requested by the draft EA in September, Perrier officials were not available to 

comment. 

Decline of Interest and Approval 

October had been riddled with local unrest and legal battles for both 

Perrier and the WDNR. November signaled the first change in the "weather" 

that covered Perrier's interests. On November 1st, Governor Thompson said 

Perrier should look at other sites if the county does not favor a zoning change 

(Thompson Suggests Plan B, MJS, 2000, November 2). The statement marked 

the first official statement by the governor during the controversy. The 
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governor said that, although he had been monitoring the situation closely 

through the year, he remained indecisive as to where his support would lie 

(Perrier President, MJS, 2000, August 16). In August, a Thompson aide said 

the governor would probably endorse an agreement that was environmentally 

sound. The partnership would bring an economic stimulus to the state. 

Perrier officials continued to say they heard and considered the local 

concern about the permit and the facility (Thompson Watching Perrier, WSJ, 

2000, November 1 ). Perrier launched test wells to gather more data about the 

viability of the project, the effect on water levels and quality of the springs. 

Testing began on November 10th and would be completed around the 24th of 

November (Bill Would Extend, MJS, 2000, November 18). The pump 

extracted nearly 1,000 gallons a minute to gain a better view of the impact 

(Perrier Keeps Tabs, WSJ, 2000, November 17). After the results, the WDNR 

would determine if the site could maintain the safe water levels Perrier 

forecasted in the preliminary EA or if a detailed environmental impact study 

would be required. With favorable results, approval could be followed by 

construction (DNR to Inspect, DNR News Release, 2000, October, 20) if 

county zoning changes were positive. 

Janet Lazgin, the Perrier spokesperson, said in October the zoning 

changes were critical for the proposal to become reality. She said 

"all a company really can do is do the right thing and do it responsibly, 

get all the facts and share that information. We think we have done the 
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whole testing process in a responsible manner. The final vote does rest 

in zoning. That's where the community really makes its decision," 

(DNR Sued Over Perrier Permit, MJS, 2000, October 13). 

The Concerned Citizens of Newport November newsletter discussed in 

detail the lawsuit filed by the Ho-Chunk against the WDNR. CCNews also 

discussed the test wells, candlelight vigils, environmental rallies, and 

Governor Thompson's comments regarding the Perrier proposal. The 

newsletter referred to Perrier's red test drilling rig as 'Big Red'. CCN continued 

to call for public support and participation. 

The crucial decision came at the November 22nd Adams County Board 

meeting. A resolution proposed by the citizen advisory land use committee and 

town meetings was the impetus for a vote. The resolution would have the 

board vote to approve opposition to large-scale water extraction for 

commercial purpose and zoning changes from agricultural to industrial 

(Adams County Opposes, PDR, 2000, November 22). The board members 

voted 14 to 3 in favor of the resolution (Perrier Plan Runs Into Bottleneck, 

MJS, 2000, November 22). One resident, a member of WOW, remarked 

"spring water is not ours to even consider giving. It is a sacred trust we hold 

for future generations. Spring water can never, ever be taken for granted," 

(Adams County Passes, WSN, 2000, November 21). For Perrier, the 

unfavorable zoning decision meant the company would have to take the 

township to court. 
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Although the vote reflected a lack of support for the development, 

some residents expressed concern that not all the information had been made 

available to make an informed decision. One resident told reporters "what 

about those citizens like myself that are waiting to know the whole story?" 

(Icy Reception, WSJ, 2000, November 22). Perrier responded by claiming the 

board had made a hasty decision without the final data from the test wells 

(Adams County, MJS, 2000, November 22). The decision might have affected 

the future development in the region. Although the county readily sought 

business development, a vote to block Perrier may have caused other private 

developers to steer clear of central Wisconsin (Anti-Perrier Vote, WSJ, 2000, 

December 3). The area was left in turmoil with neighbor pitted against 

neighbor over a proposed bottling plant. 

After the vote was in, the governor made a call to Perrier to remove 

Wisconsin from its plan to bottle water. Thompson told reporters the "people 

in Adams County and the Town of New Haven do not want Perrier there, and 

they've made it crystal clear" and "it's time for Perrier to find another place," 

(Thompson Sends Perrier Packing, MJS, 2000, November 22). Perrier verified 

Thompson had contacted the bottler to explain the public sentiment and 

consider other options. Lazgin remarked "I don't know why there is such local 

opposition without us having a planned well or plant sites," (Perrier Confirms, 

PDR, 2000, November 30). Perrier had been quiet as the time for the test wells 

and completion of data collection passed. 
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Area residents near the test wells told reporters that the water levels in 

their wells had been depleted. Erwin Crothers claimed the two wells on his 

property had dropped several inches and water levels neared being out of reach 

of the 30-foot wells (Tests Show, PDR, 2000, November 24). Hydrologists 

from Perrier had collected data for the well tests and sampled data from 

Crothers' wells. These researchers said the information from local wells were 

fickle because data lacked benchmarking on the history of the well (Perrier 

Confirms, PDR, 2000, November 30). Through the end of the December, 

Perrier and the WDNR did not disclose the results of the final battery of well 

testing to local groups or the media. 

Residents wrote letters to the local and regional newspapers 

responding to the outcome of the zoning decision. Many of the letters showed 

support and encouragement for the actions of grassroots opposition (Perrier's 

Loss, WSJ, 2000, December 1 O; Adams County Board, WSJ, 2000, December 

17). But, not all commentary was praising the conquest. An editorial in the 

Wisconsin State Journal noted that the Adams County Web site claimed the 

area welcomed economic development but then turned away the opportunity 

to have just that (Anti-Perrier Vote, WSJ, 2000, December 3).The editor stated 

that the county's actions and their development assertions were not consistent. 

Letters reacted passionately to the editorial. One letter claimed that the 

editorial board had possibly chosen not to understand the importance of water 

to the community (Still Doesn't, WSJ, 2000, December 31). Another letter 
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supported the WSJ editorial calling Adams County officials ''pinheads" after 

continued refusals to support various development projects. The zoning vote 

had been made and Perrier had to make a decision to stay or go. 

A man at the center of the Perrier controversy was the secretary of the 

WDNR, George Meyer. Interviewed by Jeff Mayers of WisPolitics.com on 

December 1 s1, Meyer discussed and described a turbulent year for the WDNR. 

When asked if Perrier was a responsible participant in the proposal, Meyer 

responded that the company's actions had flaws. "I think they've mishandled 

the public relations aspect of siting the facility and community relations. I 

think they've done a poor job ofthat."(ln The Eye, Wispolitics.com, 2000, 

December 1 ). But, in regards to their interest in protection, Meyer stated 

Perrier's standards ''were much higher than the law." Meyer did not foresee 

Perrier surrendering completely. He believed they would continue to have 

interest in the Midwest and Wisconsin as potential bottling facility locations. 

He repeated that the state should focus on the weak water laws. 

The December installment of the CCNews discussed the Adams 

County resolution, resident thoughts on test wells and a discussion of a rally 

by students at DePere High School to support environmental protection. The 

newsletter also provided information about Wisconsin counties and legislative 

interest groups adoption of statements squarely against water siphoning. 

December arrived and Perrier quietly moved from Wisconsin to a 

possible facility in Michigan. There were few articles or reports of the Perrier 
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case during this month .. This was due to the company courting interest in 

Michigan when their attempts to secure local zoning in Adams County failed. 

As Perrier moved away, other counties decided to adopt similar resolutions 

that blocked large-scale commercial water withdrawal and implemented 

zoning restrictions (Douglas Latest, PDR, 2000, April 14; Marquette County, 

PDR, 2000, December 17). These moves were an attempt to avoid the 

problems that arose from the Big Springs and Mecan site. 

County governing bodies were not the only ones left with the residual 

effects of Perrier. In Adams County, land owners who favored Perrier made · 

good on threats made in July to the Adams County Board to close snowmobile 

trails on some privately held lands. An irritated landowner described the new 

disagreement as "little boys who don't want to play and take their ball away," 

(Pro-Perrier Landowners, PDR, 2000, December 29). A frustrated land owner 

in favor of the Perrier project stopped use of trails on his property. He said the 

"people in New Haven want it to be a retirement community. This community 

needs industry. I sure would like to know what these people have against 

Perrier,"(Pro-Perrier Landowners, PDR, 2000, December 29). The Perrier 

controversy would remain heated as the New Year approached. 

Many events shaped the outcome of the Perrier proposal. The events 

originated from the actions of Perrier, state agencies, interest groups, resident 

interaction and daily media coverage. Ranked by the Associated Press as one 

of the top ten news stories in Wisconsin during 2000 (Presidential Race Voted, 
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MJS, 2000, December 26; Presidential Election, WSJ, 2000, December 26), 

the Perrier bottling facility offered a significant glimpse into the role of 

communication and public relations in the outcome a development project. 

What was learned from the events of the Perrier case? How can these 

conclusions be used to better address communication use in future 

development plans and by opposition groups seeking to confront the projects? 

Perrier's plan may have dried up in Wisconsin, but this case provides 

researchers, developers, citizens and the media with important insights about 

how to interact with each other. 

This chapter reviewed the news coverage and documents of the Perrier 

case. The information was summarized in four phases: initial interest and 

acceptance, the Mecan, Big Springs and declin~ of interest and acceptance. 

Perrier, WDNR and opposition groups sought to court public response in favor 

of their group's point of view. From this, they used public relation~ techniques 

and the news media framed each of group's actions through its coverage. The 

case provided information to increase our understanding of public response, 

communication theories and development. In the next chapter, an analysis of 

this information provides answers for the three case questions. 
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Chapter 4 

CASE ANALYSIS 

"This is a much bigger issue than just the Mecan River," said one 

resident. "We're opening Pandora's Box," (Perrier Plan Has, WSJ, 2000, 

January 8). Perrier's interest in a water bottling facility in central Wisconsin 

led to countless responses about the acceptability of the proposal. There were 

passionate letters to the editor, concerns about the WDNR's ability to protect 

the natural resources, heated debates, school kids with picket signs and 

confusion about why the project was not a suitable form of development. 

. The literature reviewed in chapter three combined case-specific and 

communication theory including public response, development, environmental 

disasters and risk, risk communication, agenda setting and media frames. The 

information evaluated was used as a basis to review the news coverage and 

documents. 

This chapter provides the analysis of the case. Three case questions are 

discussed in detail: 

I. What tactics, such as news releases, letters to the editor, 

newsletters and other public relations tools, were used to express 

opinions and provide information? 

2. What emergent frames arose from the media coverage? 

3. What made the case unique in comparison to other development 

projects, and how does it increase our understanding of framing 

theory, agenda setting, issue management and risk communication? 
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The analysis of the news coverage and other documents revealed that 

the Perrier case was more than a failed development project. It illuminated a 

variety of emerging issues that had the potential to affect future development 

plans, public relations tactics and methods of communication information and 

opinions. 

Case Question #1: Public Relations Techniques 

As discussed in the literature review, the management of issues 

involves many different steps that addressed emerging concerns. This was 

done through the information communicated and the types of overt tactics 

used to support or challenge a proposal. In the practice of disseminating data 

and publicizing opinions, public relations tactics became integral components 

in the success or ruin of a project. 

During the bottling facility controversy, three major groups voiced 

opinions and provided information using a variety of public relations tactics. 

Perrier, opposition groups and WDNR representatives continually used news 

releases, interviews, information meetings and the media to demand 

information about the high capacity well proposal, report outcomes of testing 

and defend against accusations of flawed business practices. The three groups 

often employed similar tactics to attract the attention of the local audience. 

But, when it came down to campaigning for public approval, Perrier and the 

opposition groups went to great lengths to gain the trust and acceptance of 

central Wisconsin residents. 
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Perrier 

From the beginning, Penier worked independently with the WDNR, 

the Commerce Department and development groups to locate sites in 

Wisconsin. There was no reported interaction between state and local 

communities to determine the view oflocal residents. Penier maintained a 

separation from public concerns during the initial phase of the case. 

As attention centered on the Mecan and residents articulated concerns 

about the potential choice and the lack of information, Penier maintained a 

distance from local citizens. Janet Lazgin, the Penier spokesperson, 

commented to the papers that the company generally does not interact with the 

public until a site was formally chosen. Penier sent a press release regarding 

their plans to an initial, informational meeting which was not well received. In 

the subsequent meeting, a Penier representative attended, but did not address 

the assembly. Penier contacted regional and local newspapers providing 

coverage about the company and its proposal. Even when it attempted to 

interact with the public, Penier's efforts had not created a direct connection 

with the public. 

When moving to the Big Springs site, the Penier groups started off 

strong. The company attempted to gain public acceptance through 

informational meetings, financed an independent well test, supported a citizen

advisory committee and increased contact with local papers. During this time, 
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there were six publicized informational meetings regarding the proposal 

attended by Perrier water specialists and spokespersons. 

When it came to the advisory referendum vote in Adams County, 

Perrier campaigned for understanding and acceptance from the public. 

Residents reported to the media that Perrier had been sending information via 

mail and making personal visits to area residents regarding the company and 

project. Perrier also ran two advertisements in the Adams County 

Times/Friendship Reporter that commented on the benefits of the bottling 

facility. Perrier pursued public support although the company maintained that 

the permit would be sought regardless of the outcome of the referendums. 

Once the application was submitted, the WDNR took time to review its 

contents. The outcome of the review was a conditional permit granted to 

Perrier. The WDNR decision to approve the application prompted three 

lawsuits to be filed concerning the proposal. The advent oflegal action 

signaled a decrease in activity between Perrier and the residents. Information 

from the company was given directly to the media regarding ongoing testing. 

Perrier was also in contact with the Adams County Board concerning possible 

zoning changes. The company pulled away from an aggressive public relations 

campaign that had been sustained through October 2000. 

Throughout the case, Perrier interacted 'with the newspapers through 

interviews and news releases. Perrier sent messages such as, ''you don't know 

what you are missing," "we are good stewards of the environment," and "our 
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company and proposal has been unfairly treated." The company continued to 

defend its intentions and win the acceptance of some residents. The project 

proved to be more difficult to sell to residents who were inundated with 

messages from grassroots opposition groups. 

Opposition Groups 

Grassroots groups started off as individual entities coming together at 

initial meetings seeking answers to questions. From those first interactions and 

throughout the case, the opposition groups became what seemed to be a more 

unified resistance force. The residents were drawn together by a common bond 

over water resources although individual motives varied from fishing, tourism, 

and water protection. There was also a more personal connection to the water 

through the memories and stories shared by residents. Many residents said that 

the water had been an important component in how their lives have transpired 

and how future generations would use water resources. 

Opposition groups had many levels of interaction. During the case, 

residents and groups attended the twelve publicized meetings. This number 

does not reflect the numerous county and township meetings that opposition 

groups attended regarding petition and referendum voting. Residents also 

submitted letters to the editor, created newsletters, videos, and action alerts, 

used the Internet to raise concern and support, and attended local government 

meetings. Grassroots opposition kept the Perrier proposal a topic of 

conversation in the everyday life of central Wisconsin. 
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The reaction to the proposal was not organized but seemed to be 

portrayed by media reports as an innocent quest for information and genuine 

concern for the natural resources. However, as the Mecan issue site was 

selected by Perrier, the groups' vigilance of the site intensified. It drew the 

interest of regional environmental and resource protection groups. 

When Big Springs became a re?l possibility for Perrier, opposition 

groups spread to the neighboring county and joined forces to offer financial 

and moral support. The network hoped to gain a stronger voice of resistance 

for the project. As Perrier's interaction with the public increased, so did the 

activities of the opposition. The groups attended a State Senate Natural 

Resources Committee hearing about the case. A coalition of opposition 

groups, Waterkeepers of Wisconsin, was formed and hired legal 

representation. Residents continued to write letters of protest to the 

newspapers and fought for acceptance of the opposition's viewpoints. 

The concerns and actions of grassroots groups were courted by media 

outlets who utilized the antics and comments of members at meetings to fill 

the pages ofregional and local newspapers. For example, when an opposition 

member appeared at an informational meeting dressed in a gorilla suit, it was a 

part of several newspapers' coverage of the event. The media also described in 

detail residents picketing the meetings. The media seemed to assist in building 

a dialogue of concern and distrust for the project by focusing attention on the 

opposition's actions. 
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The actions of these groups and residents also resulted in a backlash of 

concern from fellow residents. These residents claimed the opposition had 

impeded information from being collected for the case. More information 

about the project might have made a difference in the outcome. The motives of 

the opposition groups were also questioned. The anti-opposition claimed the 

good intentions of grassroots groups diverted the greater interests and needs of 

the communities. 

The messages that originated from the grassroots tactics tended to have 

a local tone and focus. They often used emotional ties to the land and residents 

to gain support for the protection of the springs and blocking the proposal. The 

opposition messages included "our water is not for sale," "the public voice 

was not being heard," "those in power were not doing enough to protect our 

environment" and ''we have to work together or lose this battle." These 

messages of empowerment attempted to gain an allegiance with residents who 

had not made up their minds about the proposal and could derail support for 

the project. 

WDNR 

The WDNR was the first to confirm Perrier's interest in Midwest 

operations and that the agency and the Commerce Department had been 

working with the company to look at possible sites in Wisconsin. WDNR 

stated directly from the beginning that its sole interest was environmental 

protection. 
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The WDNR focused on the informational side with the environmental 

assessments and permit process. There were many records of formal 

documentation prepared by the WDNR to address resident and opposition 

concerns and explain current high-capacity well laws. The agency used its 

Web site, formal news releases, and interviews, comments to the media, 

meetings and hearings, all to provide information about its position on the 

project. 

The documents produced by the WDNR were in-depth and available 

on the Internet and, during the case, at local libraries for review. Perrier's 

environmental assessment, the draft and final permit, letters to residents selling 

property to Perrier, articles in the agency's online newsletter, DNR News, and 

interviews with Secretary George Meyer, provided detailed commentary about 

the position of the agency and the rationale behind the permit approval. 

What were the messages sent from the WDNR? The messages sent 

included the WDNR's commitment to protecting the natural resources, the 

WDNR must work within the current law, no matter how weak, that the 

agency sought and supplied information and the WDNR was not in partnership 

with Perrier. 

The tactics and resulting messages formed a variety of perspectives on 

the case and each group's involvement in its outcome. The media played a 

pivotal role in sharing the information provided by the groups. How the local 
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and regional media decided what was worthy to print gave residents frames of 

reference about how and what to think about regarding the Perrier case. 

Case Question #2: Frames of the Perrier Case 

The Perrier case depended greatly on which side would win public 

favor. Throughout the case, frames were evident. The frames gave the public a 

way to view the case from a variety of different perspectives. The creation of 

frames of reference played a vital factor in achieving public approval. 

As the news coverage and case documents were compiled, the 

information provided a view of the overall themes of the Perrier case. The six 

frames developed over the thirteen months of the case. The frames were 

created from opposing factors which were often at odds throughout the case. 

The six frames moved in and out of the spotlight as the public interest in the 

case developed and changed. The frames were "David versus Goliath," 

economics versus the environment, local versus regional, "For Us" versus 

"Against Us," and possible versus real risk. Each of the frames gave a 

structure from which they could process information related to the proposal. 

David Versus Goliath Frame 

It was impossible to miss the descriptions of the battle between the 

powerful and the powerless. The David and Goliath story, the biblical tale of a 

boy who defeated a giant using a slingshot, runs strongly throughout the 

Perrier case literature. With grassroots opposition seeking to block the interest 

of a multinational corporation, the case became an epic struggle that led to the 
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seemingly weaker competitor winning. The frame developed through the 

newspaper stories and the comments made to the newspapers about the 

relationship between Perrier and the residents near the proposed well sites. 

David and Goliath, or in this case, Perrier and local residents, collided 

from the first month of the case. As Perrier's interest in the Mecan site 

switched from public to private lands, for example, the papers described the 

corporation directly as a "giant," (Perrier Puts Plans, MJS, 2000, February 3), 

twice in one article. It was during this period when Perrier went from being 

simply described as based in Greenwich, Connecticut, to an "out-of-state 

company," (Perrier plan needs, WSJ, 2000, February 13). The newspapers 

began to build Perrier's monstrous reputation with reports of the opposition 

raised at other bottling sites in the United States in Texas, Florida and 

Pennsylvania. A member of a Florida-based citizens group described Perrier as 

"water mining monsters," (Disputes Follow Perrier, WSJ, 2000, February, 13). 

Perrier was framed as big, foreign, impersonal and lacking an understanding of 

the importance of natural areas to the Wisconsin residents. 

Later during the case, Perrier' s image as an outsider continued to ride 

high in the media. News coverage focused heavily on the actions of grassroots . 

opposition and focused on the company's confusion over the public's distrust 

and dislike of the proposal. Janet Lazgin, a Perrier spokesperson, said: 

"It continues to puzzle me why this project is being treated so 

differently from the 9,400 other high capacity well projects in 
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Wisconsin. The water would not be used for a power plant or a car 

wash. It is just for people to drink," (Perrier Plan Runs, MJS, 2000, 

November 22). 

There was less communicated about Perrier as a business partner than 

Perrier as an opponent. Perrier as Goliath had grown as an accumulation of 

Perrier's lack of interaction with local residents, assumptions drawn about the 

company's business practices and concern that the residents and environment 

would be plundered. 

David, on the other hand, was defined through a fierce and vocal 

opposition, the vulnerability left by a weak state water law and the personal 

connections expressed by local residents about the land. All of these elements 

helped to solidify the opposition's role as inferior to the power of Perrier. At 

an open house meeting by Perrier and WDNR for example, the media focused 

on the residents who were protesting the event and describing in detail the 

signs and bumper stickers that were found among opponents (Perrier plan 

meets, MJS, 2000, February 15). Citizen protests were regular occurrences at 

meetings of the local governments, the WDNR and Perrier regarding the 

bottling facility project. When Perrier announced plans to continue seeking a 

permit following unsupportive results from referendums, grassroots opposition 

responded: 

"If that's the company's attitude, Waterkeepers is ready to fight. 

We're going on the Internet and we're going to the county fairs, to 
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the parades and to the flea markets this summer. We are taking this 

to the people," (Perrier Isn't Deterred, MJS, 2000, June 15). 

The lack of confidence in the water laws governing high capacity well . 

permits came from both the opposition groups and the WDNR. Franc 

Fennessy, the WDNR executive assistant, agreed with comments that George 

Meyer, the WDNR secretary, had issued since the case began. He said ''face it. 

We're not exactly sitting here holding a lot of statutory leverage on this," 

(DNR approves Perrier, WSJ,· 2000, September). The environmental 

protection was not in place to require the WDNR to require a full 

environmental impact statement. The lack of protective water laws made the 

springs and resident's concerns vulnerable. 

Although the WDNR focused on the water laws leaving the door open 

for approval, the grassroots opposition called for the agency to take drastic 

steps to prevent any environmental harm to the springs. The opposition 

claimed the role of the WDNR was to protect and preserve, not to. allow 

Perrier' s bottling interests to continue because of poor state legislation. The 

WDNR stayed within the realm of the requirements and guidelines they were 

subject to follow and approved the conditional permit for Perrier. The· WDNR 

backing of the opposition's concerns would have dealt a major blow to . 

Perrier' s plans. The forwarding of the.proposal in the light of weak water laws 

continued to make the residents and the springs seem more susceptible to 

exploitation. 
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Lastly, the residents that raised opposition were able to make the 

personal connections to the land and the water that legitimized their claims to 

protect it. Playing to a local reading audience, stories of canoeing in the spring 

waters and childhood memories of fishing were tied to the importance of 

protecting the spring water. Many of the residents that participated in the 

opposition were talking to their friends and neighbors, people they had known 

for some time, drumming up resistance to the proposal. 

Economics Versus Environment Frame 

Development projects needed to evaluate the risks of facilities that 

have a potential effect on the environment. This created the need to balance 

the importance of money versus the importance of natural resources. Perrier's 

proposal offered economic stimulus with new jobs and revenue. The company 

claimed these benefits would come without interrupting the lives of citizens or 

harm to environment. Many residents were outraged at the possibility of an 

intrusion on the springs by Perrier, but others voiced concern that the area 

needed growth and development. Case documentation tracked the tension 

between economic incentives and environmental protection. 

The traditional core values of residents were challenged and changed 

throughout the Perrier case. The environmental movement spurned three new 

values for American society, ecology, health and sustainability. These values 

bucked the traditional core values of equity and economy (Paehlke, 1990). The 

importance of a strong business and job market for central Wisconsin was 
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shadowed by the strong conviction to be environmental stewards. The 

opposition groups and residents continually asked for more environmental 

research to verify that no damage would be done to the surrounding 

ecosystem. Although the economic stimulus was brought up again and again 

as a necessary step towards sound economic development, the sustainability of 

the spring waters held greater value. 

As the Mecan and Big Springs sites were publicized, the issue of 

economics was overtaken by new concerns. These new concerns included 

connections to the land, high volume of traffic and the safefy of area children. 

Economic rewards of the project were still discussed but not as prevalent as 

these new concerns. This change reflected the life cycle of public interest. The 

life cycle was when a new issue rose while others fell out of the spotlight 

(Grunig & Hunt, 1984, Ewing, 1997; Kelly, 1997). As residents focused on the 

emotional connections to the land and problems associated with increased 

truck traffic, that concern inadvertently downplayed the importance of possible 

revenue generated from the facility. 

The cycling of issues was unsettling for some residents because the 

issues they found important were no longer receiving the attention in the 

media coverage. Many residents would not approve of the Perrier project until 

all the issues related to it were addressed. By doing this, some felt that the 

feasibility of the project could be properly decided. When media focused on 

opponent concerns that were vocal and value-laden, the coverage of the 
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information gathered about the facility was not as interesting to report. The 

cycle of issues created a frame of switching local concerns. 

How the case was covered in the local and regional media also built 

the frame of economics versus the environment. Typically, the local news 

media was supportive of government and business interests (Freudenburg, 

1996). This would be done by news coverage focusing on the benefits of the 

project and the minimizing the risk. It would also take place by publishing 

. news releases from local businesses and regional newspapers. Businesses 

could budget for increased advertising and news releases to increase the 

public's awareness of them. Utilizing news media locally would be an 

important means of communication for any group to use regularly. 

The local newspapers that covered the Perrier case for the area 

residents of Big Springs and the Mecan sites were focused on the plight of the 

opposition and the voice of the residents. The concerns discussed in the 

newspapers could be for or against the proposal including personal stories and 

historical connections to the water. The coverage was not dominated by 

information funneled from business interests or groups supportive of the 

project. The local media framed the coverage of the issue as a story about the 

natural and human environments by favoring coverage on a personal, local 

basis. 
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Local versus Regional Frame 

When issues and opinions about Perrier clashed, there was often a line 

drawn between if the concern was local or regional. Some issues carried more 

weight and raised greater attention than others. The third frame of the Perrier · 

case seized upon the geographic reference of a concern. Perrier and opposition 

groups worked diligently to make the case one or the other. The case was also 

reported differently based on the local or regional media used. The scope of 

the case affected the types of tactics and messages used to sway support and 

share information and opinions. 

Grassroots opposition was the localized reaction turned into groups of 

citizens working for or against a common issue. Local opposition had a better 

chance of slowing or blocking development plans than larger, national 

initiatives (Matejczyk, 2001 ). In the Perrier case, the year saw groups 

becoming more adept at attacking the weaknesses evident in Perrier's 

interaction with local residents and state officials. The group's plans discussed 

in the media looked to turn the local goal of blocking the project into a 

regional initiative to prevent any type of development by Perrier in the state. 
f 

The role of opposition groups allowed a network of support to form across the 

state for resident concerns. 

Many of the interviews and comments made by local residents to the 

news media were filled with stories and images which took the division 

between local versus region deeper. The framing of the case became one that 
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asked who had the right to control a resource. Support oflocal rights came 

through the remarks and letters given to the media. Charles Hill, elected as 

New Haven town chairman after Ed Coon, stated that, "they want our 

· water ... and our local government should control our destiny," (Drillers 

prepare Penier, WSJ, 2000, October 31). The belief that local government 

should have sole ownership of the outcome of the springs use was interwoven 

with the idea of the public trust. 

The public trust, the shared public protection and free access to 

waterways, was used as a backdrop for water use and protection in Wisconsin. 

Some residents related stories about growing up near the Mecan or farming the 

same land for years. These stories humanized the interests of the public instead 

of highlighting the economic gains for the state. 

The networking of the opposition groups led to a greater grassroots 

voice to fight off Penier's interest. The Waterkeepers of Wisconsin (WOW) 

was an aggregate group from a variety of regional and local groups who had 

an interest in not just protecting the Mecan or Big Springs, but any site that 

was a possible target of industrial developments. The group had a major goal 

of gaining more support through expanding the issue to the entire state of 

Wisconsin. Group members said "this isn't a Mecan River or Big Springs 

problem. This is a statewide issue," (Penier Analyzing possible, WSJ, 2000, 

May 18). The momentum of the campaign and the greater resources of a 
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combined effort strengthened the opposition's position regarding the Perrier 

bottling facility. 

On the other hand, Perrier initially stayed at a distance during 

preliminary interactions with residents over the proposed Mecan site. Then, 

when public concern was raised by the aloofness of Perrier, the company 

became highly active in the public participation with the Big Springs site. 

Perrier offered financial support for independent testing to verify results, 

advertised in the Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter and supported a 

citizen advisory group to analyze the public opinion for the proposal. Perrier 

responded to the public interest, but their response seemed to be too little, too 

late. 

Tue highly publicized actions of grassroots opposition had been seen by 

some residents as inhibiting the state agencies and local government from 

properly completing testing to determine the feasibility of the high-capacity 

well. The localized NIMBY response was not always desired or appreciated 

by all residents. 

The NIMBY response emerged when residents found a new development 

plan to be something they did not want in their neighborhood. The opposition 

protests were often vocal, obstinate and attractive to the news media. For the 

Perrier case, it verged on becoming a BANANA response (build absolutely 

nothing anywhere near anything). Residents complained that Perrier and the 

WDNR had not completed proper research. Depending on who you supported, 
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this was due to the continual distraction of the opposition groups or to Perrier's 

interest. to plunder Wisconsin's natural resources. In a letter to the New Haven 

Town Board following the local zoning board's choice not to support the 

bottling facility project, resident Brenda Rhinehart wrote: 

"I fear this resolution is being presented on the heals of fear and lack 

of information. I know that emotions are running high and that board 

members are being inundated with phone calls and letters opposing 

Perrier but what about the rest ofus? What about those citizens like 

myself that are waiting for the whole story?" (Icy Reception For, 

· WSJ; 2000, November 22). 

Although it was easy to describe the local response as noble, it also 

raised an issue of collecting and reporting information regarding the proposal's 

.. 
viability. By the end of the case, Perrier had pulled out and pursued a facility 

· in Michigan. The outcome of final testing by Perrier and the WDNR was not 

addressed by the media coverage. 

In addition to the issue being blatantly personal, there were also 

differences in how the case was covered which formed the frame. The media 

reporting on the Perrier proposal could mold it as either a local or regional 

' ' 
issue. The newspapers presented the issue in different ways through the 

· stories, letters to the editors and columns that were run during the case. The 

· two local newspapers, the Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter 

(ACT/FR) and the Portage Daily Register (PDR), tended to tap into the 

.. 
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colorful commentary provided by local residents to media sources and through 

letters to the editor. The small papers were able to access the local resources 

and residents in a more expeditious manner but these are not large scale 

businesses. There staffs and reporting capability still depended on larger news 

sources for reports. For example, the ACT/FR supplemented their pages with 

featured stories from regional newspapers, the Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel 

(MJS) and the Wisconsin State Journal (WSJ). The smaller coverage ofletters 

to the editor and local commentary gave those newspapers an edge and interest 

in the local reaction. 

The MJS and the WSJ maintained coverage of the case that balanced 

support and opposition to the Perrier proposal. With a greater level of contact 

with sources in state agencies, larger reading audiences and financial 

resources, these regional papers were a main audience for news releases and 

infonnation from Perrier, the WDNR and opposition groups. The regional 

papers were often a source to gain a broad view. The regional papers in the 

Perrier case also tended to report infonnation regarding the plight of the 

opposition. the descriptions of the Mecan portrayed it as a prized resource, 

residents were seen protecting a resource bound to be plundered ~d framed 

the actions of the WDNR and the governor as highly suspect. 

"For Us" or" Against Us" Frame 

Tempers rose throughout the case, as evident in the news coverage, 

when Perrier clashed with oppositiop. groups over details of the project and the 
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company's right to join the central Wisconsin business community. On each 

issue, it was difficult for residents to maintain an unbiased approach. You 

either supported or protested the development plans. With 2000 being an 

election year, many candidates and groups sought support through the media. 

But, if the position of a group or individual was publicized as neutral or 

undecided, the media and the public had an uncanny way of drawing 

conclusions of partiality. 

Built from the frame of regional versus the local perspective, the media 

began to draw conclusions about the interests of different groups and 

individuals. The WDNR and its interests were one of the most highly debated 

elements of the case. After the WDNR did not require a full environmental 

impact study, a resident commented at a hearing that "our water is not for the 

governor to give away. It's not for Brenda Blanchard (secretary of the 

Commerce Department) to give away. And it's not for you to give away. It's a 

public trust," (DNR Scolded Over, WSJ, 2000, August 2). Opposition groups 

posited that the agency, along with the Commerce Department, the governor 

and the development initiative, Forward Wisconsin, were more interested in 

Perrier as a business partner than protecting the environment. 

On the local level, the news coverage documented a breakdown of the 

stability of the communities at odds over the spring water use. The local 

newspapers directly noted the divergent opinions and disagreements were 

causing neighbors and friends to cease to be. If a person showed signs of 
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supporting the Perrier proposal, they could receive threatening mail and 

comments, and experience the loss of neighborhood connections. By the end 

of the case, Adams County residents continued to badger each other by 

blocking snowmobile trails that ran through private property. That made good 

on a threat made to obstruct trails if the Perrier proposal was not considered. 

For both state agencies and local residents, choosing sides was often 

determined through the actions and comments about the proposal. An opinion 

or position that was not directly verbalized, allowed conclusions about who the 

group or individual favored. For example, Ed Coon, the New Haven town 

chairman, was ousted on the premise that his actions and comments from 

previous hearings were pro-Perrier. Savin' New Haven and Waterkeepers of 

Wisconsin members petitioned residents on the assertion that Coon would 

support Perrier regardless of the concerns raised by citizens. Coon denied any 

bias towards the project. He said he sought the most accurate information to 

allow residents to make an educated decision. The petition led to an election 

where Coon was replaced by Charles Hill, a vocal opponent of the Perrier 

proposal. Coon's middle of the road position allows others to assume and 

publicize what may be an individual and group's intentions. 

Another indication of the struggle of us versus them came through the 

letters to the editor of the Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter. During 

an interchange ofletters about the proposal and the actions of the opposition 

group members, the writers volleyed angry words. The argument signaled a 
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separation in the community. In regards to the hostility in the community, one 

resident stated "It's a shame when a huge corporation can come in here and do 

that," (Others Quietly Bottle, WSJ, 2000, July 22). 

Possible versus Real Risk Frame 

A major component of the Perrier case was the collection, evaluation 

and reporting of data about the effects on water sources and the environment. 

It was also about dissecting, understanding and addressing the residents' 

reactions and concerns to the risk involved. Risk for the Perrier case, both real 

and perceived, were framed as it progressed through two sites and changing 

risk factors. 

Current views of risk are related to scientific advancements and the 

effects a project could have on the natural environment, society or belief 

systems (Dake, 1992). Although many beliefs about risk are determined 

through an experience such as a disaster or tragedy, the case of Perrier offered 

the possibility a project could cause damage. This elevated the concerns of 

residents. For development plans, the perceived risk was often the pivotal 

component to allow or block a project. The belief was that any development 

had negative consequences (Hallman & W andersmann, 1992). The response to 

risk was powerful and uncontrollable. An individual's perception of the risk 

was driven by their culturally-defined filters (Rayner, 1987). What a person 

had experienced during their lifetime influenced how they interpreted and 
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understood events. For risk, the assumption of its dangers and filters caused 

the management of risk to be a large component of development projects. 

The history of many different facility and water-related development 

plans left two indelible marks. First, that development would lead to 

environmental damage and that the damage would not appear for a long period 

of time. The incidents at Three Mile Island, Love Canal, Woburn, 

Massachusetts and with DDT all involved contamination due to the effects of 

development for energy and chemicals. Although the industrial growth that 

spun out of World War II gave the United States an edge, it left Woburn, 

Massachusetts, with toxic chemicals buried in and around municipal water 

supplies. Love Canal also was used as a dumping ground for chemical bi

products of World War II industrial practices. Both led to a connection 

between the chemicals underground and the cancer that attacked children in 

the area. 

A similar connection was made between DDT and the death of small 

animals and birds after exposure. Although there was a lack of concrete 

scientific proof that DDT did damage, the word of mouth concern over the 

lack of smaller wildlife grew to be a vocal charge against the use of the 

pesticide. A link was drawn between the application and the dead birds. When 

a substance had the potential to cause death, the development of that chemical 

was in jeopardy. 
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With the historical precedent of development equaling potential danger 

to the human and natural environment, the Perrier proposal faced a great need 

to validate the project through research and information gathering. Although 

well testing was underway, critics questioned the Perrier bottling facility 

proposal as to how siphoned water would affect the natural environment. 

Perrier supplied an environmental assessment to the WDNR so the agency 

could determine if the project was feasible. The WDNR found that the need 

for greater study was not necessary because the test results showed no 

significant impact from the proposal. Water researchers and opposition groups 

were alarmed by the WDNR' s lack of protection of a natural resource and that · 

the information provided by Perrier did not reflect the reality or scope of the 

proposed project. 

The nuclear meltdown at Three Mile Island was another example of 

distrust that was raised from development projects. Nuclear power was 

romanticized in the media from its conception. Even during the early stages of 

meltdown at the Three Mile Island facility, the media continued to focus on 

the safety of nuclear power. The coverage soon turned to more accurate 

reporting as information about the plant leaked out. The public reacted 

negatively to the initial coverage of the event by the media. The media and 

business seem to care more for the bottom line than providing accurate 

reporting and safe industrial practices. 
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The distrust of the development plan was evident in the Perrier case. 

When the WDNR granted a permit to Perrier, it included conditions that were 

designed to safeguard the natural water resources. Since state water laws did 

not require these types of conditions for a permit, Perrier voluntarily agreed to 

submit to monitoring by the WDNR and end siphoning if the area's water was 

being affected. George Meyer, the WDNR secretary, stated the conditions of 

the permit "allow Perrier to get in the car, but they can't start the engine until 

after we tell them what the speed limit is going to be," (Perrier Permit Shows, 

WSJ, 2000, September 24). The opposition groups were not confident that 

Perrier would be compliant with the WDNR's request once full access was 

granted. Elwood Anderson, a member of the New Haven land use committee, 

stated: 

''The biggest problem is the granting of the permit before they do the 

tests, before they have any real substantial evidence that there will 

not be an adverse impact. There's just no logic in my book. Put it in 

the proper order." (Perrier, MJS, 2000, August 12) 

Perrier's ability to hold themselves accountable for their use of the 

springs was called into question throughout the case. There would not be a 

guarantee Perrier would follow through on a commitment for environmentally 

healthy springs. 

The risks of the project and the concern about lack of information 

regarding environmental effects raised distrust. After the local referendums in 
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New Haven and Newport opposed the development projects, a resident 

commented that the votes show "a tremendous level of discomfort," (Perrier 

Opponents Claim, WSJ, 2000, June 14). The conflict between the possibility 

of the risk and reality of a risk caused residents to be split over what the 

project would really mean to the community and the springs." 

The coverage of risks involved with the Perrier proposal was central to 

articles and letters to the editor in the newspapers. For the Mecan, the 

opposition was concerned with the effects the facility would have on trout 

populations and bird habitats, and a distrust of Perrier's business practices. 

When Perrier turned to the Big Springs site, the risk shifted to traffic concerns, 

pollution, water table depletion, other environmental impacts and distrust of 

the company and the WDNR. Many of the issues dealt with risks that were 

perceived to be an outcome from the facility's approval. There was little to no 

documentation that the project would do harm. Much of the aquatics and 

groundwater research was in the collection st11ges. By the time Perrier pulled 

out of Wisconsin, the results of testing were finished but never published. 

The power of unknown or unseen dangers have gradually increased 

since Love Canal and Three Mile Island with cases such as the Exxon Valdez 

and polluted well water being linked to cancer in Woburn, Massachusetts. The 

public response to development and business ventures was met with caution 

and concern by local government and residents. The initial trust in the 
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industrial drive that shaped the landscape of America has been lost to the 

reality of the damage to the natural environment. 

How a risk was defined and communicated influenced the level of 

interest. For example, during the Mecan phase of the case, the news media 

were mesmerized by characterizing the Mecan site as a pristine, regional 

treasure. The picture of the Mecan created by the coverage was clean, clear 

and free from any type of contamination. 

The description of the Big Springs site was never as moving and 

dramatic as the Mecan. The Big Springs site did not have a prized trout 

population, nor did it translate into tourism dollars. Yet, grassroots opposition 

identified a new set of risks for the Big Springs site. The risk included traffic, 

pollution, water depletion and negative impact on the communities. The news 

media described a site that connected many elements oflife together and was a 

symbol for the need to protect all state waters. The risks, as defined through 

the newspapers and other documents, validated the right oflocal opposition to 

be concerned about the welfare of the springs and question Perrier's rights. 

Case Question #3: Uniqueness and Leaming from the Perrier Case 

The Perrier bottling facility case study offered many events that were 

intriguing and worth further research. Through the eyes of public relations, 

public responses, development plans and the environment, a variety of issues 

and risks were debated, questioned and defended. The areas that stood out 

from the case were the importance of water, the opposition based on 
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assumption,.the power of the local media and the absolutism of the opposition. 

The Perrier proposal also provided validation and challenges for some 

communication theories reviewed including framing theory, agenda setting, 

issue management and risk communication. 

First, water is an essential and abundant entity on the earth. With over 

70% of the surface covered with either fresh or salt water, it is a dominant 

component in the life cycle of all living things. For humans, it seems water has 

become more to society. It has become a resource that can be owned, 

commodified and controlled. For others, waste has been endowed with deeper 

connections to their memories, lives and communities. Donahue (1988) 

explained that ''water is more than a naturally occurring phenomenon; people 

endow water with cultural meanings. These meanings are embedde9 in the 

institutional context within which people interact, and in that sense, water is 

also a social construction." 

The importance of the water resources to central Wisconsin became a 

powerful roadblock to development. The belief that residents held about water 

resource stewardship, the idea of the water being taken and not returned and 

the personal connections to both the Mecan and Big Springs derailed the 

validity of any economic gains the project would bring. Water was not 

something that the residents would give away without a fight. 

Second, much of the opposition to the case stemmed from the belief 

that the project would provide unwanted danger to central Wisconsin residents 
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and the environment. The lack of communication, the incomplete reporting of 

test results and the uncertainties of the company's commitment to the permit's 

conditions, all affected the placement of the bottling facility. 

When negative assumptions about development were allowed to fester, 

they had damaging consequences on the proposed project (Hallmann & 

Wandersmann, 1992). There were no highly publicized incidents of water 

depletion from similar facilities that siphon spring waters to give concrete 

evidence that the project would lead to environmental damage. The public 

relied on the media to seek information about the risks. In the Perrier case, the 

risks were often defined through the coverage of opposition groups. It left 

Perrier and the WDNR to respond to the opposition's claims. This defensive 

stance had not afforded Perrier time and resources to successfully explain 

away opposition groups' claims. The power of the assumption affected how 

residents responded to the claims of opposition groups, Perrier and the 

WDNR. 

Third, the power of the local media was an undeniable factor in the 

outcome of the Perrier case. Davis (1995) stated that grassroots groups used 

the local newspapers to communicate to the public that the pending 

development could damage the environment. The local papers often 

encouraged a stronger public response. The realization of the power of the 

local media outlets became a tool to rally local opposition to attend meetings, 

think about the development and support the opinions against the projects. The 
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volume ofletters to the editor in the Adams County Times/Friendship 

Reporter made this a rich source of commentary and information about what 

the residents thought about the proposal. The use of public relations and 

communication was obviously important to maintain the interest and support 

of the public. 

Fourth, the absolutism of the opposition was fueled by the actions of 

Perrier, the WDNR and an innate need to be stewards of the environment. The 

grassroots groups and residents, as described by the news coverage, grew to a 

response that teetered on becoming a BANANA response. At first, the 

communities did not want the bottling facility at the Mecan. Then, as Perrier 

turned to Big Springs water, the opposition groups networked to block Perrier 

interest at any site. The groups become more concise, organized and vocal 

about the project and self-interest of the Perrier Corporation. 

After reviewing the Perrier case questions, it became clear that the 

interactions of the residents, business, government and the media intermingled 

to add to the controversy. For communication, the Perrier case offered a view 

of public relations miscues that were a major factor in the unpopularity of the 

project. It was also an example of the importance of understanding the key 

audiences, openly communicating from the start of a proposal and the 

involvement oflocal interest to build a locally-supported development project. 

The case also provided some insights and justification for the four 

communication theories. 
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First, the research on framing theory was both supported and 

challenged by the Perrier case. Coughlin (1991) stated that local newspapers 

cannot pass up events and activities that are local. The local newspapers, the 

Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter and the Portage Daily Register, 

provided detailed and continuing coverage of the case. 

During the case, Perrier had not attended to the issue from the point of 

view of the residents. This involvement is an important component to educate 

the community about the project (Ewing, 1991 ). The lack of involvement and, 

in turn, the lack of mutual communication (Kelly, 1997) helped to build a wall 

that influenced public approval of Perrier. 

Second, the Perrier case study showed how issues cycled (Downs, 

1991) through from being important to relative obscurity. The Mecan site was 

highly publicized and gained widespread media and public attention. When 

Perrier moved away from the Mecan, the interest and amount of new coverage 

waned. Then, Perrier's interest moved from the Mecan to Big Springs, the 

issue was reintroduced to the public and again was widely covered. The issue 

rose and fell into public view during the course of the year supporting the idea 

that an issue cycles. 

The case also brought out smaller issues that may have otherwise gone 

unnoticed (McLeod, Becker & Burns, 1991). For example, the interactions 

between local residents brought out commentary on relationship between 

neighbors when they disagree on an issue. The discussion of the effect on the 
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neighborhood network would not have been noted as an issue without the 

Perrier proposal bringing it out. 

Third, the case reinforced the research discussed on issue management. 

Perrier's communication tactics with the residents failed in the role of 

educating the public that Kelly (1997) said was an essential component of an 

organization's control of an issue. With the lack of the initial communication, 

follow-up information Perrier had to offer was taken with suspicion. Without 

managing an issue, an organization allows an issue to become outoftheir 

control. 

Fourth, the results of the case emphasized the importance of risk 

communication and using the media to bring the risk to the public. The use of 

media as a tool for risk communication is essential (Neuzil & Kovarik, 1996), 

especially in cases were the public does not have a historical basis for the risk. 

That is, there has not been a previous record on that activity and how it affects 

humans and their environment. Opposition groups, unlike Perrier, tapped into 

the local media and used them to communicate their message to the residents. 

Honing in on the most beneficial modes of communication is essential in 

educating the public about a risk (Davis, 1995). With the approval of the H-C 

well being in the hands of the residents, it was important to court those media 

outlets that directly feed into the community. 

In this chapter, the case research provided results for the three case 

questions: what communications tactics were used during the Perrier case, 
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what frames emerged from the case and what made the case unique for 

development, public response, the environment, agenda setting, framing, issue 

management and risk communication. Chapter Five will expand the discussion 

on the effects the Perrier case has on the literature reviewed and future 

communication research. 
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Chapter 5 

DISCUSSION 

What was more important: water or revenue, local interest or regional 

interest? The case of the Perrier bottling facility proposal created many 

questions and concerns regarding the use of communication for residents, 

grassroots organizations, businesses, governing bodies and the media. The 

three initial case questions set the groundwork for greater inquiry to be done in 

many different areas and the results of the questions were put forth in Chapter 

Four. 

The following discussion will cover the implications the case has on 

future development, public response and public relations techniques. The 

chapter concludes with a discussion of the connection the Perrier case has to 

the theoretical components researched. Agenda setting, framing and risk 

communication all played an important role in the case. Each influenced the 

results of the interactions between Perrier, WDNR and the opposition groups. 

Development is an inevitable action of human life. The outcome of the Perrier 

case highlighted some classic mistakes businesses can make when 

communicating about development plans and the potential communication 

problems that may arise. 

Perrier Case and Future Development 

Environmental disasters and changes to state and federal regulations do . 

not impede the power and drive of development and industrial change. 

Citizens, however, play an ever increasing role in the process of development 
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plan approval. For companies interested in pushing development that could 

affect the natural environment, the authorization processes were more of a 

struggle than a procedure. To achieve acceptance, future development plans, 

as reflected by the conclusions of the Perrier proposal, have to focus energy 

and attention to communication, location interaction and historical, value

driven research. 

· The first influence the Perrier bottling facility proposal illuminated was 

the need to maintain communication links for an open dialogue about a 

questionable proposal. From the beginning of Perrier's interest, the 

communication was behind closed doors. Then, when news spread of Perrier's 

interest, the company still maintained a low level of contact with the residents 

raising concerns. The choice to maintain distance was a typical business 

practice for Perrier during site selection (Perrier Plan Has, WSJ, 2000, January 

8). It was a choice that affected the public and news media's treatment of 

Perrier's interest. 

Corporations and developers need to be keenly attuned to the use of 

various forms of media to educate the public on the elements of the project and 

the intentions of the company. Citizens tended to trust the information 

provided by the company and scientists as long as no tangible damage to the 

environment was done (Gwin, 1990). With a proposal seeking approval, the 

company need only provide credible information to support the claims of the 
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project. That •information and the process of approval should be constant, 

consistent and available to residents. 

The benefits of open lines of communication with residents can be 

infinite. Kelly (1997) found that keeping the public an informed partner in 

projects meant :financial rewards for all involved. For Perrier case, the public 

could have meant more jobs and philanthropy. For the company, the open 

communication could have led to them being _granted them access to the water 

and to the revenue it would have created. 

The importance of communication also built a relationship between the 

company and local citizens. A solid base of interaction fostered by 

communication and local input does not leave room for opposition to gain the 

validity as in situations where poor local affiliation exists. During the Perrier 

case, the company's interest was fostered through contacts at the state level. 

The local interests were not tapped to determine the feasibility or acceptability 

of the proposal. In response to these actions, the opposition claimed that the 

local interests were secondary and expendable to the needs of the state. The· 

grassroots opposition to the Mecan site fed off the public's outcry to be heard, 

to gain information and to have the final say in the proposal's outcome. 

The opposition continued to claim that public concerns were being lost 

in the shuftle for water as Perrier shifted interest to the Big Springs site. 

Perrier, at this point, realized the importance of public opinion to the project. 

The company did many things: funded independent research to be directe4 by 
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Adams County, encouraged a citizen-advisory panel to assess public opinion, 

attended all the meetings and were available to the press. Unfortunately for 

Perrier, it was too little, too late. By this point, grassroots opposition was 

organized and mobilized to block any type of expansion utilizing the Perrier 

Corporation and Wisconsin spring water through local zoning and support. 

The company could also use the local newspapers as a tool to spread 

more information and gain greater contact with the residents. 'J)le newspapers 

often reported on the local view of the project providing comments by local 

residents and detailed descriptions of how Perrier's products do not seem to fit 

into central Wisconsin's lifestyle. Although Perrier ran advertisements and 

spokespersons provided comments and letters to the local newspapers, a 

greater interaction with the local citizens might have meant more news 

coverage of positive information. 

A relationship with local interests should be a first step in any 

development project. Since the local level of government often holds final 

approval for development projects through zoning, the contact with the 

residents has to be first and foremost. A company should focus on the area's 

current and historical responses to the type of development proposed to aid in 

gaining support for the project. 

The third influence on future development is the need to address and 

understand what values the public holds regarding the environment. No longer 

do the rewards of money outweigh the beauty of a trickling stream or a walk 
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through the woods. Although historically the American public has supported 

development for its rewards (Albrecht, 1973), new generations are utilizing 

core values to determine the worthiness of projects. The new core values of 

ecology, health and sustainability are in direct contrast with the traditional 

equity and economy values (Paehlke, 1990). The need to address the extent 

that values play on the public reaction to a project becomes an important 

component of development planning. 

It was evident from any research that Wisconsin held a unique 

relationship with its environment resources. The water resources at the Mecan 

and Big Springs sites were a source of tourism dollars, pride and memories. 

Perrier Case and Public Responses to Development 

The importance of the public interest in development plans is changing 

the face of American industrial expansion. Citizens have influenced changes in 

policy at the federal, state and local level. These residents have credibility and 

a connection to a network of neighbors that allow for a greater voice of 

opposition and must be won over before any project has a legitimate chance of 

being implemented. Future public responses to development, as reflected by 

the conclusions of the Perrier case, should utilize the networking power 

quickly and efficiently, utilizing the "local" perspective and learn to tone down 

response to avoid it becoming seen as inappropriate or unruly. 

The first lesson the Perrier case had for public responses was to show 

the importance of networking to foster a Ievel of sincerity for the objectives of 
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grassroots opposition. When members of Perrier opposition groups merged 

into Waterkeepers of Wisconsin (WOW), they found themselves with more 

resources and manpower to spread information and opinions challenging the 

project. The combined forces shared information, sought broad support and 

built a strong defense against the proposal. 

Continual use and proliferation of the local perspective is the second 

lesson about public response to development in the Perrier case. Since the 

Perrier Corporation had not fostered a good working relationship with local 

contacts, it left an opportunity for grassroots opposition to fill the void. The 

opposition capitalized on Perrier's mistakes and communicated those to the 

media . 

. The third lesson for future development was to learn to tone down 

aresponse. By doing this, it could prevent the opposition responses from being 

categorized as unreasonable and unrealistic. The Adams County 

Times/Friendship Reporter contained many letters to the editor that expressed 

concern about the effect oflocal opposition actions. These concerns also 

appeared in comments made to reporters at public meetings and hearings. The 

concern raised about the actions of grassroots groups did not derail plans to 

protest, but left the newspapers to reflect on the possibility of the oppo~ition 

being irrational. There is a need for opposition group's to consider and 

organize their overall protest plan. This will allow responses to be balanced, 

justified and leveled accurately at the questionable development project. 
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Perrier Case and Public Relations/Communication 

The ability to share information, express ideas and opinions and to 

influence others was chiefly done through the channels of communication. The 

Perrier proposal relied heavily on communicative elements such as public 

relations tactics, newspaper coverage, risk communication, Internet sites and 

newsletters, to educate an audience about information related to an issue. The 

success of communication, as reflected in the conclusions of the Perrier case, 

hinged on a group's ability to use communication tactics. Two examples 

occurred when little or no communication was provided by Perrier and the role 

of the letters to the Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter. 

When there was little communicated from Perrier or the WDNR, it 

affected the opposition group's response to the newspapers, at meetings and 

through their documents. Trust in the project was diminished and the company 

would be questioned during each step of the approval process. Without open 

dialogue about the company and its plans, citizens would react negatively to 

any development project (Halfacre, Matheny & Rosenbaum, 2000). 

Throughout the Perrier case, the company faced recurring negative public 

responses to their actions. 

Perrier's first contact about spring sites in Wisconsin, for example, was 

not shared with the public. Discussions were through the Commerce 

Department, the WDNR and pro-development initiatives. When the news 

media first issued reports of the proposal, the public was suspicious and 
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concerned with the WDNR and the proposal. As the company moved quickly 

towards utilizing the Mecan site, Perrier faxed a news release in lieu of 

attending an informational meeting. The residents commented that Perrier's 

lack of interaction could be an indicator of how it would behave if allowed to 

siphon water. The lack of communication during these initial, pivotal events 

resulted in frustration for residents with Perrier and the WDNR. 

Another way communication influenced the Perrier case was through 

the letters submitted to the editor of the Adams County Times/Friendship 

Reporter. The letters to the editor were often poignant and argumentative 

about the acceptability and feasibility of the bottling facility. The letters 

originated from opposition group members and residents who sought support 

and understanding of their positions and opinions. The letters encouraged 

residents to vote, share ideas and be active participants in the proposal. The 

use of these letters allowed for local voices to be heard by all interested parties 

and was a vehicle to spread more information than the news stories alone. 

The Influence on Theoretical Components 

Important elements of communication were used and misused during 

the Perrier case. The importance of sharing information and opinions was 

pivotal to gain the support of the citizens nearest to the springs. The Perrier 

case study left many interesting marks on the relationship between the media 

and the environment, agenda setting, framing and risk communication. 
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Media and the Environment 

The variety of media sources that covered and related to the Perrier 

bottling facility proposal confirmed that the information shared and sought 

about the case was critical to its outcome. The Wisconsin State Journal, 

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Portage Daily Register, and the Adams County 

Times/Friendship Reporter organized, printed and dispersed materials that 

residents could access for information and the latest developments. The 

Internet also provided online information from the Wisconsin Stewardship 

Network, the DNR News and the CCNews. Some of the unique perspectives 

included the relationship between local media and grassroots opposition, the 

focus on the negative aspects of the project and the importance of media in the 

protection of the environment. 

First, the local media can be a supporter of the efforts of grassroots 

organizations. Although Neuzil and Kovarik (1996) found that the mass media 

tended to encourage the interests of the elite and powerful in society. The 

Perrier case pointed to local media supporting the opinions that championed 

protection of the neighborhood and community. The relationship of the local 

newspapers to their communities specifically allowed residents to command 

the stage through letters. Contributors were familiar to the community because 

they were local residents voicing a concern, providing a perspective and 

answering the claims of other letters to the editor. 
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Since the news media have the ability to frame events for public 

consumption, the local media became a vehicle for opposition to dominate the 

thoughts and conversations of neighbors. Perrier did supply a few letters to the 

local papers, but they were easily overpowered by the sheer volume oflocal 

interest letters. 

Second, tailored opposition messages focused heavily on the possible 

negative effects of the proposal. The results of this research could not fully 

determine the validity of the claims. The continual apprehension raised in the 

accounts overshadowed the discussion of the possible usefulness of the 

project. Grassroots organizations used the media to direct environmental issues 

by emphasizing the harmful effects if the public did not react (Davis, 1995). 

The negative messages initiated a response from the community to take up the 

issue. Take, for example, the letters to the editor in the Adams County 

Times/Friendship Reporter and the Portage Daily Register. Some letters focus 

on gaining support with simple phrases that rhymed and were remember 

including "go away Perrier" and "Team Perrier." Team Perrier was a catch 

phrase used to group Perrier, WDNR and other state agencies together against 

the interests of the people. Tailored environmental messages became an 

important tool used to raise public interest in the development project. 

Third, the power of media to maintain public interest and support for 

an issue has been supported in the Perrier case. Even though the regional 

newspaper coverage waned by November/December 2000, the local 
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newspapers maintained a continual dialogue about the case. The maintenance 

of that dialogue, especially by opposition groups, kept the messages against 

the project in the public spotlight. People make an assumption that what was 

reported in the news today would be on everyone's mind tomorrow (Protess & 

McCombs, 1991 ). This statement was corroborated, but could also be 

expanded to suggest that what stays in the news the longest also remains in the 

minds and conversations of the community. The fortitude of the issue 

remained even after it fell out of the public view. After Perrier's withdrawal of 

interest, local groups and governments used the Perrier issue against land use 

for snowmobile trails. The amount local news coverage made the Perrier case 

a primary topic of conversation. 

Agenda Setting & Framing 

Persons interested in the details of the Perrier case used the available 

news media to gain much of the information regarding the case. As the case 

developed during the Big Springs phase, public participation lessened at local 

meetings leaving the news media, interested groups (i.e. Perrier, WDNR) and 

word of mouth as the main routes of information transfer. The media could not 

tell residents how to think about the Perrier case, but they provided a way to 

think about it about (McCombs and Shaw, 1991). This was done through 

agenda setting and framing by the selection of articles, columns and letters that 

appeared in the different papers. 
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The Perrier case provides agenda setting and framing theory some 

interesting research caveats. For agenda setting, the case provided support for 

its ability to open larger issues for debate and the importance of the local 

gatekeepers for environmental issues. With framing, the Perrier proposal 

supported research on the current frames of environmental issues and the 

importance of local frames. 

It became almost a given that Wisconsinites protected their 

environment from corporate misuse. The media portrayed this through the 

frame of the grassroots groups' crusade to defend the best interests of the 

water and community. Tne ability of the media to build the reputation of 

opposition groups made their connection to the case integral to its outcome. 

During the Perrier case, the issues lodged against the project opened a 

larger dialogue about the importance of Wisconsin's water resources for future 

generations. It also questioned who had the right to make water a commodity 

and if regulatory agencies have a responsibility to demand greater protection 

of natural resources in the face of weak water laws. The agenda setting 

function had been found to create public interest not only in one issue but 

many other related concerns (McLeod, Becker & Burns, 1991 ). Many of the 

issues were raised, but not fully developed or discussed in the course of the 

case. They were also built upon the previous coverage of actions by Perrier 

and state agencies, the lack of information about the project's impact and the 

assumed risk involved. Opposition groups focused on the tangible and direct 
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local concerns such as traffic, water depletion and pollution. The larger issues, 

such as the importance of water, were evident but not debated. 

Additionally, the agenda setting in the Perrier case highlighted the 

importance oflocal gatekeepers for environmental issues. The news media, at 

some level, filled the role ofinformation gatekeeper (Gandy, 1991). Residents 

turned to the Adams County Times/Friendship Reporter or The Portage Daily 

Register to gain the most current and localized view of the information. As 

grassroots groups heavily used the local media to gain support and spread 

views, the local newspapers acted as filters for the information. What was 

printed in the pages, :from advertisements to letters, determined the type of 

information fellow residents gained about the case. 

The local newspaper, like the local government, had a vested interest 

in the outcome of the project. The interaction of opposition and Perrier meant 

more news articles, more coverage, more readers and more revenue. The 

articles and coverage in favor of a group turned into greater exposure for their 

concerns. The support of the local press was an essential component to 

influence the type of information supplied by the newspaper. 

With smaller community-based media, it was difficult to assess what 

connections the members of the editorial and newspaper staff had with those 

who protested or supported the Perrier proposal. These connections likely 

affected the outcome of voting for zoning and county board positions. This 
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area of the case would be an interesting component to attempt to assess in 

future research. 

The Perrier case also offered unique insights on the media's ability to 

frame issues. Media frames allowed the public's conclusions about an issue to 

be molded by the use of words, phrases, topics of coverage and tone (Entman, 

1993). How media framed an issue gave it a level of importance with the 

public (Reese, 2001 ). The bottling facility proposal supported the recent 

emergence of environmentally-focused frames and signaled the need to 

address the local frames of an issue. 

Protection of the springs and Wisconsin water was a central concern 

and commitment of grassroots opposition and WDNR. The coverage of the 

case highlighted the environmentally-conscience frames that have been 

growing stronger since the 1960s. These new environmentally-focused frames 

included economic, conflict, powerlessness, human impact, morality and 

social justice (Neuman, Just, and Crigler (1992), Semetko and Valkenburg, 

2000; Pellow, 2000). The prevalence of these frames downplayed the 

traditional.frames of industrial America: economy and equity. 

Although a business partnership between central Wisconsin and Perrier 

would have been a potentially prosperous union, the value of the water, 

protection and preservation emerged as greater rewards. It was acceptable to 

forego financial gain for the long term reward of a healthy, natural 
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environment for future generations. The green-friendly focus is an impediment 

to any development project seeking to use a natural resource for profit. 

With action and influence at the local level, groups should seek to 

frame issues that reflect the local perspectives and personalities. Perrier was 

often branded in the case coverage as an enemy of public interest due to a lack 

of interaction and respect. Although Perrier eventually offered to supply funds 

for outside researchers to validate findings, attended meetings and interacted 

with the public, the stigma of a poor neighbor overshadowed any attempt to 

foster a relationship with central Wisconsin. For the grassroots opposition, the 

framing of the case allowed for the group's concerns to be validated. Their 

reaction was a legitimate response to a threat. Perrier did not have much 

recourse and showed this by often pulling away from the traditional media and 

events such as town hall and informational meetings. 

Any outside business seeking to develop interest in a community must 

consider the view of the case from the local angle and use that view to mold 

any strategic communication plans. It takes time to research public opinion 

and understand the value connected to a development project prior. The 

consideration of the audience allows a long-term relationship and sends the 

message that the public's best interests are at heart. 

Issue Management 

There were many issues that revolved around Perrier' s proposal. The 

management of all these issues was necessary to be successful in gaining 
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support for the well proposal. Perrier, who obviously had public relations 

problems with the community, had a difficult time controlling issues as they 

spun out into the media and the community. The case provides many 

important insights on what organizations and businesses can do to best address 

issues. 

The preliminary research on the issue, the audience, community 

attitudes, and the modes of communicating are essential. The organization or 

business must do its homework and then use the available tools (i.e. 

newspapers, personal connections) to lobby for its opinions and concerns. 

Being proactive in terms of educating and sharing information will combat 

negative issues and keep them out of the public's view. 

Perrier was not receptive to sharing its game plan for working with 

state and local governments, residents and the media during the proposal 

period. This information would have provided a unique view into Perrier's 

thought process and actions during this time. Perrier may have been 

implementing an interaction plan with residents that did not work. That 

information is not available. 

Issues are fickle and changed as the case moved locations and gained 

new opposition and support. A company must be prepared to go the extra mile 

if they seek approval for a project. A proactive plan and good communication 

become integral and, if not attended to, can provide ammunition for a group's 

opposition. 
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Risk Communication 

The risks of the Perrier case were debated by the WDNR, Perrier 

representatives, opposition groups and local residents daily. Since the facility 

was in the planning stages, there were no physical effects with which to judge 

the facility's worthiness. Perrier and the WDNR did agree on the need for 

water-related testing to assess the environmental impact. The WDNR'S permit 

approval did not call for a formal environmental impact statement. The water 

laws for wells did not specify this type of preliminary documentation. The 

WDNR and Perrier made an informal agreement that allowed the agency to 

step in if testing showed a significant impact on the water resources. 

Much of the public concern raised dealt with the seemingly insufficient 

information regarding the risks of the facility. In lieu of the formal 

documentation, residents turned to other means of assessing the probable risk. 

These actions included researching Perrier's previous bottling facilities and the 

impact of other high-capacity wells in the state to determine risk. Grassroots 

groups in Florida and Texas provided negative examples of Perrier's business 

practices in their states. These groups cautioned against allowing an 

environmentally-irresponsible company access to spring water. 

Additionally, the proposal asked for a siphoning level from the springs 

at an immensely greater number of gallons per minute than other operations. 

There were no standards or history to show how the operation would affect 

Wisconsin water. Perrier' s proposal would have been setting a precedent for 
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high capacity wells. This meant a greater level of distrust in the project 

because there was little information to conduct a risk assessment. 

The risk assessment that took place during the Perrier case fell squarely 

into the hands of the public and grassroots opposition. This unusual lack of 

control by the company over the information about the risks of the bottling 

facility played a significant role in the failure of the proposal. Generally, 

citizens were apprehensive about the lack of input they had about a risk (Kelly, 

1997). As information was shared through the media, the public often had little 

to do with the framing of the risk. The lack of public influence on the framing 

of a risk, however, was not the case with Perrier. Since the company did not 

attend the initial public meetings about the proposal, residents opposed to the 

project were allowed to set the precedent as to what the risks were and how 

they were defined. Citizens could draw their own conclusions about the 

intentions of Perrier and gain support of fellow residents. 

By the time Perrier was ready to deal with the public, much of the 

news coverage made the negative possibilities of the project stronger than any 

positive components. To gain power over the formulation of the possible risk, 

it is important to be proactive in the communication of a position on the issues 

and direct them locally. The group doing this will be rewarded with the ability 

to set the tone for the battle over public support. 

Additionally, risk communication can be greatly affected by the type 

of information sought and given to the public. The sharing of information, 
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especially technical information about the assessment of an environmental 

risk, assisted in diffusing public concern (Wennerberg, 1990). The ability to 

derail public concern can mean greater approval for a project. Perrier claimed 

that the actions of opposition groups halted the gathering of data about the 

feasibility of the project. This, in tum, created an uneducated, under informed 

group of citizens protesting the proposal. 

The company may need to also look inward for reasons for the 

proposal's failure. Perrier could have offered a full environmental impact 

study, taken the time to have the full research done and may have been 

rewarded with both public trust and the business partnership. The research the 

company did was more than expected for the permit to be approved. But, the 

approval of the permit did not matter if the public was still in a quandary over 

the risk involved. It may take, in terms of development of private lands, 

greater amounts of time and assessment to allow a project to be accepted 

locally. 

Public opinion regarding the natural environment often changes more 

rapidly than the environment itself (Downs, 1991). The impassioned 

relationship between people and the natural world will continue to affect how 

the media and interest groups share opinions and information. 

Conclusion & Future Research 

The Perrier bottling facility case study forms the groundwork for future 

research on the relationship between development, public relations, public 
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response and the environment. This case hinged on the ability of groups to use 

the media to influence the outcome of development projects seeking to 

consume natural resources for profit. There are benefits and drawbacks of this 

case study. This analysis also suggests new avenues for future research to 

explore communication about development projects. 

There were benefits from researching the Perrier project including 

ability to research the period of time when development approval occurs, 

emphasizing the importance of the local perspective and the use of 

communication practices, and continuing research on the new environmental 

focus for business. First, the use of a case study allowed research to focus on a 

narrow time period and utilize many archived sources like newspapers to 

explain an event. For development projects, it assesses the interaction and 

implications between the time a proposal was launched to the time that it was 

accepted or rejected. 

Many development projects are quickly accepted or face little initial 

public disapproval because oflittle negative press and a lack of similar 

projects that caused concern or harm. This fast moving process makes it 

difficult to study the events. But, in the case of Perrier, the public reaction was 

active from the initial, official reports and allowed the approval process to be 

drawn out. 

Second, the case brought to light the importance oflocal interaction. 

Throughout the case, each and every action was affected by, reacted to or 
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depended on a local component. Perrier was at odds from the beginning with 

local opposition and never quite recovered from that initial negative 

relationship. Residents used local newspapers to wage a war of words through 

the letters to the editors. The case signaled the need to consider local residents 

and how opposition groups utilize the public to block the project. 

Third, it supported the importance of active and open communication 

from a company to its publics from the very beginning of a project. The poor 

level of communication Perrier had with the public left a lasting impression on 

the rest of the case and was documented in the media coverage. Even as the 

company worked diligently during the Big Springs phase to win the public 

over, the initial communicative actions had set the tone of interaction and 

resident expectations. The type and amount of communication are essential 

components throughout the development of any project. 

Lastly, the Perrier case continued to reflect the growing importance of 

environmental protection over economic benefits. The coverage of the Perrier 

case reminded readers of how wonderful the gift of water was to Wisconsin 

and that it was Wisconsin's resource to do with what it wants. Although the 

financial rewards were appealing, the ownership of this water resource fell 

back to the local residents and the majority of them were not willing to open 

their doors to Perrier. The growing connection between the public and its land 

is an area that must be considered with any development plans. 
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The Perrier case study was not without some imperfections in the 

research process which included researcher bias, news coverage selected, 

assessing the personal perspectives, understanding local networking and a 

great need to expand our understanding of NIMBY s, LULUs and BANANAs. 

Each of these areas of growth has spumed new perspectives and ways to 

proceed with future research. First, the case study was conducted by a single 

researcher. Since the case was meant as a preliminary step for future research, 

the single view was an appropriate method; nevertheless, results may be 

improved by additional views of the analysis. 

Secondly, the case theory dealt primarily with the frames and agenda 

setting of select local and regional papers. For a more comprehensive and 

detailed study, future research could include-a great~ number oflocal and 

regional papers to assess the frames. The four selected papers may have led to 

a limited view of the case. In addition, the research analyzed a small portion of 

the news coverage available on the Internet, local television and from 

documents generated at the local government meetings. An examination of 

other media and documents could provide a greater understanding of case. 

Third, there was a rich amount of personal perspectives that were not 

sampled in this case. With many of the residents still residing in Adams 

County, interviews oflocal residents could have added another level of 

information to assess the proposal's defeat. The interviews could have 

possibly probed in more depth the connection between the local newspaper 
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and the residents. An'y future research should consider tapping into the 

personal perspectives of the residents. 

Fourth, the case needs to be closely examined in terms of the 

interaction and networking oflocal government, local organizations, local 

media and the residents that they serve and are supported by. Since the 

research did not expand into interviews and the news coverage did not look at 

this relationship, the interaction between these people could provide a valuable 

source of understanding about the case. Some of this understanding could be 

in terms of the more private understanding and agreements that can take place 

without being formally documented. These "neighborly pacts" could shed 

more light on the case's outcome. 

Fifth, the Perrier proposal calls out the need to have more research on 

how the idea and value of community puts a damper on growth and 

development. The NIMBY and BANANA reactions to environmental change 

on the local level should be explored. This continued research could increase 

our understanding of what drives these responses and how companies can 

work with them. 

Although the literature selected gave a rich collection of perspectives 

and factors that influenced the case, there are many others that could be 

developed for future research. These include corporate image management, the 

symbolism of water, development communication, stakeholders, persuasive 
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communication and the life cycles ofissues. Each of these could offer a new 

lens through which to view the Perrier case. 

This case was intended to find what led to the proposal's rejection. 

Yet, the case study generated many additional questions and concerns. What 

went on between residents at local meetings, newspaper offices, churches and 

businesses to spread opinions and information? What were Perrier's intentions 

and initial game plan for working with the central Wisconsin residents who 

opposed the project? What did the residents who were not directly involved 

with the grassroots opposition think about the proposal and how did they react 

to those who held a firm position for or against it? Though these questions 

were not central to this study, they are interesting questions that future 

researches could examine. 

It was evident from the news coverage and related documentation that 

more was at stake for Perrier and Wisconsin than financial rewards. It became 

. a war of words over rights to the water, the right to development, rights of 

local residents and the right to protect the natural environment. This study 

examined the public relations strategies and how the case was covered by the 

regional and local news media. An overview of the case began the study, 

followed by a review of related literature and case methods, a detailed 

narrative of the case coverage was explored and an analysis of that coverage 

answered the three case questions. 
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There was a great deal to learn from a proposal that fell apart for 

Perrier. The case engaged readers to consider who has the right to decide how 

natural resources are used for profit and how groups used the media to 

influence public opinion on an important issue. But, the case illuminates a 

global concern about the rights of anyone to use our natural resources whether 

it is to dam a river or to clear trees to build a new school. It has now become a 

public role to be conscientious consumers of the media, products and society. 

Perrier and Wisconsin may never agree, but they are both seeking to 

have control of water. Water dominates the earth and is pulled in many 

directions for personal use, recreation, natural renewal and commerce. Water 

is a valued component oflife. And, as many have realized, it can be a 

financially rewarding investment. If Osborne (1999) was correct about the role 

of water in the future, those who control the water will control the world. And, 

that control can mean all the difference. 
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Epilogue 

Although the year covered in the case study was comprehensive, the 

Perrier issues expanded far beyond the borders of the year, the county and the 

state of Wisconsin. What happened to Perrier in Michigan? Was their a residue 

left in the central Wisconsin communities affected by the proposal? What 

about water protection in Wisconsin? The epilogue to the Perrier case study 

will explore briefly these questions. 

Perrier In Michigan 

Perrier Corporation focused on Big Rapids, Michigan, as the site of 

their bottled water facility. rne site was approve, built and is currently in 

operation as of spring 2005. In preparing for the proposal and public 

interaction in Michigan, it seemed Perrier had reviewed the pitfalls in 

Wisconsin and adapted a new strategy. As one journalist noted, "turns out 

Perrier, which is owned by Nestle, had been doing its homework," (Eagen, 

2004). Perrier courted the state, gained all necessary approval to the land and 

even went as far as changing its name from Perrier Company of North 

I 

America to Nestle Waters. 

Yet, the site has not been without its controversy. The Big Rapids 

water table had dropped over the summer of 2003. On November 25, 2003, 

Perrier was in court and dealt an order to close operations in 30 days. Although 

Nestle Waters was granted an injunction to keep the plant open until an appeal 

was completed, residents and the state of Michigan were commenting to the 
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media that they were not happy with the bottling facilities. Eagen (2004) wrote 

that Perrier cited low levels of rain as a reason for the depletion of the water 

table. Perrier continues to battle Michigan residents and grassroots opposition 

about the impact of its bottling facility in Big Rapids. 

Residue in Wisconsin 

Perrier left the Big Springs quietly while the court battles and zoning 

decisions were being decided. It was until approximately two years later that 

Perier, now Nestle Waters, officially announced that any interest it had in the 

Big Springs development project was gone (Murphy, 2002). In September of 

2002, the well permits expired. 

The long term effect of the Perrier controversy was its influence on 

state water laws. State water protection in Wisconsin was not resolved by 

December of 2000. But, by Earth Day, April 20, 2004, Wisconsin had finally 

signed into law the first major changes to the state's clean water act in twenty 

years. "Under the new law, a proposed "high capacity" well, one expected to 

draw more than 10,000 gallons a day, would come under increased review by 

the Department of Natural Resources, which would be required to assess the 

effect of such a well on nearby lakes and streams and other sensitive water 

resources," (Rinard, 2005). It is yet to be known how this new law will affect 

current bottling operations. 
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The Perrier proposal has resulted in new problems and concerns in 

Michigan and stronger legislative actions in Wisconsin. Access and use of 

water will continue to be at the heart of public debate over land use. 
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Appendix A 

PERRIER CASE DATABASE 

The following is the complete listing of all materials evaluated for the Perrier 
case. The information is separated by both source and type of material. A 
reference and infonnation bibliography is included at the conclusion of this 
document for citations made in the literature review, analysis and discussion 
chapters. 

Newspapers 

All items listed in the newspapers section are considered as features of the 
source unless listed as one of the following types. 

A - Advertisement 
E - Editorial 
L - Letter to the Editor 
0 - Opinion Piece 

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel 
"Perrier Wants to Draw Water on State Land Bottler's Proposal Sparks 

Concern for Trout Stream" - Sunday, December 19, 2000 
"Perrier Considering Other Midwest Springs For Plant" - Thursday, December 

23,2000 
"Perrier Puts Plans For Well at Mecan Springs on Ice" - Thursday, February 2, 

2000 
"State DNR's Approval of Wells Seems Likely" - Sunday, February 13, 2000 
"A Source For Worry" - Sunday, February 13, 2000 
"Perrier Plan Meet Geyser of Opposition" -Tuesday, February 15, 2000 
E "A Scenic River Vs. Jobs" - Sunday, February 20, 2000 
"Thompson Works to Find a Home for Perrier" -Thursday, February 24, 2000 
"Perrier Gives Up Plan to Tap Mecan River" - Saturday, February 26, 2000 
"Latest Perrier Plan Gets a Dousing" - Thursday, March 2, 2000 
"Town's Zoning Moratorium May Hinder Perrier's Plans" - Thursday, March 

16,2000 
E "State Quietly Tried to Woo Perrier" -Tuesday, March 28, 2000 
"Protesters Denounce Perrier Bottling Plans" - Tuesday, April 18, 2000 
"Center Gets You Back in Touch With Nature" - Wednesday, April 19, 2000 
"Diverse Groups Rally Against Big Business" - Sunday, April 30, 2000 
"Perrier's Plans Have Dells Residents Dubious" - Wednesday, May 10, 2000 
"Coalition Will Fight Water Bottling Plants" -Tuesday, May 30, 2000 
"Perrier's Plans to Siphon Big Spring Up for Vote" -Tuesday, June 13, 2000 
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"Leave Water Alone" - Wednesday, June 14, 2000 
"Perrier Isn't Deterred By Bottling Plant Votes" -Thursday, June 15, 2000 
"Perrier Applies to DNR to Pump Water" - Wednesday, June 21, 2000 
"DNR Says Perrier Proposal Won't Deplete Water Supply" - Wednesday, July 

26,2000 
"Protestors Push For Full Review of Perrier Plan" • Wednesday, August 2, 

2000 
"Perrier" - Saturday, August 12, 2000 
"Perrier President Asked Thompson to Support Plant" - Wednesday, August 

16,2000 
"Perrier President Defends Contact With Thompson" - Thursday, August 17, 

2000 
L "Foes of Widening Highway 164 Hire Garvey" - Thursday, August 17, 2000 
"Public Should Know More About Impact" - Sunday, August 20, 2000 
"Emotions on Perrier Reach Boiling Point" - Wednesday, August 23, 2000 
"Projects Would Hit Environment Hard" - Monday, August 28, 2000 
"New Haven Ousts Town Chairman Who Supported Perrier Bottling Plant" -

Thursday, September 14, 2000 
"Doyle Urges Full Impact Study on Perrier Plan" - Wednesday, September 20, 

2000 
"Perrier Wins Right to Drill in State" - Friday, September 22, 2000 
"Water-Downed Law Unhelpful" - Sunday, September 24, 2000 
"DNR Sued Over Perrier Permit" - Friday, October 13, 2000 
"Rancor That Flows Like Water" - Sunday, October 15, 2000 
"Perrier Sued Over Test Wells" -Thursday, October 19, 2000 
"Ho-Chunk Sue DNR Over Perrier Drilling" - Saturday, October 21, 2000 
"Perrier Opponents Rally as Firm Readies Test Well" - Tuesday, October 31, 

2000 
"Thompson Suggests Perrier Have a Plan B" - Thursday, November 2, 2000 · 
"Bill Would Extend DNR Power" - Saturday, November 18, 2000 
"Perrier Plan Runs Into Bottleneck" - Wednesday, November 22, 2000 
"Adams County Puts Bottleneck in Perrier's Plans" - Wednesday, November 

22,2000 
"Thompson Sends Perrier Packing" - Thursday, November 23, 2000 
"Perrier Test Dropped Water Level in Artesian Well" - Tuesday, November 

28,2000 
L "New Berlin Citizens Want Honest Answers" - Sunday, December 3, 2000 
"Presidential Race Voted Top Story in State" - Tuesday, December 26, 2000 

Wisconsin State Journal 
"Bottling Water Raises Conservation Concerns; Perrier Wants to Drill for 

Water in the State-owned Mecan Springs Area, But With What 
Environmental Impact?" - Monday, December 20, 1999 
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"Perrier Plan to Drill Near Stream Draws Dissenters, Senators, 
Conversationalists "Skeptical" About the Proposed Bottling Operation 
That May Affect a Prized Water Source" -Friday, December 24, 1999 

"Questions Abound on Perrier Proposal, Company is Said to be Very 
Interested in Pumping Water from Mecan Springs" - Sunday, January 2, 
2000 

"Perrier Plan has Tempers Boiling, The Bottler Fails to Show at Richford 
Meeting" - Saturday, January 8, 2000 

"Perrier Wants to Drill Multiple Wells in Springs, Bottler Tells State Officials 
More Testing Needs to be Carried Out on the Site Before a Final Decision 
is Made" - Wednesday, January, 12, 2000 

L "My Objection To Perrier's Plans for Mecan is Crystal Clear'' - Sunday, 
January 16, 2000 

"Perrier Strategy Shifts to Private Lands Near Mecan" - Wednesday, February 
2,2000 

L "Mecan Springs" - Sunday, February 6, 2000 
"Dutch Uncle is Watching Mecan Springs" - Sunday, February 6, 2000 
"Opponents Not About to Let Perrier Slip Into Mecan if Bottler Chooses to 

Operate on Private Land, It Limits What State Regulators Can Do" -
Tuesday, February 8, 2000 

"Village Meeting Set" -Tuesday, February 8, 2000 
"Perrier Officials Will Attend Open House" -Thursday, February 10, 2000 
L "Hunting Doves Creates Connection With Nature" - Sunday, February 13, 

2000 
"Perrier Plan Needs Impact Study" - Sunday, February 13, 2000 
"Disputes Follow Perrier Despite Legal Challenges In Other States, Bottler 

Says Initial Uneasiness Often Abates" - Sunday, February 12, 2000 
"Meyer Asks Legislature To Plug the Perrier Gap" -Tuesday, February 15, 

2000 
"Residents Confront Perrier/Lack of Public Forum Proves Frustrating" -

Tuesday, February 15, 2000 
"Tapping of Spring Water Protested DNR Chief Wants Tougher Laws" -

Tuesday, February 15, 2000 
"Grave Robbers Descend; Special Bus Fares Depart" -Thursday, February 17, 

2000 
"Bill on High-Capacity Wells is Introduced" - Thursday, February 17, 2000 
"Perrier Talks May Improve options Opponents are Willing to Help the Bottler 

Find a Site That Better Suit's the Needs of State Residents" - Friday, 
February 25, 2000 

"Perrier: We're Moving On From Mecan" - Saturday, February 25, 2000 
"Lawmaker Floats Water Drilling Bill, Senator Kevin Shibilski Wants the 

State DNR to Have More Control Over Finns Such as Perrier" - Thursday, 
March 2, 2000 
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"Perrier Meets Opposition, Again Big Springs Crowd Wary of Proposal" -
Thursday, March 2, 2000 

"Proposal to Boost Natural Resource Program Rejected" - Friday, March 3, 
2000 

"Ground Water Level Dropping, Expert Says Some Wells and Aquifers Used 
So Much They Steal Water From Creeks Instead of Feeding Them" -
Tuesday, March 7, 2000 

"Not the Same Perrier Shuffle in Adams County, A Different Approach from 
Mecan Springs -Thursday, March 9, 2000 

"Town Ruling Might Slow Perrier Plan, No Zoning Changes in New Haven" -
Tuesday, March 12, 2000 

"Drunken Driver Crackdown Plan Packed" - Tuesday, March 16, 2000 
"Opponents Vocal at Perrier Meeting" - Saturday, March 18, 2000 
"A Last Gasp First: Filling Up on 2 Percent" -Tuesday, March 21, 2000 
L "Objections to Perrier's Intentions Consider Perrier's Effect on 

Homeowners and Farmers" - Saturday, March 25, 2000 
"Perrier Talks Began in Secret Commerce Chief: That's Standard When 

Negotiating" - Wednesday, March 29, 2000 
"Perrier to Provide Consultation Money" - Sunday, April 2, 2000 
"Residents Plan to Voice Opposition to Perrier'' - Saturday, April 8, 2000 
"Perrier Impact Study To Be Aired Bottler Want to Build a Plant in Big 

Springs" - Monday, April 17, 2000 
"Despite Environmental Study, Perrier Protest Continues Data Show that Area 

Suitable for a Bottling Plant" - Tuesday, April 18, 2000 
L "Elian Gonzalez Case Illustrates Hypocrisy"~ Wednesday, April 19, 2000 
"Elected Officials Urge More Environmental Activism" - April 23, 2000 
"Madison's Season of Fun Gets Off to a Busy Start Runners, Crowds at the 

Opening of the Market Kick Off Spring" - Sunday, April 30, 2000 
"Perrier Study Doesn't Faze Opponents Impact of Heavy Truck Traffic on 

Rural Roads" - Sunday, May 7, 2000 
"Perrier Foes Focus on Truck Traffic Concerns About Rural Roads State" -

Tuesday, May 9, 2000 
"Perrier Analyzes Possible Truck Routes to Plant the Bottled-Water Company 

Hires a Madison Firm to Study Ways to Avoid Using Local Roads" -
Thursday, May 18, 2000 

"Statewide Group Formed to Fight Perrier; New Coalition Also Will Work to 
Protect State's Natural Springs" -Monday, May 29, 2000 

"Vote Taps Perrier Reactions Tuesday Referendum Should Show Where 
Residents Stand on Building of Bottling Plant" - Sunday, June 11, 2000 

"Perrier Opponents Claim a Major Victory In Vote Townspeople Roundly 
Reject Water Bottling" - Wednesday, June 14, 2000 

"2 Legislators Back Perrier Voting Results Bottling Company Still Moving 
Forward With DNR Permits" - Friday, June 16, 2000 
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"Lafayette Count Sends Invitation to Perrier Officials Say Job-Starved Area 
Would Embrace the Bottling Plant Other Parts of State Are Rejecting" -
Friday, June 16, 2000 

"Perrier Applies for State DNR Permits Application Comes Just a Week After 
Towns' Vote Against Proposal" - Wednesday, June 21, 2000 

"Perrier Pumps Out DNR Report But Crucial Test Still Need to Be Submitted" 
- Sunday, June 25, 2000 

"Perrier Criticized For Application Bottler Filed for Permit In Spite of 
Rejection Vote" -June 29, 2000 

L "Genome Feat Poses Discrimination Threat" -Thursday, July 6, 2000 
"What's Next for Perrier?" - Saturday, July 22, 2000 
"Others Quietly Bottle Water Perrier Public Relations Miscues Was Strike 

One: The Scope of the Operations Strike Two" - Saturday, July 22, 2000 
"Casino Fact-Finding Trip Planned Lafayette County Officials Will 

Investigate Building an Indian Casino In Their Community'' - Tuesday, 
July 25, 2000 

"DNR: No Big Impact From Perrier Wells" - Wednesday, July 26, 2000 
''DNR Scolded Over Perrier Critics Say They Ignored Local Sentiment'' -

Wednesday,August2,2000 
"Experts Call Perrier Tests Inadequate But DNR Says Bottler Will Conduct 

More Tests in September" - Tuesday, August 8, 2000 
"Agencies' Role On Perrier To Be Explored State Senator Schedules Hearing 

on Actions of DNR and Commerce Department Officials" - Saturday, 
August 12, 2000 

"Some See Casino as a Savior Lafayette County is in an Economic Bind" -
Sunday,August13,2000 

L "Fiber-Optic Route is Causing Havoc" -Thursday, August 17, ~WOO 
"Critics Fear Perrier Plant Inevitable But Governor's Office Says Plant Must 

Meet Environmental Criteria" -Thursday, August 17, 2000 
''Two Agencies On Hot Seat Anti-Perrier Crowd Angry With Actions of DNR, 

Commerce" - Wednesday, August 23, 2000 
E "Why Are Citizens' Votes Against Perrier Ignored?" -Thursday, August 24, 

2000 
0 "Of the DNR, Perrier and Horse Manure" - Sunday, August 27, 2000 
0 "Back in Town So Soon? Here's All You Missed" - Sunday, September 3, 

2000 
"14th Senate District" - Wednesday, September 6, 2000 
''New Haven Voters Oust Chainnan Because He Was A Perrier Supporter'' -

Wednesday, September 13, 2000 
"Hard Feelings For Ousted Chainnan Coon Says He Was Falsely Pegged As 

Perrier Supporter" - Friday, September 15, 2000 
E "Hey Perrier! We'll Put it in French: Allez-vouz-en!" - Sunday, September 

17,2000 . 
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"Doyle: Full Study On Perrier Permits Attorney General Vows To Protect 
Wisconsin Water Quality" - Wednesday, September 20, 2000 

L "DNR Goes Out oflt's Way to Assure Safety of Perrier Plan" - Thursday, 
September 21, 2000 

"Records: DNR Taking It's Time With Perrier Permits Request With the 
Department's Decision Expected Soon, Critics Say it Still Hasn't Been 
Long Enough" - Thursday, September 21, 2000 

L "Today's Mail: Perrier, Opponents State Resources Object of Corporate 
'greed"' -Thursday, September 21, 2000 

"Green Party's Ralph Nader Offers His Views on Perrier" - Friday, September 
22,2000 

"DNR Approves Perrier Plan/Under Criticism, Officials Defend Their 
Actions" - Friday, September 22, 2000 

"Perrier Permit Shows Flaw in Law" - Sunday, September 24, 2000 
"Residents to Sue Over Perrier Permits Lawyer Garvey Accuses DNR of 

Selling Out the Public Interests" - Monday, September 25, 2000 
"Perrier Foes Vow to Sue the DNR" - Thursday, October 12, 2000 
"Perrier Foes Seek Court Help Their Suit Asks That Well Permits The State 

Awarded The Company Be Revoked" - Friday, October 13, 2000 
L "Readers Comment Rename Global Warming" - Sunday, October 15, 2000 
"Gore Advisor Says the Candidate Backs Perrier Opponents He Has Endorsed 

a Push For an Environmental Impact Statement on the Water Bottler's 
Plans" - October 17, 2000 

"Wisconsin Getting Into the Swing of Campaign" - Wednesday, October 18, 
2000 

"More Perrier Lawsuits Filed New Complaints Aim to Stop the Company's 
Drilling of Wells" - Friday, October 20, 2000 

L "More Mail Vote Nader, Elect Bush and Despoil Our National Parks" -
Thursday, October 26, 2000 

"Environment a Hot Topic in the 14th Perrier, Crandon Mine Among the 
Issues Confronting Welch and Goldsmith" - Sunday, October 29, 2000 

"Murphy Vs. Spiller, A Third Time" - Sunday, October 29, 2000 
E "Our Election Picks for Legislature" -Tuesday, October 31, 2000 
"Drillers Prepare Perrier Test Well With Lawsuits Pending, Opponents 

Gathered in a Nearby Field and Watched in Disbelief' -Tuesday, October 
31,2000 

"Thompson Watching Perrier" - Wednesday, November 1, 2000 
E "What We Remember They Say" - Monday, November 6, 2000 
"Perrier Keeps Tables on Test Well Company Officials Aren't The Only Ones 

Monitoring Developments" - Friday, November 17, 2000 
"Icy Reception For Perrier Proposal Adams County Board's Vote Opposes 

Plan" - Wednesday, November 22, 2000 
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"Thompson: Message to Perrier 'Crystal Clear' After the Decision in Adams 
County, The Water Company Would Do Well To Move On" - Thursday, 
November 23, 2000 

"Perrier Mum on Water Tests Adams County Tests Were to be Finished 
Friday" - Saturday, November 25, 2000 

"Anti-Perrier Vote Could Leave a Bad Taste For Some" - Sunday, December 
3,2000 

L "Case Closed" - Sunday, December 10, 2000 
L "Perrier's Loss is Democracy's Victory" - Sunday, December 10, 2000 
L "Adams County Board Deserves Citizen Applause" Sunday, December 17, 

2000 
"Presidential Election Chosen Top State News Story of Year The Story of 

Suspension of Athletes in the Shoe Box Affair Also Makes the Top-IO 
List" - Tuesday, December 26, 2000 

L "She Tried, But Still Doesn't Like 'New' Paper" - Sunday, December 31, 
2000 

Adams Coun-ty Times/Friendship Reporter 
"Perrier Group Considering Adams County for New Plant" - January 5, 2000. 
"Adams County Still in the Running for New Bottling Plant" - February 9, 

2000. 
L Letter to Editor from Jane Lazgin- February 9, 2000. 
L "Reader Says Coloma is Not Right for Perrier Company" - February 16, 

2000. 
"Perrier Group Looking at Town of New Haven for Possible Plant Site" -

February 23, 2000. 
L "Waushara County Resident Says: Voice Your Opinion on Proposed Perrier 

Plan" - February 23, 2000. 
"Perrier Group Rules Out Waushara County" - March 1, 2000. 
L "People of Adams County Should Stop and Think" - March 1, 2000. 
L "Tell Officials How You Fell About Perrier Issue" - March 1, 2000. 
"Perrier Representatives Meet With New Haven Residents" - March 8, 2000. 
L Letter to Editor from Jane Lazgin - March 8, 2000. 
L "Get the Facts Before You Say Go Away" -March 8, 2000. 
"New Haven Puts The Breaks on Perrier Proposal" - March 15, 2000. 
"DNR Plans Public Meeting on High Capacity Well Proposal" - March 15, 

2000. 
0 "Who Needs Perrier? We do." - March 15, 2000. 
L "Environmental Impact Statement Should Be Done" - March 15, 2000. 
0 "Your Responsibility to Future Generations Extends Beyond the Economy" 

March 15, 2000. 
L "Questions About Perrier Company" - March 15, 2000. 
L "Citizens Tum Out to Give DNR Opinions on Perrier" - March 22, 2000. 
L "Reader Doubts Perrier Will Pump Us Dry" - March 22, 2000. 
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L "Support Senate Bill 414" - March 22, 2000 
L "Request for Perrier to Reconsider" - March 22, 2000 
"County Board Hears About Perrier Proposal" - March 29, 2000 
L "State Government Puzzles Reader" -March 29, 2000 
L "Big Springs Community Members Speak Out" - March 29, 2000 
L "Reader Requests Full Environmental Study" - March 29, 2000 
"Perrier Group Funds New Haven Independent Engineering Review" -April 5, 

2000 
L "Is this What We Want for New Haven" -April 5, 2000 
L "What's More Important, Business or Quality of Life" -April 5, 2000 
0 "Sound Off - Residents of Adams County" - April 5, 2000 
"Perrier Group to Present Environmental Findings" -April 12, 2000 
L "Not Ready to Deal With Mining Out Water" -April 12, 2000 
L "Wisconsin Dells Visitor's Bureau Supports Perrier" -April 12, 2000 
A "Advertisement - When Perrier Came to Town" - Savin' New Haven - April 

12,2000 
L "Have Respect For Value of Spring" -April 12, 2000 
L "Reader Questions Perrier's Intentions" - April 12, 2000 
L "Water Bottling Company Has Been Very Busy" -April 12, 2000 
"Perrier Representatives, Consultants Give Test Results to Public" - April 19, 

2000 
L "Reader Says" People Should Support Perrier Testing" - April 19, 2000 
0 "Sound Off-Welcome" -April 19, 2000 
L "Residents Should Be Proud ofWater" -April 26, 2000 
0 "Sound Off - Listen With an Open Mind" - April 26, 2000 
"New Haven Plans to Hold Water Permit Referendum" -May 10, 2000 
"Opposition Crossing County Lines" - May 10, 2000 
"Protest Group Denies Right to Hear Facts" - May 10, 2000 
L "Reader Likes Taste of Local Water" - May 17, 2000 
"Perrier Looking at Traffic Concerns" - May 24, 2000 
L "Adams County Could Have BestofBoth Worlds" -May 24, 2000 
L "Reader Feels She Speaks for Concerned Residents" - May 24, 2000 
L "Reader Quotes Experts' Statements on Perrier Bottling Proposal" - May 31, 

2000 
L "'Savin' New Haven' Tactics Questioned" -May 31, 2000 
A Advertisement - "What's In It For You? 40%" - Perrier Corporation 

sponsored - May 31, 2000 
L "Voters Should Read Referendums Carefully" -June 7, 2000 
L "Questions Being Raised About Advisory Referendum" - June 7, 2000 
A Advertisement - "3 Reasons to Vote No" - Perrier Corporation sponsored

June 7, 2000 
L "Perrier Representative Reminds Supper Club Owner of Traveling 

Salesman" - June 14, 2000 
"Area Residents Want To See More Than Empty Promises" - June 14, 2000 
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"Record Turn Out For New Haven Referendum" - June 21, 2000 
L "Reader Says 'Savin' New Haven' Pulled Off the Biggest Hoax in Adams 

County" - June 21, 2000 
L "New Haven Voters Were Duped, Says Resident" -June 21, 2000 
L "Reader Hopes Referendum Message Clear To Officials" - June 21, 2000 
L "Residents' Behavior is a Disappointment" - June 21, 2000 
L "Reader Says: Don't Let Radicals Rule!" - June 28, 2000 
L "Resident Asks' What was New Haven Saved From?" - June 28, 2000 
L "Savin' New Haven' and 'WOW' Choose To Live in the Past, Says Reader" -

July 5, 2000 
L "Now Who's Calling the Kettle Black" - July 5, 2000 
"New Haven Opposes Rezoning" -July 12, 2000 
L "An Open Letter to the Adams County Board of Supervisors and Area 

Residents" - July 12, 2000 
L "New Haven Board Decision Doesn't Add Up, Says Reader" -July 12, 2000 
L "Without Water We Don't Need Money" - July 12, 2000 
L "Perrier Hopes Citizens Will Look At Facts" - July 12, 2000 
L "Residents Say Don't Let Perrier Group In" - July 12, 2000 
"Petition Filed to Oust New Haven Chairman" - July 19, 2000 
"Perrier Permit Available for Public Review'' - July 19, 2000 
L "WOW Group Questions Perrier Information" -July 19, 2000 
L "Writer Responds to Criticism About Letter" - July 19, 2000 
L "New Haven Issue is a Tragedy" -July 19, 2000 
"DNR Says No EIS Necessary for Perrier Permit" - July 26, 2000 
"More Than 9,400 High Capacity Wells Operating" - July 26, 2000 
L "County Should Stop Resource Raiders" - July 26, 2000 
0 "Time For County Residents To Get Involved" - July 26, 2000 
L "Reader Says 'Try Drinking a $10 Bill"' - August 2, 2000 
"DNR Presents Perrier EA Results" -August 9, 2000 
"DNR Public Meeting Was Orderly" -August 9, 2000 
"Questions for Governor Thompson and the DNR" - August 9, 2000 
L "Comments From Water Specialist Shared" - August 9, 2000 
L "Readers Says: State Experts Say Perrier Environmental Assessment 

Flawed" - August 16, 2000 
L "The People Have Spoken, Have They Been Heard?" - August 16, 2000 
"State Grants Guarantee in Perrier Well Application" -August 23, 2000 
L "Wisconsin Water Rights Shouldn't Be in Corporate Hands, Reader Says" -

August 30, 2000 
"New Haven Residents Search For Facts" - September 6, 2000 
L "People Need to Respect Ho Chunk Nation's Sacred Tribal Rites" -

September 6, 2000 
"New Haven Voters Oust Chairm~" - September 13, 2000 
L "Benefits of Perrier Outweigh Drawbacks" - September 13, 2000 
L "Power of Zoning Lies With County Board" - September 13, 2000 
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"DNR Reassures Public About Well Project" - September 20, 2000 
"DNR Grants Conditional Perrier Well Permit" - September 27, 2000 
"Anti-Perrier Groups Disappointed in DNR's Decision; Lawsuits Discussed" -

September 27, 2000 
L "Reader reminds 'Some Things Just Aren't For Sale"' - September 27, 2000 
L "New Haven Used to be Such a Friendly Place" - September 27, 2000 
L "DNR Applauded for Approving Permit" - October 4, 2000 
L "DNR Secretary is Comfortable with Perrier Decision" - October 18, 2000 
"Lawsuit Filed Against Perrier: Company Says 'We Aren't Running"' -

October 25, 2000 
L "Perrier Well Differs From Others" - October 25, 2000 
"County Resolutions Oppose Perrier Plan" - November 22, 2000 
"Perrier Well Tests Near Completion in Big Springs" - November 22, 2000 
L "Reader Questions County Board Perrier Resolutions" - November 22, 2000 
"Perrier Will Wait For Well Test Analysis" - November 29, 2000 
"State Journal Questions Anti-Perrier Resolutions" - December 6, 2000 
L "Adams County Left in Economic Black Hole" - December 6, 2000 
L "Reader Thanks County Board For Not Selling Water" - December 13, 2000 
L "Resident Has Questions For Perrier" - December 13, 2000 
L "Congratulations County Board For Wisdom" - December 13, 2000 
L "Reader Feels Board Should Be Praised" - December 13, 2000 

Portage Daily Register: 
"Perrier Springs Local Drilling Idea" - February 17, 2000 
"Regulations Non-Existent Concerning Test Wells" - February 17, 2000 
"Bottling Company Touts Environmental Record" - February 24, 2000 
"Bottling Company Eyes Adams County Site" - February 26, 2000 
"Residents Want Answers From Perrier" - March 1, 2000 
"Water Bottling Company Meets With Public" - March 2, 2000 
"Bottling Plant Meeting Packs Hall" - March 6, 2000 
"Candidate Opens Campaign for 47th" -March 14, 2000 
"Tide Appears to be Turning Against Bottler" - March 17, 2000 
"DNR Secretary Addresses Concerns About Proposed Bottling Plant" - April 

5,2000 
"Douglas Latest to Oppose Perrier" - April 14, 2000 
"Perrier Proposal Tops New Haven Meeting" - April 17, 2000 
"Perrier Eyes New Haven Plant by 2001" - April 18, 2000 
"Perrier Proceeds With Plans For Bottling Plant" - April 19, 2000 
"Referendum Targets Bottling Plant" - April 26, 2000 
"Water Referendum Finalized" - May 4, 2000 
"Board Tums on Water Expert" - May 6, 2000 
"Group· Plots Strategies to Stop Perrier Plant" - May 9, 2000 

. "Firm to Study Routes for Perrier Trucks" - May 19, 2000 
"DOT: Highway 27 Not for Perrier's Trucks" - May 20, 2000 
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"Group Formed to Boycott Perrier" - May 24, 2000 
"Welch Mentions Concerns About Preserving Environment" -June 1, 2000 
"Town Preparing for Perrier Vote" - June 13, 2000 
"Town Says No Way to Perrier" -June 14, 2000 
"Committee Advises Town Board to Keep Perrier Out of Area" - June 16, 

2000 
"Adams Residents Reject Perrier" - June 21, 2000 
"Perrier Files for Well Permit" - June 21, 2000 
"Neenah Springs vs Perrier: Oxford Plant Different From Perrier, Accepted 

Locally" - June 24, 2000 . 
"Newport's Perrier Resolution Argued" - June 24, 2000 
"Anti-Perrier Group Trying to Push Out Town Chairman" - July 14, 2000 
"Just the Facts .. .'Fact Finders' Spokesman Speaks Out for Perrier at Local 

Meeting" - July 20, 2000 
"DNR Says Perrier OK" - July 26, 2000 
"Copies of DNR Review Available; Meeting August 1st" - July 26, 2000 
"Group Eyes Legal Action Against Perrier" - August 30, 2000 
"New Haven voters Elect Anti-Perrier Candidate Over Current Chairman" -

September 12, 2000 
"New Chairman Confident Perrier Will Leave" - September 21, 2000 
"Perrier Well Permits Get DNR Approval" - September 21, 2000 
"Anti-Perrier Group Consider Lawsuit" - September 21, 2000 
"Recall Elections Hot Topic at County Group Meeting" - September 26, 2000 
"Group Brings Suit Against DNR" - October 12, 2000 
"Candidates Tackle Issues" - October 24, 2000 
"Ho-Chunk Files Suit Vs. DNR" - October 26, 2000 
"In-Depth Look at the Second Congressional District Race" - October 27, 

2000 
"State Senate 16th District Preview" - October 28, 2000 
"State Assembly 42nd District Race" - November 1, 2000 
"State Assembly 47th District Election Preview" - November 2, 2000 
"Adams County Opposes Wells" - November 22, 2000 
"Tests Show Impact on Wells" - November 24, 2000 
"Perrier Confirms Governor Asked Them to Leave" - November 30, 2000 
"Marquette County to Regulate Shoreland; Ban Commerical Wells" -

December 17, 2000 
"Pro-Perrier Landowners Shutdown Snowmobiling" -December 29, 2000 
"Kutz, Sidewalks, Perrier Head Year's Top Stories" - December 30, 2000 

Dep.artment of Natural Resources (www.dnr.state.wi.us): 
News Release - "DNR Urges Legislature to Protect Mecan River Watershed," 

February 14, 2000 
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News Release - "Public Meeting Scheduled August 1 at Wisconsin Dells on 
Draft Environmental Assessment for Perrier High-Capacity Well 
Application," July 19, 2000 

News Release - "Requests for high-capacity well permits pour into DNR 
annually," July 19, 2000 

DNR News - "Draft Perrier Well Permit Environmental Assessment 
Available," July 25, 2000 

DNR News - "State Seeks Unprecedented Guarantee in Perrier Application," 
August 15, 2000 

News Release - "Conditional High-Capacity Well Approval Issued to Perrier: 
Requires Historic Level of Protection for Nearby Waters," (emphasis in 
the original), September 21, 2000 

News Release- "DNR to Inspect Perrier Test Well Installation and Testing," 
October 20, 2000 

Transcripts: 
"Water Rich, Water Poor" - Wisconsin Public Television Transcript. Air date: 

August 31, 2000 
"In the Eye of the Political Storm" -- Exclusive interview of George Meyer, 

secretary ofWDNR, by Jeff Mayers ofWisPolitics.com, December 1, 
2000 

"Ed Garvey: Principled Populist or The Last Angry Man" -- Exclusive 
interview of Ed Garvey, Madison attorney, by Jeff Mayers of 
WisPolitics.com September 7, 2000 (posted October 9, 2000) 

Video: 
"The Little Town That Could: A Rural Community Fights Perrier" -

Concerned Citizens of Newport Video Documentary, 2000. 

Newsletters: 
Concerned Citizens ofNewport - October, November, December 

Wisconsin Stewardship Network (www.wsn.org): 
Perrier Still Interested in Mecan River Bottling Plant - "Action Alert -The 

Mecan River Watershed and the Perrier Bottling Plant Proposal," from 
Friends of the Mecan, February 15, 2000 

Town Passes Moratorium On Perrier Water Plan- "New Haven Town Board 
and Residents Fight Back," from Mary Jane Schmudlach, Committee to 
Protect New Haven Water, March 2000 

Perrier Seeks Quick Action on Bottling Plant - "Perrier Bulldozing the Town 
of New Haven," from the Committee to Protect New Haven's Water, April 
17,2000 

WOW Forms to Block Large Scale Water Extraction Plants, from the 
Committee to Protect New Haven's Water, May 23, 2000 
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Waterkeepers of Wisconsin Responds to Perrier, from Waterkeepers of 
Wisconsin, July 18, 2000 

Perrier Seeks Governor's Help in Bottling Plant Controversy, from Ed Garvey, 
August2000 

It's About Trade, Too - Perrier Proposal Not Just About the Water - Perrier 
Project Poses Dangerous Water Trade Precedent in Wisconsin, letter from 
Tom Wilson of Northern Thunder to David Weitz, Public Affairs 
Manager, DNR West Central Headquarters, August 2000 

Perrier Assessment Flawed According to Experts , Press Release, From 
WaterKeepers of Wisconsin, August 11, 2000 

DNR Sued For Granting Perrier Well Permits, From Will Fantle, October 13, 
2000 

WOW Files Perrier Lawsuit, From Waterkeepers of Wisconsin, October 19, 
2000 

Adams County Passes Resolution Against Water Extraction, Press Release, 
From Waterkeepers of Wisconsin, November 21, 2000 

The Public Trust Doctrine: Wisconsin Cases Involving the Public Trust 
Doctrine (www.wsn.org/issues/PI Opubtrustwiscases.html) 

Assorted Materials: 
"Perrier Seeks Water From Pristine Wi'sconsin Spring," Reuters, December 24, 

1999 
"Town Targeted by Perrier Passes Zoning Moratorium," Associated Press, 

March 15, 2000 
Letter - To David Cieslewicz of 1000 Friends of Wisconsin from Dennis 

Blind, Director of Columbia County Planning and Zoning Department, 
April 27, 2000. 

Press Release - "Citizens to Protect Wisconsin's Aquifers," May 2, 2000 
Press Release- State Legislature Representative Mark Pocan, Frank Boyle, 

and Tim Carpenter, "Perrier Blasted For Turning in Permit Application 
One Week After Referendum Vote Asks Them to Leave", June 28, 2000 

Information Flyer - Top 10 Reasons to Oppose Perrier's Plans in Big Springs, 
Concerned Citizens of Newport 
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Appendix B 

PERRIER CASE TIME LINE 

December 1999 
Perrier working with the State offices to find possible locations for a bottling 

facilities; one of the top choices is the Mecan 
For initial news coverage, Perrier was not available to give a comment about 

their interest. 
Perrier meetings with state officials to see what they must do gain permits 
Focus is on the Mecan being a 'prized' resource 
Perrier's plans at the Mecan are to draw water from the spring and pipe it one

mile away to a facility. The same type of situation that Perrier has in 
Maine on state land. 

January 2000 
January 2 - WSJ - Citizens near Mecan comment that there isn't much use for· 

consumption of Perrier products in their area 
January 6- Richford residents - town hall meeting to collect information on 

Perrier; Perrier did not attend; Perrier had faxed over a press release in 
lieu of attendance -- Per Perrier spokesperson, Jane Lazgin, attending 
wasn't necessary since a site hasn't even been proposed; after the 
meeting, the company kept closer contact with the Town of Richmond 
officials · 

January 8 - Residents and local officials seeking more information on Perrier's 
interest; per Perrier, they "don't want to get a community excited" 
before a site is chosen 

· Perrier representative, Rob Fisher, spoke briefly with Waushara County Board 
about the proposed bottling operation 

February 2000 
Feb 2 - Perrier not interested in only the Mecan state-owned lands -

considering other sites; some adjacent private lands 
Feb 13 - Interest in seeing DNR approval of high-capacity well 
Buried in the news coverage is the point that other high-capacity wells draw 

water from the Mecan 
Beginning of discussion of the water drawn for irrigation 
Concerns are raised about the high-capacity well laws or lack there of a decent 

one 
Bill on high-capacity wells introduced in the state Senate -- current legislation 

regarding these wells only make them unlawful if they adversely 
impact municipal water sources 
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February 13 - WSJ - article concerning challenges in other states regarding the 
effects of Perrier siphoning of water 

February 14 - Meeting at the Coloma Elementary School drew hundreds of 
residents & observers -- ideally an educational meeting to talk about 
Perrier's plan; set up is an open house forum and not a 
question/answer/public comment session 

February 14 - DNR Secretary Meyer - asks state Legislature to work on better 
water protection laws 

Informal meeting at the New Haven town hall -Town Hall Chairman speaks 
to about thirty residents regarding Perrier's plans -- commentary stating 
that it might be a good idea economically to welcome the Perrier group 

February 24 - Governor Thompson - Urges groups to work with company to 
find Perrier a home; Perrier not available for comment on latest 
developments 

Feb 25 - Perrier ends interest in Mecan; pursues other options - heard the voice 
of the State and moving on; From a member of Friends of the Mecan 
"voice of the people" surprised Perrier; Perrier comments toward 
Adams County site is to renew the land around the spring and bring it 
back to its original state 

March2000 
Committee to Protect New Haven's Water Organized 
March 1 - Wisconsin Dells, Informational meeting ... Perrier and Public; 

concerns about the amount of track; Perrier laid out future plans 
including four weeks of testing 

March 1 - Madison - High capacity well bill in Senate committee 
Discussion begins in MJS about the diminishing groundwater supplies as 

creeks are running dry ... concems about wells and aquifers being 
tapped 

March 13 - Town of New Haven - One year moratorium on zoning changes; at 
that same time, Perrier completed a battery of tests to see whether the 
water is safe and the plan able to go ahead; Perrier is also willing to 
participate in an environmental assessment 

March 16 - Wisconsin Dells, informational meeting, Perrier and Public; Perrier 
officials in attendance but did not address group 

March 28 - Reports that Perrier's interest was courted by Wisconsin 
Commerce Department and WDNR-- "secrecy spoiled the deal" -- per 
the paper, in February 1999, the Wisconsin Commerce Department 
sent Perrier letters about the business-friendly environment in WI; 

April2000 
April 1 - Perrier agreed to give New Haven $20,000 to hire independent legal 

and engineering consultants 
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April 6 - Oshkosh Northwestern reported that test well at Big Springs 
vandalized 

April 12 ~ Annual New Haven Town meeting 
April 17 - Adams County, Public Meeting with Perrier in Wisconsin Dells; 

Perrier wanted to announce plans for a two-month study to determine 
water supply & environmental impact; picketing and petition signing 
outside of the meeting; 

April 30 - Environmental group members, American Indians and outdoor 
sports enthusiasts meet at State capital to rally against corporate 
interest; discussion of the battle over the Crandon Mine 

May2000 
May 8 - a meeting of concerned citizens to discuss the proposal - The 

Committee to Protect New Haven's Water 
May 9 - Perrier meets with DNR officials about what is still needed in the 

application process 
May 10 - another meeting about plant; concerns still focus on dust, fumes and 

trucks 
May 18 - Perrier reportedly hired Madison firm to look at road/traffic 

concerns; after last meeting with public, Perrier going door-to-door 
talking traffic with the neighborhood 

May 22 - groups fighting Perrier plan to meet to take the issue statewide 
(Monday) -- from this meeting, Waterkeepers of Wisconsin formed 

May 29 - WSJ - Perrier spokesperson highlights that land use is becoming a 
big concern 

Perrier announcing applications hopefully by the end of June 
Conservation Congress - advises state natural resource officials - resolutions 

about water removal made in several counties. 

June2000 
June 11 - reports that all interested groups have been campaigning heavily 

before the referendum voting on Tuesday; opposition groups rallied in 
Wisconsin Dells today 

June 13 - Voting, Newport (Columbia County) and New Haven (Adams 
County) to measure resident opinion -- end up being an 
overwhelmingly no for the bottling facilities [referendum]; prior to this 
vote, all sides have been campaigning to residents with fliers, 
canvassing neighborhoods, broadcasting commercials, and billboard 
space; in New Haven the vote was on if the area should oppose use of 
water from aquifers for bottling in areas zoned for agriculture (290-101 
against company) ... .in Newport, the vote was on allowing a bottling 
plant in an industrial area with a favorable hydrological study (114 - 26 
against company usage) 
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June 13 - regardless of vote, Perrier will still continue with permit application; 
called the vote "premature" 

June 16 - WSJ reports that legislators are asking Perrier to heed public 
sentiment; Ed Coon, chairman of town ofNew Haven stated 
referendum was poorly written and everyone taking it to heart/getting 
emotional; stated that voters are not informed enough about the 
environmental impacts to make a sound decision 

June 17 - WSJ - Layfayette Development Corporation offers to help find a 
location in that county for a bottling facility 

June 20 - Perrier seeks state permit - application sent in; spokesperson cited 
that referendums were 'preliminary indicators of public sentiment' and 
that "the people did not have all the information.' 

June 28 - Governor Thompson is not taking sides on the debate 
June 29 - State representatives criticize Perrier's movement forward with 

application and ignoring the "public trust" · 

July2000 
July 3 - information from referendum/resolution is slated to be voted/review 

by the New Haven Town Board 
July - Meeting between the Gov. Tommy Thompson & the president of 

Perrier, information about this meeting did not surface till August in 
the media 

July 22 - WSJ reports of other quietly bottled, Perrier has PR issues of a 
distrustful public/not realizing the connection between residents and 
water resources and operational problems by asking to have a huge 
water draw year-round; through February of 2000, "9,400 permitted 
high-capacity wells were operating in Wisconsin, including 1,700 
municipal wells, 1,128 industrial wells, 4,175 irrigation wells .. .the rest 
serve everything from campgrounds to water theme parks" 

July 25 - DNR officials say allowing Perrier to pump water from two wells 
would not significantly reduce groundwater; DNR says a detailed 
environmental impact statement not needed; this from a first every 
requested environmental analysis 

August2000 
August 1 - Wisconsin Dells, public meeting with Perrier; DNR criticized for 

not requesting a full impact study; drew 4-5 hundred people 
August 12 - Perrier and DNR work out draft plan for high-capacity well; 

rumors abound the permit was expedited if the Perrier promised to 
abide by DNR pumping limits 

August 16 - Perrier president Kim Jeffery appealed to Governor Tommy 
Thompson in July of2000 to publicly support bottling plant efforts 

August 17 - Jeffery defends interaction with the Governor 
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August 17 - MJS - Another local opposition group takes Ed Garvey's law firm 
with them into a fight over a state project; the law firm also represents 
the Concerned Citizens of Newport 

August 22 - Legislative hearing on Perrier's and role of state offices in the 
proposal -- not for voting but to hear public concerns; DNR and 
Commerce Department addressing complaints about their roles in the 
Perrier debate; Perrier was invited to speak at the hearing but did not 
attend 

August 31 - Initial Air Date on Wisconsin Public Television "Water Rich, 
Water Poor" (Transcript) 

September 2000 
September 12 - Adams County Board recalls Town Chairman due to support 

of Perrier interest 
September 19 - Doyle, attorney general urges for full environmental impact 

study via letter to DNR Secretary George Meyer; indicates that might 
sue to protect water resources if one is not completed to protect the 
public trust 

September 21 - Perrier wins conditional permit for well at Big Springs, Adam 
County; many other applications and ordinances to go through before 
any official movement made on the building of the facility; Meyer 
backs choice to avoid full impact swdy due to the already 
unprecedented assessments taken already by the DNR and Perrier 

September 24 - MJS - Even ifDNR wanted to, due to the current high
capacity well laws, could not deny Perrier a permit 

September 25 - Garvey, representing Waterkeepers of Wisconsin is set to sue 
within a month, especially citing what he calls "Team Perrier", the 
member of the DNR in line with Perrier's interests or at least seem to 
be 

October 2000 
October - CCNews - first newsletter, issued monthly 
October 12, 2000 - Concerned Citizens of Newport (CCN) filed suit against 

the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources of the Perrier permits; 
Doyle will not represent the DNR in this case; suit highlights that DNR 
went against own regulations, Wisconsin's EP Act, and it's "duty to 
protect the public trust" ... decisions that were cited in the suit included 
9/18 impact statement not needed, 9/21 approval of applications, & 
9/28 signed agreement 

October 18 - Waterkeepers of Wisconsin, filed suit against Perrier; focus is on 
the fact that Perrier is dropping wells that go against the zoning 

• ordinance; didn't submit local application with the county; Perrier 
defended the point that these are merely test well to make sure project 
is viable 
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October 19 - Ho-Chunk Nation filed suit against WDNR; claiming springs are 
scared sites and the tribe was not consulted before issuing permits 

October 30 - Local protestors gather near test sites to oppose the bottling plant; 
about 50 residents 

October 31 - Perrier began prepping for test work in Big Springs 
October 31 - Gov. Thompson states on camera: if Perrier interests are 

acceptable to public, they should move on; MJS calls it "plan B" 

November 2000 
November - Wisconsin Counties Association: adopted Resolution #2 opposing 

any large scale extraction for bottled drinking water without a full 
Environmental Impact Statement and hydrogeological study ... and with 
county board of supervisor review and final authority to approve or 
deny it...the Wisconsin Green Party adopted this statement 

November 10 - Test pumping began 
November 18 - renewed talk of restricting process of permits or state law in 

regards to high-capacity wells; 
November 21 - Adams County Board of Supervisors - passed resolution 

opposing any large scale extraction for bottling or bulk sale of spring 
waters from Adams County; Perrier fears that county is jumping the 
gun before all the 'science' is collected regarding water extraction 

November 22 - Governor supports public interest in so many words; Perrier 
did not issue a comment 

November 28 - Local farmers argue that water levels adjacent to test wells are 
dropping; Madison firm still measuring the two weeks of testing; 
Perrier was not available for comment; other locations show no change 

November 29 - St. Norbert's College - East Depere High School Pep Rally to 
raise awareness 

December 2000 
Perrier moves from Wisconsin to area in Michigan 
Editorials swamp both the MJS and WSJ lauding local government for 

protecting water rights in Wisconsin 
Local residents have lingering resentment due to the Perrier proposal -

showing itself in snowmobile trail rights 
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